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PART I
INTRODUCTI ON

2

Devonian Tabulate Corals
of the Great Basin
INTRODUCTI ON

General Remarks
Tabulate corals have long been known to form an
abundant and fairly diverse component of Devonian fossil
assemblages in numerous areas of' North America, and have

been noted in many of the classical works on the Devonian
of North America.

To date, North American paleontologists

have generally regarded this group as essentially useless
for valid biostratigraphic determinations arid have been

content to describe tabulate faunas in terms of classical
taxonomic paleontology.

Following the work of Sokolov (1955), Soviet paleontologists have embarked on a comprehensive study of the
biostratigraphic zonation of Devonian tabulate corals of
the Soviet Union and adjacent territories and have, in the
writer's opinion, demonstrated the usefulness of' this group
in biostratigraphic correlation.

The Devonian strata of the Great Basin provides an
excellent area to test the significance of tabulate corals
as a biostratigraphic tool in North America.

A sufficient-

ly well understood stratigraphic framework exists in that
region to allow for the bed by bed collection of tabulate
faunas

in measured sections and a well developed zonal

framework based on brachiopods, conodonts, and graptolites

3

provides a means of correlation among the various sections
of Devonian strata.

Historical Review
The first description of tabulate corals from the

Great Basin resulted from the study by Meek (1877) of
fossil collections of the Fortieth Parallel Expedition.

He

described and figured two species of Alveolites, and single
undetermined species of Favosites and Syringopora from the

White Pine Mining District and Pinyon Range (= Sulphur
Springs Range).

An indeterminate species of Michelinia?

was also reported by Hall and Whitfield (1877) from collections of the same expedition.

Seven years later, Walcott (1884) published his
voluminous report on the Paleontology of the Eureka Dis-

trict, in which he described eleven species of tabulate
corals.

Unfortunately, his descriptions are generalized

and he did not figure any of his tabulate specimens.

To

date, this work remains as the most comprehensive treatment
of Devonian tabulate corals from the Great Basin.
Further study of tabulates, and for that matter all

groups of fossils, of the Great Basin was not forthcoming
until the classic work on Devonian strata of the Roberts
Mountains region by Merriam (1940).

This work provided the

firm foundation of stratigraphical and paleontological

knowledge, upon which most of the succeeding studies of the

I
Devonian of -the Eureka County region have been based.

Al-

though he relied mainly on brachiopod faunas to delineate
the zonal arrangement of the ]Jevonian strata in his study,

Merriam (19k0) did include a number of tabulate corals
within his faunal lists and figured a single specimen of
"Favosites" limitaris.

In the last thirty years, additional studies of
Devonian rocks in the vicinity of Eureka, Nevada (Nolan
and others, 1956) and in the Antelope Valley (Merriam,

1963), have yielded faunal lists which include tabulates.
Only two reports, though, have provided adequate descriptions and figured specimens of -tabulate corals.

Stumm

(l95L) described Heliolites relictus from the northern

Roberts Mountains and Merriam (1973) has described four
species from the Rabbit Hill Limestone in -the northern
Monitor Range.

Scope and objectives
This paper is an attempt to describe the tabulate
coral faunas of the Great Basin in terms of their stratigraphic distribution and zonal arrangement.
The initial portion of Part II describes the distribution of Devonian tabulate faunas in the stratigraphic
sequence at various locations in central Nevada.

As much

as possible, the faunal distribution of the tabulates has
been tied to measured sections, but significant occurrences
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of assemblages from outside of these sections have not been
ignored, and, where known, their position in terms of the
stratigraphic sequence has been noted.

The latter portion of Part II treats the zonal arrangement of tabulates within the Devonian of the Great
Basin and attempts a correlation of these faunas with tabulate faunas of other regions and with faunas of other phyla
within central Nevada.

Part III presents a summary of the important morphilogical features of tabulate corals, and provides a
detailed description and illustrations of the tabulate fauna
of central Nevada.

Location
The location of the area of study within the state
of Nevada is shown in figure 1.

Most of the sections and

localities from which collections were made are in the
central and southern portions of Eureka County, Nevada
(figure 2).

Figure 1.

Index map of Nevada.

is shown in figure 2.
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Method of study
Preliminary examinations of tabulate specimens were
conducted using the acetate peel method.

Specimens were

cut using a diamond rock saw and polished on a lap wheel.
They were then etched in dilute (10%) hydrochloric acid,

and an impression of the polished surface was removed by
the application of acetone and a .003mm thick piece of
clear acetate.

This method has the disadvantage of not

being capable of transferring to the peel the microstructural elements of tabulate morphology, but it does allow
for the relatively rapid examination of large numbers of
tabulate specimens and the separation of these forms into
general taxonomic groupings.

A significant number of specimens were then examined
by thin section techniques.

A minimum of one longitudinal

and one transverse thin section was prepared for each specimen.

For many specimens tangential sections were necessary,

especially in the examination of mural pores.

The writer

has found 2 x 3 inch thin sections to be more useful than
the smaller petrographic slide as it allows for coverage of
a larger portion of the coralla and a better understanding
of morphologic change throughout the corallum.

Measurements

of the various morphological elements were made using a
glass slide etched with divisions to one-tenth of a
millimeter.
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A number of silicified specimens, especially those
with small, delicate coralla, were disaggregated from
limestone by etching in hydrochloric acid.

Sections of

specimens obtained in this manner were prepared by encasing
the specimen in epoxy and then preparing the section in the
normal manner.
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STRATI GRAPHY

Geologic setting
Deposition in Nevada and adjacent states during the
Early and Middle Paleozoic occurred in a broad, northtrending geosyncline which prevailed until the Late Devonian or Early Mississippian.

Three fades assemblages have

been recognized (Roberts and others, 1958, 1967; Poole and
others, 1967):
1.

Western siliceous and volcanic assemblage:

Early

and Middle Paleozoic rocks of northern California and
western Nevada, with a thickness of k000 to 6000 feet,

eugeosynclinal cherts, siliceous mudstones, and pyroclastic
and volcanic rocks.
2.

Eastern carbonate assemblage:

Early and middle

Paleozoic rocks of southeastern California, eastern Nevada
and western Utah.

Primarily composed of limestones and

dolomites with local shale and sandstone units.
3.

Transitional assemblage:

An approximately fifty

mile wide belt located between the western and eastern
facies assemblages and composed of carbonates, clastics and
volcanic rocks.

It should be noted that most of the fossil

localities sampled are in the eastern carbonate assemblage.
At the end of the Devonian the area was subjected to
strong orogenic movements resulting in the destruction of
the former geosyncline and the formation of a north-trending
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emergent land area.

These movements, part of the Antler

Orogeny, culminated in the Roberts Mountain Thrust Fault,

which thrust western assemblage rocks 100 to 200 km. to the
east over the eastern carbonate assemblage.

Because of the

thrust faulting, rocks of the eastern carbonate assemblage
often are exposed in windows within the western assemblage
rocks of the thrust plate.

Block faulting during the

Cenozoic has also uplifted rocks of the eastern carbonate
assemblage, but the alluvium-filled valleys make the tracing.
of beds from range to range difficult.

Devonian stratigraphy within the area of study
A subdivision of the Devonian rocks in the vicinity
of Eureka was first attempted by Hague (1883, 1892), who
recognized two Devonian formations:

the Nevada Limestone,

and the overlying White Pine Shale.

The name "Nevada,"

though, had been loosely applied earlier by King (1878), to
strata ranging in age from "Upper Helderberg to Chemung"
(Merriam, 1963, p. L4), but later was abandoned (King, 1878,
p. 206, 2LI8), and replaced by Wahsatch limestone.

Further revision of Devonian nomenclature was not
forthcoming until Merriam's (19k0) classical study of the
Roberts Mountains region.

He restricted the usage of Nevada

"Formation" to the lower 2L1L18 feet of Devonian strata at

Lone Mountain where it lies immediately above the Lone
Mountain Formation.

The top of the restricted Nevada
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Formation was established at the upper limit of the Stringocephalus Zone.

Above the restricted Nevada Formation Mer-

nan (19l4O, p. 16-17) recognized well exposed dark limestones and calcareous shales which he named the Devils Gate
Formation, which is roughly equivalent to Hague's "Upper
Nevada."

He defined the top of the Devils Gate Formation

where the Cyrtospirifer fauna disappeared at the type locality (Devils Gate).

that the "White Pin

Merriam (l9LIO, p. L6) also suggested

shale" of Hague (1892) was at least

partially Early Carboniferous in age.

Nolan, Merriam, and Williams (1956) accepted
Merriam's (l9L1O) restriction of the Nevada Formation, but

established lithological rather than paleontological
criteria to define the top of the Nevada Formation.

Work-

ing to the east of Merriam's type locality (Modoc Peak)
they demonstrated that within a narrow zone of approximate-

ly fifty feet the dolomites of the upper part of the Nevada
Formation passed into dolomites of the Devils Gate Formation.

They further subdivided the Nevada Formation into

five members:

the Beacon Peak Dolomite, the Oxyoke Canyon

Sandstone, the Sentinel Mountain Dolomite, The Woodpecker
Limestone, and the Bay State Dolomite; and the Devils Gate
Formation into two members:

the Meister Member and the

Hayes Canyon Member.

Carlisle and others (1957), working in the Sulphur
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Springs and Pinyon Ranges north of Eureka, recognized only
three divisions within the restricted Nevada Formation as
defined by Nolan, Merriam, and Williams (1956):

The

McColley Canyon Member (limestone), the Union Mountain
Member (quartzite and dolomite), and the Telegraph Canyon
Member (dolomite with a minor limestone tongue).

The cor-

relation of Devonian strata of the Sulphur Springs with
that of the Eureka district suggested by Carlisle and others
(1957) is shown in figure 3.

Winter and Murphy (1960) demonstrated that the Lone
Mountain Dolomite and Roberts Mountain Formation are
lateral equivalents that represent different facies within
a reef environment, and Johnson (1965, p. 368-369) established that the upper part of the Roberts Mountains
Formation is Devonian in age.

Merriam (1963) recognized a 250 foot sequence of
Lower Devonian limestone at Rabbit Hill, southwest of
Eureka, and designated it the Rabbit Hill Limestone, but
he was unable to locate either the upper or lower contacts.
The same formation was recognized by Johnson (1965) in the
Simpson Park Range in a sequence which included the Roberts
Mountains Formation, Windmill Limestone, and Rabbit Hill
Limestone.

Johnson (1965', p. 5Li3) also recognized a faunal

and lithological break at the top of the overlying
McColley Canyon Formation and recommended its elevation to

FIGURE 3.
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formational rank.

This move left unnamed a large portion

of upper Nevada rocks in the Simpson Park Range and Roberts

Mountains, but Johnson (1966

proposed the name Denay Lime-

stone to include those rocks between the McColley Canyon

Formation and the top of the newly designated Nevada Group
in the northern Simpson Park Range and Roberts Mountains.
The McColley Canyon Formation was further subdivided
by Murphy and Gronberg (197o), who designated three
members:

the Kobeh, Bartine, and Coils Creek.

The nomenclature used in the Devonian of Eureka
County and vicinity is shown in figure 3.
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SEQUENCE OF FAUNAS

Rabbit Hill
Merriam (1963) designated 250 feet of platy limestones and calcareous shales lying above the Roberts Moun-

tains Formation at Rabbit Hill as the Rabbit Hill Limestone.
He further suggested that an unconformity existed between
the Roberts Mountains Formation and the Rabbit Hill Limestone, but Johnson (1970, p. 29) denies this, pointing out

that Ludlow, Pridoli, Gedinnian, and lower Siegenian beds,
identified by fossils, are present in the Rabbit Hill area.

More recent work by Matti (1971) and Finney (1971) has
documented the presence of a "mappable lower contact" for
the Rabbit Hill Limestone at the type section.
Merriam (1963, p. /43) reported the following tabu-

lates from the Rabbit Hill Limestone at the type section:
Favosites sp.
Cladopora sp.

Striatopora cf. S. gwenensis Amsden
Michelinia sp.

Pleurodictyum cf. trifollatum Dunbar
In a later report (Merriam, 1973, p. 6-7), Merriam
revised and more fully described this fauna, listing it as:

Favosites cf. F. helderbergiaë Hall
(= F, copenhagenae)
Striatopora cf. S. gwenensis Amsden
(= S. Issa)
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Pleurodictyum nevadensis n. sp.

P1urodictyum dunbari n. sp.
The fauna listed in Merriam (1963) must represent
either a collection from scree or a composite list of the
total Rabbit Hill fauna because it contains fossils from
two separate zones:

Striatopora issa Hall from the

Striatopora issa Zone arid Cladopora sp. from the Grabaulites
distincta Zone,

The fauna of his second collection

(Merriam, 1973) represents the Striatopora issa Zone from
the lower part of the Rabbit Hill Limestone.

Pleurod-

ictyum dunbari (Merriam, 1973, p. 21, P1. 1, figs. 13-15)
is an aberrant form with a stalked, elongate corallum.

Merriam (1973, p. 21) indicated that this form lacks
tabulae, but has large mural pores and therefore is a tabulate coral.

I have examined over twenty-five specimens of

this species from collections at RA 196-200', and have
found no evidence either of mural pores or tabulae and
therefore have serious reservations about including the
species in the tabulates.

In 1959, J. G. Johnson and J. B. Roen made a collection from the south end of Rabbit Hill (J 61-1) which was
etched in hydrochloric acid and yielded the following
tabulates:

Protopleurodictyum trifol.atum (1)
Pleurodictyum nevadensis (4)
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Pleurodictyum rabbithillensis (1)
The presence of Protopleurodictyurn trifoliatum clearly establishes this fauna as a Striatopora issa Zone
assemblage.

Recent work by Matti

(1971)

and Finney

(1971)

at the

type section at Rabbit Hill has established a continuous
stratigraphic section (see fig. Li') throughout the Rabbit
Hill Limestone arid both they and the author have made exten-

sive collections resulting in the following well defined
f'aunal sequence (footages are from the base of the Rabbit
Hill Limestone):
196-200

feet: Favosites copenhageniae

(7)

lVlichelinia cf. auloporoides (5)
Protopleurodictyum trifoliatum (2)
Pleurodictyum nevadensis (2)

Pleurodictyum rabbithilliensis
Striatopora issa (76)
Trachypora cf. limbata (12)
Aulopora sp.

(9)

(3)

Age:

Striatopora issa Zone

200 feet:
Age:

Protopleurodictyum trifoliatum (1)
Pleurodictyum nevadensis (1)
Striatopora issa Zone

210 feet:

Favosites copenhageniae (1)

2LI
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Michelinia of. au1ooroides (3)
Protop1urodictyum trifoliatum (8)
Pleurodictyuin nevadensis (2)

Pleurodictyum rabbithillensis (2)

Striatopora issa

(31)

Trächypora of. limbata (2)
Aulopora sp. (9)
Striatopora issa Zone

Age:
373_37Li

feet: Pleurodictyuin nevadensis (2)
Pleurodictyuni rabbithillensis (19)
Cladopora sp. (2)

Striatopora sp. B. (2)
Grabaulites distincta (10)
Grabaulites distincta Zone

Age:
375

feet:

Aulopora sp. A. (2)
Grabaulites distincta Zone

Age:
39L1

feet:

Favosites copenhageniae (1)
Pleurodictyurn rabbithillensis (Li)
Grabaulites distincta Zone

feet:

Pleurodictyuin nevadensis (1)

Age:
L0k

Age:

Striatopora sp. B. (1)

Pleurodictyum rabbithillensis (8)
Grabaulites distincta Zone ('7)
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LI.lO feet:

Pleurodictyum rabbithillensis (7)
Cleistopora sp. A. (3)
Striatopora sp. B. (2)

Age:

Cleistopora Zone

Collections in the Rabbit Hill Limestone from areas other
than the type section yield similar faunas.

A. J. Boucot made a small collection (2x) from the
south side of Whiterock Canyon, approximately 2500 feet upstream from the type section, which contained the following Striatopora issa Zone species:
Protopleurodictyum trifoliatum (1)

Pleurodictyum nevadenis (13)
Another small collection of the same age by the
author and A. J. Wright from locality RAI, approximately 2
miles north of Rabbit Hill yielded:
Pleurodictyum rabbithillensis (6)
Striatopora issa (10)

Merrian (1973, p. 7) described a collection from
the lower 250 feet of the Rabbit Hill Limestone at Dobbin
Summit, approximately 20 miles south of the type section,
with Favosites cf. F. helderbergiae (= Favosites copenhageniae) and Pleurodictyum nevadensis.

In addition to the above localities the Striatopora
issa Zone is known only from the Cortez Mountains, while
-the Cleistopora Zone is represented in the northern Roberts
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Mountains.

The Grabaulites distincta Zone has only been

recognized at Rabbit Hill.

Lone Mountain
At Lone Mountain, approximately 2000 feet of the
Nevada Group is well exposed along the ridge line.
(l9Li0, p. 53) reported Favosites sp.

c

Merriam

from his Acrospiri-

fer kobeharia Zone in beds 100 to 150 feet above the base of
the Nevada Group.

In the overlying Eurekaspirifer pin.yonen-

sis Zone, Merriam (19k0, p. 5Li) found a massive, small-

celled favositid which he identified as Favosites sp. a
(probably

Favosites gronbergi of this report), a large-

celled, massive favositid, Favosites sp. b (

Favosites

swanni), and Syringopora sp. a (= Syringopora eurekae).

More recently Gronberg (1967) made numerous collections from two measured sections in the Nevada Group at
Lone Mountain.

The corals from these collections have

been identified by the writer and are listed below:
Section EF:

Located upsection to NE. from a point

at the base of the McColley Canyon Formation, 600 feet N.
2100 feet W. of VABM 7936, Bartine Ranch quad, Eureka Co.,
Nevada.

(Numbers in parenthesis indicate number of

specimens.)
EF-k, 100 feet, UCR L.L99

Favosites kobehensis (2)
Age:

Favosites Icobehensis Zone
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EF-lO, 200-290 feet, UCR 4505

Age:

Favosites svianni (3)
Emmonsia 'oartinensis (4)
Pachyfavosites lophos Zone

EF-11, 290-315 feet, UCR 4506
Age:

Syringopora eurekae (4)
Pachyfavosites lophos Zone

EF-12, 315-340 feet, UCR Li'507

Favosites gronbergi (5)
Syringopora eurekae (2)
Age

Pachyfavosites lophos Zone

EF-13, 400-465 feet, UCR 4508
Age:

Ernnionsia bartinensis (3)
Zone (?)
Pachyfavosites

EF_1Li', 465-500 feet, UCR 4509
Age:

Favosites koryste (3)
Favosites koryste Zone

EF-20, 975-980 feet, UCR 4515
Thamnopora altanevadana (13)
Age:

Thaznnopora altanevadana fauna

EF-24, 1830-1835, UCH 4522

Thainnopora wrighti (3)
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Thamnopora wrihti Zone

Age:

Section FF:

Located upsection to NE. from a point

at the base of the McColley Canyon Formation, 1600 feet S.,
1900 feet W, of VABM 7936, Bartine Ranch quad, Eureka Co.,
Nevada.

FF-2, 85-135 feet; UCR 4525
Favosites kobehensis (2)
Age:

Favosites kobehensis Zone

FF-5, 235-285 feet, UCR 4528
Favosites swanni (1)

FF-7, 335-385 feet, UCR 4530
Favosites swanni (2)

FF-8, 385-435 feet, UCR 4531
Favosites swanni (2)

FF-9, 435-485 feet, UCR 4532
Favosites swanni (1)

During the suiiers of 1970 to 1973 the writer has

made numerous collections from the FF section of Gronberg
(1967).

Beds between 51 and 188 feet above the base of the

McColley Canyon Formation yielded only one species,
Favosites kobehensis, representative of the Favosites
kobehensis Zone.

The species is relatively rare at the

base of this interval, but becomes more common near the top
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of the interval, especially between 184-188 feet.

In the overlying Bartine Member of the McColley
Canyon Formation the tabulates are more numerous and more
diverse.

Between 281 and 480 feet above the base of the

McColley Canyon Formation the coral fauna is representative
of the Pachyfavosites lophos Zone and includes:
Favosites swanni
Favosites gronbergi

Pachyfavosites lophos
Emmonsia bartinensis
Squameofavosites leptophragmos
Syringopora eurekae
Collections from 480 to 677 feet above the base of
the McColley Canyon Formation contain tabulates of the
Favosites koryste Zone including the following:
Favosites swanni

Favosites koryste
Emmonsia bartinensis
Syringopora eurekae
The Coils Creek Member of the McColley Canyon Formation is relatively unfossiliferous, but in beds 708-710
feet above the base of the formation two significant
species were found:

Favosites grannyl and Aulocystis sp.,

representative of the Favosites grannyl fauna.

At present,

this represents the only occurrence of this fauna outside
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of the Willow Creek area.
Approximately ?Li0' above the base of the section the

lithology changes from limestone to dolomite with a resultant decrease in the amount of fossils present.

Only one

tabulate fauna has been identified above this level.

Between 1572 and 1620 feet above the base of the McColley
Canyon Formation numerous collections containing Thamriopora

wriphti have been made, the most numerous specimens coming
from near 1572 feet and in the interval 1601 to 1620 feet.

This species is representative of the zone of the same name.
Cortez Mountains

The Cortez Mountains contain a thick development of
Silurian and Devonian. sedimentary rocks, but because of ex-

tensive faulting and the irregular occurrence of good outcrops the relationship of the various collections made there
is difficult to define.

The lack of a well exposed, contin-

uous section through the upper Roberts Mountains Formation
and the Windmill Limestone also precludes a positive
identification of the location of the Silurian-Devonian
boundary.

Gilluly and Masursky (1965, p. 28) reported a fauna

including Monograptus sp. from the middle of the Roberts
Mountains Formation which they regarded as Llandovery or
early Wenlock in age.

Another collection of monograptids

from a black limestone horizon within the same formation
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has been identified as Middle Wenlock age by W. B. N
(in Johnson, 1970, p. 38).

Berry

A conodont fauna (J-6k-71)

collected from approximately 380 feet below the Roberts

Mountains Formation - Windmill Limestone contact has yielded a Late Silurian (Pridoli) age, according to D. B. Johnson (1972) who placed the boundary somewhere within the
upper 350 feet of the Roberts ?1ountains Formation or the

lower 70 feet of the Windmill Limestone.

The writer, with D. B. Johnson, collected a small
tabulate fauna from a locality (J-67-7l) approximately 250
feet below the Roberts Mountains Formation - Windmill Limestone contact which contains Favosites allodape.

At the

Willow Creek I section in the northern Roberts Mountains
this species is found in beds of middle or late Gedinnian
age.

The collection was made from a small outcrop that may

represent float, but the topography of the immediate area
is such that movement of the bed, if it took place at all,
would not be more than 50 to 100 feet downslope in the
stratigraphic sequence.

The occurrence is additionally

significant in that it occurs only about 300 feet, topo-

graphically, from the Pridoli age conodont locality (J-6k71) of D. B. Johnson (1972), with what appears to be an
undeformed interval between them.

Based upon the above

information the Silurian-Devonian boundary should occur
somewhere between 150 and 380 feet below the top of the

Roberts Mountains Formation.

Two collections have been made within the Windmill
Limestone in the Cortez Mountains.

The first collection

(J-6o-i) was made from beds within LQ feet of the base of

the formation and yielded three examples of Syringolites (?)
indistinctus, a unique tabulate which has not been found
outside of this location.

Approximately 685 feet above

the top of the Roberts Mountains Formation in section 'CO'
of the
of D. B. Johnson (1972) the following representatives

Heliolites wenbanensis fauna were collected (locality C0685):
Heliolites wenbanensis (L)
Squameofavosites cortezensis (k)
At locality C01807, within the same section, beds
containing a fauna representative of the Striatopora issa
Zone have been recognized.

According to D. B. Johnson

(1972) this locality is approximately 760 feet above the
base of the Rabbit Hill Limestone.

The tabulate

fauna

includes:

Favosites copenhageniae (9)
Striatopora issa (3)

Pleurodictyum nevadensis (2)

Pleurodictyum rabbithillensis

(Lij)

A number of collections (C0-DMC) have been made in

the McColley Canyon Formation in the same section.

Fault-

ing obscures the relationship of these horizons with the
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underlying Rabbit Hill Limestone but the lithology is definitely similar to that of the McColley of the Cortez area
(D. B. Johnson - oral comm., 1972).

The beds yield a

Favosites koryste Zone fauna including:
Favosites swanni
Favosites koryste

A second tabulate fauna has been identified within
the McColley Canyon Formation.

At locality J_147_7l, six

specimens of Cleistopora iota were collected at a stratigraphic interval very close to the contact between the
McColley Canyon Formation and the Denay Limestone.

A second

collection (FC_3LI) made by A. J. Boucot and H. Masursky in

1963, from a similar stratigraphic position yielded twentytwo specimens of Cleistopora iota.

At present this species

is unique to the Cortez area.
A rather extensive collection of Thainnopora wrighti
Zone tabulates has been made by the author at the J-11'5-71

locality of D. B. Johnson (1972) which includes:
Thamnopora wrighti (77)
Crassialveolites dubatolovi (Lii)

Heliolites redcanyonensis (23)
Caliapora americana (3)
Aulopora sp. B.

(14)

Five specimens of Crassialveolites dubaolovi have
also been collected from locality J-.L9_7l of D. B.
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Johnson (1972).

Willow Creek
Two sections in the vicinity of Willow Creek Ranch,

measured by M. A. Murphy, encompass approximately 2000 feet
of Devonian strata.

The Willow Creek I (WCI) section is

composed of fine-grained, laminated limestones of the
Roberts Mountains Formation (Murphy, 1970).

Merriam (19k0,

p. 11) originally thought the entire Roberts Mountains Formation to be Silurian in age, but Johnson (1965, p. 368-369)

demonstrated that the upper part of the formation is
Devonian.

Based on conodonts and graptolites, Murphy

(1970, p. 350) has determined that the Silurian-Devonian
boundry lies between 29LI and 332 feet in the Willow Creek I.
section.

No tabulates have been found in the lower 500 feet
of the Devonian at Willow Creek, but between 81.5 and 850

feet above the base of the section, trpical examples of the
Squameofavosites murphyi Zone have been collected including:
Squameofavosites murphyi arid Favosites birchensis.

At the very top of the Willow Creek I section (WC1
975-980) seven specimens of Favosites allodape were
collected.

This is the only other known occurrence of this

fauna outside of the Cortez Mountains.

Approximately 1700 feet of unfossiliferous Lone
Mountain Dolomite (Johnson, 1970) overlies the Roberts
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Mountains Formation at Willow Creek.

Above the top of Lone

Mountain Dolomite, M. A. Murphy has established the Willow
Creek II section (see Murphy and Gronberg, 1970) through
over 1300 feet of the McColley Canyon Formation, Denay
Limestone, and Devils Gate Limestone.

The Cleistopora fauna has not been identified within
the Willow Creek II section, but on the west flank of
Willow Creek (J-63-l) a collection by J. G. Johnson in 1959,
has yielded a single specimen of Cleistopora sp. A. Johnson
(1970, p. 22) has indicated that this collection was made

within 25 feet of the base of the McColley Canyon Formation.

The lowest fauna found within the McColley Canyon
Formation in the Willow Creek II section is representative
of the Favosites segregopora fauna and occurs between 1i0
and )45 feet from the base of the formation.

About 35 feet above this fauna (WC II 70') and
extending 100 feet upsection the following species of the
Favosites kobehensis Zone have been found:
Favosites kobehensis (17)

Squameofavosites infreguens (11)
Chaetetes minuu1us:. (1)
Above the Favosites kobehensis Zo:nìe at Willow Creek

the typically argillaceous limestones of the Bartine Member
of the McColley Canyon Formation contain abundant representatives of the Pachyfavosites lophos Zone.

Strata between 181
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feet above the base of the section have yielded the
following tabulates from this zone:
arid

3)4-1

Favosites swanni
Pachyfavosites lophos
Erninonsia bartinensis
Directly overlying the Pachyfavosites lophos Zone

rocks of essentially the same lithology yield the following:
Favosites swanni
Favosites koryste
Subalveolites allosiphonos

This is the Favosites koryste Zone which is found in
and 14-50 feet above the base of the
strata between
3)1-0

McColley Canyon Formation in the Willow Creek II section.
Near the top of the Coils Creek Member of the

feet above the base of the
formation, a small collection yielded Favosites grannyi and
indeterminate alveolitids Approximately 1500 feet to the
east along the next ridge at an interval some 30 feet below
the base of the Denay Limestone a larger collection (H-3-l)
contain the same species of the Favosites grannyi Zone.
Representatives of the zone also occur approximately 1 1/2
McColley Canyon Formation,

625

miles to the east in Dry Creek (DC-CC), and at Coopers Peak
(34.76).

The overlying Denay Limestone is largely devoid of

tabulates except at three levels in the upper part of the

LO

formation.

Approximately 1020 feet above the base of the

Willow Creek II section four specimens of Thainnopora wrihti
have been collected.

This would appear to represent a

sparse assemblage of the more abundant and diverse fauna of
the Thamnopora wrighti Zone that occurs at Red Canyon and in
the Cortez Mountains.

At 1200 to 1210 feet in the section

thousands of specimens of Grabaulites

acksoni occur in very

thin, finely laminated, fine-grained limestones.

This is

the only known occurrence of this fauna within the area of
study.

At the very top of the Denay Limestone (1285-1290'

above the base of the section), the lime stones are more

thickly bedded and more coarse grained and contain numerous
examples of the unique Striatopora elata.

In the lower Devils Gate Limestone (1295-1380 feet
in the section) the Thaxnnopora .laydeensis Zone is represent-

ed by Thamnopora

aydeensis and Alveolitella sokolovi.

The

same fauna also occurs 1 1/2 miles to the southeast in Dry

Canyon (H-l), and on the crest of the main ridge between
Willow Creek and Birch Creek (F 38-2).
Birch Creek

At Birch Creek in the northern Roberts Mountains a
section has been established in the Roberts Mountains

Formation, encompassing Ludlovian through Gedinnian strata
(Murphy, 1970, p. 3)49; Johnson, Boucot and Murphy, 1973).

The position of the Silurian-Devonian boundary has been

approximately located between 5/4-0 and 555 feet in the mea-

sured section.

The highest Pridolian brachiopod fauna

occurs at 5LI0(?) feet, while the lowest Gedinnian brach-

iopod assemblage is encountered at 555 feet (Johnson,
Boucot, and Murphy, 1973, p. 6).

This boundary position is

further confirmed by the presence of Monograptus angUstidens (Pridoli age) at 526 feet and Monograptus aff.

praehercynicus (Gedinnian age) at 557 feet in the section
(Murphy, 1970, p. 350).

The lowest Devonian tabulate in the section is
Squameofavosites abundus which occurs at numerous intervals
between 538 and 600 feet in the section.

The occurrence of

this species below Pridolian brachiopods assemblages in the
section at first appears anomalous, but Johnson, Boucot,

and Murphy (1973, p. 6) have indicated that their highest

Pridoli collection "falls slightly outside the measured
section and its exact position in that section has not yet
been determined."

The overlying Egosiella nevadana fauna first appears
at 603 feet in the section and extends upwards to at least
812 feet.

The representatives of this fauna at Birch

Creek 11-111 section include:
603 feet:

Egosiefla nevadana (18)
Aulopora watkinsi (1)

705 feet:

Egosiella nevadana (67)

LI.2
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FIGURE 7. DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE

BIRCH CREEK It flI SECTION (LITHOLOGY AFTER JOHNSON,

BOUCOT, AND MURPHY, 1973).

Aulopora watkinsi (2)

Favosites birchensJs (3)
Romingeria inexacta (21W)

Striatopora sp. A.

(L1)

Placoeoenites sp. (7)
alveolitid indet. (1)
842 feet:

Egosiella nevadana (14'1)

At 988 feet in the measured section the first elements of the Squameofavosites murphyi Zone are encountered:
Favosites birchensis and Squarneofavosites murphyl. The

character of the fauna at this level is similar to that of
the zone in the Willow Creek I section (see p. 36).

Higher

in the section, though, (1050 feet above the base of the
section) the zone contains additional elements which are
also present in either the underlying Egosiella nevadana
fauna and/or the overlying upper Gedinnian and lower
Siegenian zones (at Coal Canyon).

These include:

Eosiella indistincta
Aulopora watkinsi
Placocoenites sp.

Red Canyon
On the east flank of Red Canyon, on the west side of
the Roberts Mountains a number of collections (RC 1, RC 2)
from a small block of Denay Limestone have yielded a large

number of tabulates representative of the Thamnopora
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wrighti Zone, including:

Thamnopora

iti (72)

Crassialveolites dubatolovi (27)
Heliol'ites redcanyonensis (12)

The relative abundances of the three species are
similar to those in this zone in the Cortez Mountains
(J_Lj5_7l), but the Red Canyon assemblage lacks the other two

elements (Caliapora americana and .Aulopora sp. B.) present
at the later locality.

Simpson Park Range

In the Windmill Window, on the ridges east and west
of Coal Canyon, a rather complete section of Lower Devonian
carbonates occur (Johnson, 1965; Murphy, 1970).

The

Silurian-Devoniari boundary occurs in the upper 500 feet of

the Roberts Mountains Formation, between 1170 and 1255 feet

above the base of the section (Murphy, 1970, p. :356).

No

tabulates are known, at present, from the Devonian part of
the Roberts Mountains Formation.

Overlying the Roberts Mountains Formation is a heter-

ogeneous sequence of carbonates distinguished by its thicker
bedding and more bioclastic character, which Johnson (1965,
p. 369) has designated the Windmill Limestone.

The first

Devonian tabulate fauna occurs approximately seven feet
(CC III, 1617 feet) above the base of the formation, in a
thin bioclastic ledge.

A number of collections from this

L6

interval have yielded tabulates of the Squarneofavosites
murphyj Zone:

Striatopora sp. A. (2)

Placocoenites sp. (62)
Egosiella indistincta (36)
Romingeria inexacta (11)
Aulopora watkinsi (26)

This fauna is composed of the smaller species of
tabulates common to the Squameofavosites murphyi Zone and
underlying Egosiella nevadana fauna at Birch Creek in the
northern Roberts Mountains, but lacks any of the massive
favositids (Squameofavosites murphy. and Favosites birchensis) of the latter assemblages.

In a thicker limestone ledge at 1658 feet above the
base of the section a large collection of the Favosites
windmillensis fauna has been obtained.

Three elements of

the fauna:

Striatoporä sp. A. (2)
Romningeria inexacta (19)

Egosiella indistincta (8)

are common to the underlying assemblages.

Elements restrict-

ed to this fauna include:
Favosites windmillensis (15)
Aulocystis parallela (11)

Specimens of Favosites windmillensis have also been obtained
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higher in the section, at 1711 feet and 1773 feet above the
base of the Roberts Mountains Formation.

Near the top of the Windmill Limestone a 15 to 20
foot thick ledge of limestone breccia occurs which has
been termed the "upper breccia" by Johnson (1965, p. 369).
This interval (CC, UB) contains a rich fauna of coraJ.s and
brachiopods including the following species of the
Squameofavosites coalcanyonensis Zone:

Squameofavosites coalcanyonensis
Squameofavosites clypeatus
ThanTnopora sp. A.

Egosiella indistincta

Syringoporasp. A.
Approximately 600 feet of the Rabbit Hill Limestone
is present above the Windmill Limestone at Coal Canyon, but
to date it has yielded no tabulates.

In the second canyon east of Coal Canyon, Niebuhr
(1974) has measured three sections in the Bartine Member of
the McColley Canyon Formation.

The best of the three

sections, (CCN-l), contains approximately three hundred
feet of Bartine from which Niebuhr and the writer have
collected the following tabulates:
176-178 feet:

Favosites swanni (7)

Age:

Probably Pachyfavosites lophos Zone
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185-188 feet:

Favosites swanni (2)

Syringopora eurekae (6)
Age:

Probably Pachyfavosites lophos Zone

190 feet:

Fävosites swanni (5)
Favosites koryste (6)

Age:

Favosites koryste Zone

l93_19Li feet:

Favosites swanni (6)
Favosites koryste (2)

Sguameofavosites leptophragmos (7)
Chaetetes minutulus (1)
Age:

Favosites koryste Zone

199 feet:

Favosites koryste (3)

Age:

Favosites koryste Zone

222-223 feet:

Subalveolites allosiphonos (3)
Syringopora eurekae (ii)

Age:

Favosites koryste Zone

2i4l feet:

Favosites swanni (3)

Age:

Favosites koryste Zone

262-26L1- feet:

Favosites swanni (3)
Favosites koryste (14)

Subalveolites allosiphonos (5)
Age:

Favosites koryste Zone
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275 feet:

Favosites koryste (3)

Age

Favosites koryste Zone

At Red Hill, in the J-D Window of the northern
Simpson Park Range, M. A. Murphy (written communication,
1971) has established a measured section (RH II) through
the upper 300 feet of the Denay Limestone and the lower kOO
The Denay, as of yet,

feet of the Devils Gate Limestone.

has yielded no tabulates, but the Devils Gate.has numerous
intervals containing the fauna of the Alveolitella sokolovi
Zone and the Thainnopora jaydeensis Zone.

Red Hill II section:

Located upsection to NE. from

a point 3120 feet east, Li000 feet north of the SW. corner

of section 17, T. 25 N., R. 50 E., northern Simpson Park
Range, Eureka Co., Nevada.
section.

(Footages measured from base of

Denay Ls.-Devils Gate Ls. contact at 318 feet.)

318-321 feet:

Thamnopora jaydeensis (13)
Alveolitella sokolovi (k)

Age:

Alveolitella sokolovi Zone

322 1/2-326 feet:

Thamnopora

aydeensis (5)

Age:

Thamnopora .laydeensis Subzone

352 feet:

Thamnopora

Age:

Thamnopora j aydeensi s S ubzone

360 feet:

Thanmopora jaydeerSis (7)

Age:

Thamnopora j aydeensis Subzone

aydeensis (23)

JThamnopora jaydeensis
LC/adopora redhillae
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369-370 feet:

Thamnopora jaydeensis (12)

Age:

Thamnopora iaydeensis Subzone

39Li feet:

Thainnopora jaydeensis (1)

Age:

Thamnopora jaydeensis Subzone

438_Lt'45 feet:

Thamnopora jaydeensis (50)
Cladopora redhillae (5)

Cladopora redhillae Subzone

Age:

On Hill 6ll8, one-half mile northwest of Red Hill, a
10-15 foot bed in the Devils Gate Limestone contains an
abundant fauna of the Cladopora redhillae Subzone including:
Thamnopora jaydeensis (75)
Cladopora redhillae (12)
.auloporoid indet. (2)

Sulphur Springs Range and Southern Pinyon Range
At McColley Canyon in the northern Sulphur Springs
Range the Kobeh Member of the McColley Canyon Formation is
represented by approximately 50 feet of thinly bedded, finegrained limestone lying above the Lone Mountain Dolomite
(Niebuhr, 197Lt.), which contains Favosites kobehensis
(MC-Kobeh).

Above the Kobeh a typical Bartine Member

lithology

is found, with a thickness of approximately 170 feet
(Niebuhr, l97Ll).

A collection from scree near the base of

the Bartine Member of the McColley Canyon Formation
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(MC-Bart. Fit.) yielded:

Favosites swanni (3)
Syringopora eurekae (6)

which probably represents the Paöhyfavosites lophos Zone.
The most of

Bartine Member contains a fauna

representative of the Favosites koryste Zone.

Spot collec-

tions (3477, 31486, 3495) by M. A. Murphy at McColley

Canyon have yielded:

Favosites swarmi
Favosites koryste
Ernmonsia bartienensis

In a section (MCN-l) through the Bartine at McColley
Canyon (Niebuhr, 1974) the following tabulates from the
Favosites koryste Zone have been identified:
SSN-l--471:

Favosites koryste (2)

(32' above
base of
Bartine)

Syringopora eurekae (3)

Age:

Favosites 1toyste Zone

MCN-15:

Favosites Swaflni (3)

(47 feet
above base of
Bartine)

Syringopora eurekae (4)

Age:

Favosites koryste Zone

MCN-17

Favosites koryste (2)

auloporoid indet. (1)
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(145 feet
above base of
Bartine)

Syringopora. eurekae (1)

Age:

Favosites koryste Zone

At Union Mountain, in the southern Pinyon Range,
collections (TJM1-UM2) in the lower part of the Telegraph

Canyon Formation (Johnson and Flory, 1972) have yielded a
fauna representative of the Middle Devonian Syringopora
noranna fauna:

Syringopora noranna (7)
Thannopora sp. B. (217)
alveolitid indet. (2)

At present these are the only occurrences of this
fauna in the area of study.

Aihambra Hills
In the Alhambra Hills, 11 miles southeast of Eureka,
the writer has established three sections through the W'oodpecker Limestone Member and Bay State Dolomite Member of
the Nevada Formation.

The tabulate fauna within these units

is generally sparse, except in the upper part of the Wood-

pecker Limestone in the Alhambra Hills I section.

Within

an interval 108 feet to 251 feet below the Woodpecker Lime-

stone/Bay State Dolomite contact there is a significant
assemblage of Thainnopora wrighti Zone tabulates including:
Thainnopora wrighti
Crassalveol5..tes dubatolovi
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syringoporoid indet.

Nolan and others (1956, p. k7) have reported Hello-

lites, Syringopora and "Favosites" limitaris (= Thanmopora
wrighti of this report) at a similar interval within the
upper Woodpecker Limestone Member at Woodpeckers Peak,

Sentinel Mountain and in the Aihambra Hills.

The writer has

been unable to find any specimens of Heliolites in the
Aihambra Hills, but Heliolites redcanyonensis is a significant element of the Thamnopora virighti Zone at Red Canyon
and in the Cortez Mountains.

Table Mountain
Gronberg (1967) established a section through the
McColley Canyon Formation at Table Mountain in the Mahogany
Hills.

A single collection (13.2) from a bed of argillaceous

limestone typical of the Bartine Member has been examined by

the writer, who has identified the following tabulates:
Favosites koryste (3)
Syringopora eurekae (2)

This assemblage is characteristic of the Favosites

koryste Zone which is well developed at Lone Mountain, 11
miles to the north.

Modoc Peak
Merriam (19k0, p. 15) selected Modoc Peak as the
type locality for his restricted Nevada Formation.

The
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writer has examined the Nevada Formation at Modoc Peak and
a single tabulate locality (MP-3) has been found, in the
lower part of the formation, which contains Favosites
koryste.

Devils Gate
Merriam (l9Li0, p. 16) designated Devils Gate, 8 miles

northwest of Eureka as the type section for the Devils Gate
Limestone.

Only the upper portion of the formation, approxi-

mately 1100 feet, is exposed at this locality,

On the north

side of Devils Gate, approximately 850 feet from the base

of the section, the writer has collected elements of the
Syringopora jessella fauna including:

Thamnopora baa
Syringopora jessella
Alveolites

suborbicularis

Cladopora cf, redhiliae
auloporoid indet.

This is the highest Devonian tabulate fauna so far
identified in the area of study.
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AGE AND CORRELATION
Gedinnian Stage

Introduction
The Silurian-Devonian boundary has been of great in-

terest to stratigraphers in the last decade or two.

Three

major international symposia, held at Prague (1958), BonnBrussels (1960), and Leningrad (1968), have dealt with the
boundary problem.

More recently the Subcommittee on the

Silurian-Devonian Boundary of the Commission on Stratigraphy, I.U.G.S. has been concerned with the selection of a
type-section for the Silurian-Devonian boundary.

Most

stratigraphers now agree (see Johnson and Murphy, 1969;

Kiapper and others, 1971) that the base of the Gedinnian
(and that of the Devonian) is marked by the base of the

Monograptus uniformus Zone (Jaeger, 1967) and the base of
the Icriodus woschmidti Zone (Walliser,.l966).

The lowest

known occurrences of these two zones coincide in Bohemia
(Walliser, 1966, p. 2L'LI) and are only slightly separated in

Podolia (Mashkova, 1968, 1970).

In addition, Alberti

(1968) indicates that the Warburgella. ruulosa Zone approxi-

mately corresponds with the Monograptus uniformus and
Icriodus woschmidti Zones in central Europe.
In central Nevada Kiapper and others (1971) recognize three Gedinnian conodont faunas.

The lowest Gedinnian
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fauna (Fauna 1) consists of abundant Icriodus woschmidti
with Spathognathodus remscheidensis.

Icriodus woschmidti

and Spathognathodus remscheidensis are scarse in Fauna 2
which is characterized by Spathognathodus sp. S.

The upper

Gedinnian conodont fauna (Fauna 3) is dominated by
Spathognathodus sp. C. and late forms of S. remscheidensis.
Gedinnian graptolite zones in Nevada have been discussed by Johnson and Murphy (1969) and Berry (1968a, 1968b,
1970).

The lowest Devonian zone (Zone 7 of Berry) includes

Monograptus cf. praehercynicus and M. aff. praehercmicus
(thin form).

At the Willow Creek I. section the later form

of M. praehercynicus occurs within a few feet of beds with
Spathognathodus remscheidensis and Icriodus woschmidti (Johnson and Murphy, 1969).

A second graptolite zone (Zone 8 of

Berry, 1968) is recognized near the top of the Gedinnian.

This is the Monograptus praehercmicus Zone with M.
praehercynicus, M. microdon, Linograptus posthurnus, and

Abiesgraptus cf. A. tenuiramosus.

The Gedinniàn brachiopod assemblages have been discussed by Johnson, Boucot and Murphy (1967, 1973), Johnson
and Boucot (1968) and Johnson (1973).

A basal Gedinnian

brachiopod fauna is recognized at the 555 foot interval in
the Birch Creek II section which includes the typical
Devonian genera, Schizophoria and Cyrtina and lacks the
Silurian genera Atrypella and Gracianelia.

Approximately 21-i-

feet above this interval the lower F fauna occurs. This is
a more stable fauna characterized by Salopina submurifer,
Sicenidloides robertsensis, Dicaelosia nitida, and Cyrtina
sp. among others, and lacking Ptychopleurelia sp. F,
Lissatry-pa sp., si-id Spirigerina marginaliformis of the
basal beds. At Birch Creek the appearance of the lower F
fauna coincides with that of Icriodus woschmidti', Monograptus aff. M. praehercynicus and Warburgella rugulosa
(Johnson, Boucot, and Murphy, 1973).
The Gy-pidula pelagica]ux fauna (upper F fauna) occurs

above the 1000 foot level at Birth Creek. It differs from
the lower F fauna by the addition of a number of species
including Gy-pidula pelagica lux and by the absence of
Salopina submurifer (Johnson, Boucot, and Murphy, 1973).
Kiapper and others (1971) correlate this fauna with their
c:onodont Fauna 2.

recognized a second
brachiopod fauna, the Notoparmella fauna (Coal Canyon, 1617
feet), vyhich Klapper and others (1971) originally placed
with their conodont Fauna 3, but which Kiapper (in Johnson,
1973) now believes to be accompanied by conodont Fauna 2.
As Johnson (1973) suggests, this would seem to imply that
either Kiapper's Fauna 2 includes two successive brachiopod
faunas (upper F Fauna and Notoparmella) or the two
At Coal Canyon, Johnson

(1973)

brachiopod faunas are lateral equivalents of one another.

The only brachiopod fauna, representative of Klapper
and others (1971) conodont zone 3 is a sparse collection
from Coal Canyon 1716 feet which Johnson (1973) admits can-

not be recognized by the brachiopods alone.
The correspondence of Gedinnian. brachiopod and tabu-

late zones occurring in central Nevada is shown in
figure 11.

Squameofavosites abundus fauna
Sguajneofavosites abundus occurs at an interval of

538 to 600 feet in the Birch Creek II section and represents
the lowest Gedinnian tabulate fauna in Eureka County.
Squaxneofavosites has a rather limited range of Upper

Ludlow to Eifelian (Mironova 1965, 1969; Leleshus 1970,
1971), but Silurian representatives of the genus are rare.

A number of Soviet paleontologists, including Smirmova
(1967) and Sokolov (1955) have pointed to the dramatic increase in abundance of the genus in the Lower Devonian, and
Hill and Jell (1969) have noticed a similar trend in the
Ukalunda District of Australia.

Mironova (1961) has marked

the base of the Tiverian (= Gedinnian base, see Hill, 1967)
in Siberia on the basis of the large abundance of Sguameofavosites, and Dubatolov, Nikolaev and Preobrazhenski
(1968) have established the SQuameoTavosItes attenualus
Zone to mark the basal Devonian in the Kolm Basin.

In the Birch Creek section Sguaeofavosites abufldus

is associated with Monoraptus af.f. praehercynicus

(557

feet) and Monograptus uniformls (567 feet) (Berry, Jaeger,
arid Murphy, 1971); with Icriodus woschmidti and Spathognathodus remscheidensis (561 feet) (Johnson, Boucot, and
Murphy, 1973) and Warburgella rugulosa (598-599 feet)
(Aberti, Haas, and Ormiston, 1971). The brachiopod fauna

within the range of occurrence of S. abundus is characteristic of the basal Gedinnian fauna of Johnson, Boucot, and
Murphy (1973).

Thus, the tabulates, brachiopods, graptolites and
conodonts, all indicate that Squameofavosites abundance
occupies a position in the basal Gedinnian.
The lowest occurrence of Squameofavosites abundus at
538 feet in the Birch Creek II section is somewhat anomalous.
Johnson, Boucot, and Murphy (1973, p. 6) have indicated that

their highest Pridolian brachiopod collection in the Birch
Creek II section occurs at 514O feet above the base of the
section, and place the Silurian-Devonian boundary in an
interval between 51IO and 555 feet. This would indicate a
Pridolian age for the lowest collection of . abundus.
They (Johnson, Boucot, and Murphy,

1973, p. 6)

admit, though,

that their collection "falls slightly outside the measured
section and its exact position in that section has not yet
The tabulate data would seem to indicate
that their collection probably is more properly placed
been determined."
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slightly lower in the section (at or below 538 feet).

Egosiella nevadana fauna
Three feet above the top of the Squameofavosites
abundus fauna (at 603 feet in the Birch Creek II section)
and continuing to 8Li2 feet in the section a more abundant

and diverse assemblage of tabulates occurs - the Egosielia
nevadana fauna.

Squameofavosites of the basal Gedinnian
Instead, it is typified by

beds is absent from the fauna.

abundant specimens of small favositids and ramose and
branching tabulates including:
Favosites birchesis
Striatopora sp. A.

Egosiella nevadana
Placocoenites sp.

Romingeria inexacta
Aulopora watkinsi
alveolitid indet.

Egosiella nevadana is the most abundant and dis-

tinctive member of the fauna.

In Nevada it is confined to

this fauna, but a closely related species, Egosiella
indistincta, is found in the overlying upper Gedinnian and
lower Siegenian beds at Birch Creek and Coal Canyon.
range of Egosiella is somewhat ambiguous.

The

Dubatotolov (in

Sokolov, 1955) and Sokolov (1962) indicate that the genus
is confined to the Middle Devonian in the Soviet Union, but
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Dubatolov (1959) includes Cladopora reticulata Hall (1852)
from -the Silurian Lockport Group and Cladopora lagueata

Rominger (1876) from the Niagara Group of Michigan in the
genus, extending the lower limit of its range in North
America to the Ludlow.

Mironova (1968) reports representa-

tives of the genus from Lower Devonian beds of the Gorny
Alta! region, and Dubatolov (1962) and Dubatolov and Lin

Bao-yoi (1959) report species of Eosiella from the Rudny
Altai region of the USSR and the Greater Khingan Mountains
of Inner Mongolia.

The author has observed numerous repre-

sentatives of the genus in collections from the Pridolian
beds at Birch Creek (below k30 feet in the section).

The remaining elements in the Egosiella nevadana
fauna are also known from younger strata at Birch Creek and
Coal Canyon, extending as high as the Lower Siegenian.
Johnson, Boucot, and Murphy (1973) report Icriodus
woschmidti and M. aff. M. praehercynicus from beds containing the E. nevadana fauna, and -their lower F fauna occupies

approximately the same stratigraphic position in the
section.

Based on the scheme of Klapper and others (1971)

the fauna should be placed in the middle to upper part of
conodont fauna 1, and therefore is early Gedinnian in age.
Scivameofavosites murphyi Zone

In the upper part of the Birch Creek II section

6Li

(980 feet to 1050 feet above the base of the section) the
appearance of Squameofavosites murphyi and Egosiella
indistincta distinguishes the Squameofavosites murphyi Zone.
In other aspects, the fauna (see Table 2) is similar to the
underlying lower Gedinnian fauna (See Table 1).

A less

diverse assemblage of the fauna is also present in the
upper part of the Roberts Mountains Formation in the
Willow Creek I section (815-851 feet).

Graptolites are

absent at this interval and Spathognathodus sp. Q which
characterizes the conodont fauna (Fauna 2) is unknown outside of Nevada (Kiapper and others, 1971, p. 288).

The

brachiopods which coincide with this fauna at Birch Creek
are representative of the upper F fauna (G.ypidula pelagica

lux fauna) (Johnson, Boucot, and Murphy, 1973).

Kiapper and

others (1971) indicate a mid Gedinnian age based on the
conodont and brachiopod fauna of this interval.

On the west side of Coal Canyon, the lower Windmill
Limestone (CC II, 1617) yields a rather unusual fauna of
tabulates.

Species that are in common with the S. murphyi

Zone at Birch Creek include:

Egosiella indistincta,

Placocoenites sp. and Aulopora watkinsi.

Notable by their

absence from the fauna are Squameofavosites murphyi and
Favosites birchensis which are distinctive elements of the
zone at Birch Creek and the only species of the zone
present at Willow Creek.

That the Coal Canyon 1617 fauna
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Table 1.

Tabulates of the Squameofavosites
murphyl zone

B.C. 11-111

W.C. 11

Favosites birchensis

X

X

Sguazneofävosites murphyi

X

X

C.C. 111

X

Striatopora sp. A.

Egosiella indistincta

X

X

Placocoenites sp.

X

X

'Aulopora watkinsi

X

X

Romingeria inexacta

X

should in fact be placed in the S. murphyi Zone is indicated by the presence of PIaco'coenites sp. which is not known

from overlying beds, and E. indistincta which is not present in beds lying below the S. murphyi Zone.

The differ-

ences in the assemblages of the zone in Coal Canyon and
Birch Creek evidently reflect changes in the environment,
possibly an increase in the depth of the seas in the
direction of Coal Canyon and a resultant loss of the more

massive favositids which require a more active, agitated
environment to provide ample nourishment and effective
sediment removal (see p. 108 for a discussion of the environmental effects of corallum shape).

Further evidence

for assignment of the 1617 assemblage to the S. murphyi
Zone is provided by Johnson (1973, p. 1017), who indicates
that Klapper and others (1971) showed the 1617 interval as
equivalent to conodont Fauna 3, but recent work by Klapper
(written communication, 1971) indicates that the conodonts
of the 1617 foot interval are representative of his
conddont Fauna 2.

This is the same conodont fauna found

with the Squameofavosites murphyi Zone at Birch Creek.

Favosites windmilIensis fauna
At Coal Canyon E79-6, approximately 40 feet above
the 1617 locality in the measured section, the tabulate
fauna (see Table 2) is significantly different than at the
1617 interval.

Three holdovers from the lower Gedinnian are
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Table 2.

Tabulates of the Favosites windmillensis fauna
cc iii
1658'

Favosites windmillensis

X

Striatopora sp. A.

X

Egosiella indistincta

X

Aulocystis parallela

X

Romingeria inexacta

X

cc iii
1711'
X

cc iii
1773'

X

present:

Striatopora sp. A. and Romingeria inexacta which

do not continue above this horizon and Egosiella indistincta
which is also found in overlying beds.
ing at this interval include

New elements enter-

avosites windmiIlensis and

Aulocystis parallela, both of which are confined to the zone.
Higher in the section two small collections from within the
zone (CC III 1711 feet and CC III 1773 feet) have yielded

Favosites windmiIlensis, indicating that the zone extends at
least 120 feet above the E79-6 locality (CC II 1658).

Both

the Squameofavosites murphyi Zone and the Fävosites windmilIensis fauna have species in common with the Egosiella
nevadana fauna, but this correspondence decreases somewhat
upwards in the section and the F. windmiIlensis fauna appears

to be transitional between the Egosiella nevadana fauna and
S. murphyl Zone below and the lower Siegenian fauna above.
This interpretation is somewhat at odds with Johnson's (1973)
view of the brachiopod faunas at Coal Canyon.

He recognizes

a single brachiopod fauna, the Notoparmella fauna, at the

1617 and 1658 intervals which is transitional between his
F fauna at Birch Creek and the Qüadrithyris Zone higher in
the Windmill Limestone at Coal Canyon.

A separate

"pre-Quadrithyris Zone" brachiopod fauna is represented by
the 1716 interval.

As noted earlier, conodonts from the

1617 interval closely resemble conodont fauna 2,

and Kiapper (in Johnson, 1973, p. 1017) indicates
that conodonts of his Fauna 3 are present in

collections from beds at 1716 feet in the section.

No data

on conodonts from the 1658 foot collections are reported.
The upper part of the F. windnü1lensi

on the basis of

conodonts appears to be late Gedinnian in age (Fauna 3),

while the lower part of the fauna may be either Late or
Middle Gedinnian.

Favosites ällodape fauna
Collections from the upper part of the Roberts
Mountains Formation in the Cortez Mountains (J-67) and at
Willow Creek (wc I 975 feet-980 feet) have yielded numerous

specimens of Favosites aI1odp, a favositid with rather
distinct syringolitid characteristics.

The species is dis-

tinguished by zones of closely spaced tabulae which bear
small spines on their upper surfaces.

This feature is rare

to absent in the Favositidae, but is a distinguishing
characteristic in the Syringolitidae (Hill and Jell, 1970,
p. 172).

The significance of this distinguishing attribute

is difficult to explain in terms of syringolitid evolution.
It has long been postulated that the genus Syringolites is
an evolutionary offshoot from the main favositid line (see
Hinde', 1879, Sokolov, 1955, Leleshus, 1970, 1971), but

Syringolites Sensus strictu is known only from the
Llandovery to Wenlock.

A number of species of syringolitids

doubtfully referred to the genus Syringolites, though, have
been found in the Lower Devonian of Russia and in the

Table 3.

Gedinnian Tabulate Faunas
SA

birchensis

Favosjte

E

SM

X

x

FA

FW

x

F. allo'dape

x

F, windnill ensis

Squameofavosites abundus

X
x

S. murphyi
Striatopora sp. A.

X

Egosiella indistincta

x

x

x

x

E. nevadana

X

Placocoenites sp.

X

x

Aulopora watkinsi

X

x
x

Aulocystis parallela
Romingeria inexacta

X

alveolitid indet.

X

SA
E
SM

Squameofavosites abundus fauna
Egosiella nevadana fauna
Squamebf'avosites murphyi Zone

FA Favosites allodape Zone
FW

Favosites windmillensis fauna

x

x
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Cortez Range in Nevada.

The possibility that Favosites

aIlodäpe may represent a forerunner of these forms is dis-

cussed in succeeding pages (see p.73).
The appearance of Favosites allodape in beds approximately 125 feet above the mid Gedinnian Squarneofavosites

murphyi zone in the measured section at Willow Creek I would
suggest a late Gedinnina age for the fauna.
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Siegenian Stage

Introduction
Three brachiopod zones have been recognized in the
Siegenian of central Nevada. The Quadrithyris Zone (Johnson, 1965, p. 370) has been assigned to the lower part of
the stage by Johnson (1970) due to the "Devonian aspect" of
its fauna and the character of the brachiophore supporting
plates of the Quadrithyris Zone species, Schizophoria parafrailis. The overlying Spinoplasia Zone (Johnson, 1965, p.
37k) coincides with the Rabbit Hill Limestone and is corre-

lated with the Siegenian on the basis of its position in the
zonal sequence (Johnson, 1970, p. 52). The highest Siegenian beds in central Nevada are included in the Trematospira
Zone (Merriam, l9kO, p. 50), which Johnson (1970) has
separated into two subzones: a lower Trematospira Subzone
and an upper Costispirifer Subzone.
Kiapper and others (1971) define three conodont zones
in the Siegenian of central Nevada. Fauna k consists of
Icródus pesavis, Spathognathodus .iolrnsoni and S. transitans arid coincides with the Quadrithyris Zone. They also
indicate that the above zones correlate with the Monograptus
hePcyriicus nevädensis Zone of Berry (1968a). Icriodus

latericrescens subsp. B., ICrIOdUS cf. I. sp. A., and
pthgnathodi).s 'suIcatus charactirize condont fauna 5 which
is correlative with the Spinopiasia Zone. Condont fauna 6
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which is contemporaneous with the Trematospira Zone is

dominated by late forms of Spathognathodus sulcatus.

The

correspondence of Siegenian brachiopod, conodont, graptolite

and tabulate faunas is shown in fig. l]
Syringolite s (?) indistinctis fauna

In the Windmill Limestone, less than kO feet above
the Windmill - Roberts Mountains Formation contact, the
author has collected (J-60--71) a number of specimens

attributed to Syringolites(?) indistinctus Dubatolov (1963).

The species is attributed to Syringolites on the basis of
the axial tubes present in numerous of the corallites.

Hinde (1879) separated the genus Syringolites from the
Favositidae on the basis of the well developed axial tube
and the presence of septal spines on the upper surfaces of
the tabulae.

As mentioned above Syringolites s.s. is not

known in strata younger than the Wenlock, but a number of
species doubtfully attributed to Syringolites are known
from younger strata.

The holotype of S.(?) indistinctus

occurs in beds in the Kuznetsk Basin which Dubatolov (1963)
believes to be Siegenian in age.

Dubatolov and Spassky

(1967) report a similar form from the Lower Devonian of
Salair.

A third species, Syringolites(?) favositoide's,

with very similarly developed axial tubes, has been

identified from the Morzhovoi beds in southwestern Novaya
Zemlya (Smirnova, 1965).

Cherkesova (1968) places these

7I4

beds in the Siegenian.

No forerunner to these forms has

been reported in the Soviet Union, but the occurrence of
Favosites allodape, with syringolitid tendencies, in slight-

ly older beds in the Cortez Mountains would suggest a twostage regression of a portion of the favositid lineage to
previous syringolitid attributes.

Hinde (1879) separated

Syringolites from Favosites on the basis of two distinguishing features:

(1) the presence of septal spines on the

upper surfaces of the tabulae, and (2) the formation of
infundibuliform tabulae and the development of an axial
tube.

Favosites allodape represents the first step in the

regression with the development of septal spines on the
upper surface of the tabulae and Syringolites(?) indis-

tinctus the second-step with the formation of infundibuliform tabulae and an axial tube.

This offshoot from the

main favositid line was evidently unsuccessful for no related forms exist above the S.(?) indistinctus fauna in
central Nevada, and Dubatolov and Checkhovich (196L) report

a similar disappearance of the syringolitid-related forms
in the upper Tiverian of the Kuznetsk Basin (= Lower to
Middle Siegenian according to Hill, 1967).
The occurrence of this fauna stratigraphically above

beds containing the Upper Gedinnian F. aIlodape fauna
below the

and.

iegnian S. issa Zone in the Cortez Mountains,

coupled with the known data on the stratigraphic distribution
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of these forms in the Soviet Union would suggest that the
fauna in central Nevada is most properly placed low in the
Siegenian.
Squameofavosites coalcan.yonensis Zone

On the east side of Coal Canyon in the northern
Simpson Park Range, the "upper breccia" of Johnson (1965)
contains a large fauna of brachiopods and corals.

The

tabulate fauna includes:

Squameofavosites coalcanyonensis
Squameofavosites clypeatus
Thamnopora sp. A.

Egosielia indistincta
Syringopora sp. A.

Only two elements of the fauna are present in the
underlying beds (S. sp. A. and E. indistincta).

The

squameofavositids represent an advance over the Siegenian
forms, having larger arid more profuse mural pores - a

morphological feature of post-Gedinnian squameofavositids
(Hill, 1967).

Thamnopora sp. A. represents the oldest form of this
genus in central Nevada.

The genus Thamnopora (as restrict-

ed by Sokolov, 1962, Chudinova, 1959) is known from beds as
low as the Ludlow (Chudinova, 1959, p. 117) but forms lower
than Gedinnian are rare, and the genus does not reach its

maximum abundance and diversity in both North America and
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and the USSR until the late Gedinnian or early Siegenian
(Chudinova, i96Li).

Whereas the underlying Gedinnian faunas at Coal Canyon and Birch Creek are transitional one with the other,
sharing numerous common elements, the S. coalcanyonensis
fauna is distinct on both the generic and specific level
from the next higher fauna.

Johnson (1965) named the brachiopod fauna at this
interval Quadrithyris Zone and later (Johnson, 1970) considered it to be of Lower Siegenian age.

Klapper and others

(1971) have identified Icriodus pesavis, Spathonathodus
johnsoni, and S. transitans from this interval at Coal
Canyon, but these cannot be correlated with the tyDe
Siegenian because conodorits are presently unknown there.

Monoraptus hercynicus nevadensis, which occurs in collections from 10 feet and 36 feet below the breccia zone on the
east side of Coal Canyon (Johnson and Murphy, l969, p. 1279),

has been correlated with the early part of the Siegenian by
Berry (1970, p. 518).
Helioli-tes wenbanensis fauna

A collection (CO 685) from a measured section(D. B.
Johnson, 1971) in the Cortez Mountains, has yielded a
presently unique fauna from the Windmill Limestone, approximately 360 feet below the base of the Rabbit Hill Limestone.
The distinguishing feature of the fauna is the presence of
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Heliolites wenbanens'is.

Heliolitids are rare in the Devon-

Ian of central Nevada - the only additional forms presently
known occur in the Givetian Tharnnopora wrihti Zone.

The

genus Heliolites has long been known from the Devonian of
Europe (Vinassa de Regny, 1918

;

Kettnerova, 1933), and

Australia (Jones and Hill, 19L10) but until recently they

were thought to be absent in North America (Stumm, l95)4;
Hill, 1957).

Stumm (l95L) identified Heliolites relictus

as the first Devonian heliolitid from North America, but
erred in assigning species of Heliolites previously reported by Stauffer (1930) from northern California to the
Silurian (J, G. Johnson and A. J. Boucot - oral communication).

Additional species of Heliolites have been identi-

fied by the author in collections made by David Bostwick
(Oregon State University) from the Middle Devonian of
central Oregon and by Alfred Potter (Oregon State University) from the Devonian of the Klamath Mountains in
northern California.

The age of the Heliolites wenbanensis fauna cannot
be determined by the identified tabulate fauna, but the
stratigraphic position of the beds within the measured
section is suggestive of a lower Siegenian age.

The fauna

occurs approximately 800 feet stratigraphically above
locality J-67 which yields the late Gedinnian tabulate
Favosites alIodape, and approximately 650 feet above the

rringolites(?) distincta Zone of probable Siegenian age.
At CO 1807, 1122 feet above the H. wenbanensis fauna,

collections have yielded elements of the Striatopora issa
Zone which occur with a brachiopod fauna representative of
the Siegenian Spinop1asia Zone (Johnson - written coinmunica-

tion

1972).

Striatäpora issa Zone
Johnson (1965) established the Spinoplasia Zone to
encompass the brachiopod fauna of the Rabbit Hill Limestone
at Coal Canyon and of beds within the same formation at the
type locality. The author has recognized three distinct
tabulate faunas within the Spinoplasia Zone at Rabbit Hill.
The lower of these occurs at an interval of 196 feet to 210
feet in the section of Matti (1971) and Firmey (1971), and
also in the Cortez Mountains at 1807 feet in the measured
section of D. B. Johnson (1972) (see Table 14). This has
been termed the Striatoora issa Zone, and is distinguished
by the first appearance within the Devonian of central
Nevada of a number of genera, including: ProtopleurodictPleurodictyum, MicheIinia(?) and Trachrpora.
The new genus Protop'leurodictyum is known outside of
Nevada only from the Rockhouse Shale of Tennessee (Dunbar

1920) where the holotype of the type species occurs.
Dunbar (1920) originally thought the Rockhouse Shale to be
of Helderbergian age but Boucot and Johnson (1967) showed

x
x
x

x
x

x

Trachypora cf. limbata

Aulopora sp.

Striatopora issa

x

x

x

Michelinia (?) cf. auloporoides

X

x
x

x

x

P. rabbithillensis

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Pleurodictyurn nevadensis

x

x

CO 1807'

210

x

200

196-200

x

2X

x

J6i

x

X

RAI

Tabulates of the Striatopora issa Zone

Protopleurodictyum trifoljatujri

Favosites copenhageniae

Table L1
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it to include both Silurian and Devonian.

Pleurodictyum is a universal Lower Devonian tabulate
(Hill, 1957), generally typical of the Gedinnian, but also
commonly found in Siegenian and higher beds.

Pleurodictyurn

nevadensis closely resembles P. lenticularis Hall from the
New Scotland Limestone of New York.

The subgenus Procteria

is previously known only from the Middle Devonian Jefferson-

yule and Columbus Limestones of Michigan, Kentucky and
Indiana (Davis, 1887, Greene, 1899), but the subgenus has

been ignored by modern tabulate workers, and its range may
be wider -than previously supposed.

This possibility has

also been suggested by Dubatolov (1972) who reported
Procteria granuJJifera Schiuter from the Lower Devonian of
Central Europe.

The type locality of Trachrpora limbata Eaton is not
known, but the species has been reported from the Siegenian

beds of southern Morocco by Hollard and Lafuste (1961), and
is known from beds as high as the lower Hamilton Group in
the Appalachian region (Stumm, Fenton and Fenton, 1950).
The presence of forms attributed to Michelinia(?)
auloporoides is somewhat anamolous.

The species was

originally reported by LeMaitre (1952) from beds assigned to
the lower Eifelian of the L'Erg el Djemel, Morocco.
species is unknown from other localities.

The

It is interesting

to note that the fauna occurring in beds with M. (?)

auloporoides in the L'Erg el Djemel region has the same
generic composition as the Striätapora issa zone at Rabbit
Hill.

Striatopora iSsä
zone.

is the most common element of the

Merriam (1963, 1973) has attributed this species to

S. gwenensis Amsden, but this cannot be substantiated as
S.

The

wenensis has an entirely different external form.

holotype of Striatopora issa Hall is from the Lower Helder-

berg Group of New York and outside of Nevada it is known only
from the Lower Devonian of the Appalachian region.

Boucot and others (1969) have previously indicated
that the brachiopod fauna of the Rabbit Hill Limestone has
affinities with the Appalachian Lower Devonian brachiopod
fauna - as shown above a similar correspondence between the
two tabulate faunas is also indicated.

Merriam (195k, 1963, 1973) first recognized the

Helderbergian age of this fauna, which has since been confirmed on the basis of brachiopods (Johnson, 1965).

In terms

of the Lower Devonian stages of Europe the fauna can be
assigned to the Siegenian.

Johnson (1970) has pointed out

that the brachiopod zones that bracket this zone (Quadrthyris below; Trematospira above) are Siegenian in age.
Grabaulites distincta fauna
Immediately above the Striatopora issa zone at Rabbit
Hill, the G. distinc-ta fauna occurs between 373 feet to k0k

feet in the measured section.

The fauna contains a number

of species in common with the underlying zone including:

Favosites copenhaeniae
Pleurodictyum nevadensis
PIeurodictyum rabbithillensi s

The fauna is distinguished from the Striatopora issa
zone by the presence of Striatopora ap. B., Cladopora sp.,

Graubaulites distincta, and Aulopora sp. A., and by the
absence of representatives of the genera Protopleurodictyum,
Michelinia (?), and Trachrpora.
Johnson (1970, p. L8) originally conceived his
Spinoplasia zone as encompassing the total fauna of the
Rabbit Hill Limestone.

communication

More recently, (Johnson - written

1972) he has suggested that the beds at or

near 200 feet in the Rabbit Hill section of Matti (1971) and
Finney (1971) are probably the source of most of the Spinoplasia zone brachiopods upon which this earlier interpretation
was made.

Brachiopod collections from beds at intervals 373-

37J4 feet and 3914 feet in the section contain brachiopod

faunas which Johnson (written communication - 1972) indicates
are similar to the "ordinary" Spinoplasia assemblage, but are
present in different proportions, and thus could represent a
separate subzone.

The tabulate fauna of the C. distincta

Zone while having a few species characteristic of the lower
beds, is distinctly different from that fauna and in the

writer's opinion probably constitutes a distinct zone, but is
not designated as such because it has not yet been identified
outside of the type section.

It is also significant that not

only is the G. distincta fauna distinct from the underlying
S. issa Zone, but also those elements that are absent from
the former but present in the later are those elements which
bear the closest affinity with the Helderbergian Appalachian
fauna.

Johnson (written communication - 1972) has further
suggested that the brachiopod assemblage from this interval

may represent a community shift through time, probably due
to a shallowing of the seas.

This may be the case, but the

writer would then expect this shallowing to be reflected in
a changed proportion of massive to branching/ramose tabulate
coralla,

This is not indicated in the collections so far

obtained from the two assemblages.

Cleistopora fauna
At LlO feet in the measured section at Rabbit Hill,
near the top of the Rabbit Hill Limestone a small fauna of
tabulates has been collected which includes Cleistopora sp.
A., Pleu.rodictyum rabbithillensis, and Striatopora sp. B.

The latter two species are common to the underlying
Grabaulites distincta fauna, but Cleistopora sp. A.
represents a distinctive new element which is absent from
older beds in the Devonian of central Nevada.

The presence of Cleistopora sp. A. at this interval

in the Rabbit Hill sequence is significant in that it represents the first Lower Devonian representative of this genus
in North America.

Only two, other Lower Devonian occurrences

of Cieistopora are known.

Cleistopora geometrica', the type

species, was established by Mime-Edwards and Haime (1857)
based on specimens from the Lower Devonian of France and
Le Maitre (l9LI7) has identified the genus in the lower

Siegenian deposits at El Kseib and in the Erg el Djemel.
The genus is not known within beds in the Appalachian region
until the Carboniferous (Dubatolov and Spassky, 1970;
Dubatolov, 1973).

The affinities of this fauna with the

Old World Province would appear to confirm the previously

suggested absence of Appalachian influence on the tabulate
faunas of the G. distincta fauna.

Johnson (written communication - 1972) has indicated
that the brachiopod fauna at the LlO foot interval at Rabbit

Hill "has characters that differs enough from the ordinary
Spinoplasia Zone assemblage to exclude it from that zone,"
but emphasizes it is not an exact duplicate of the overlying

Trematospira Zone; rather, he characterizes it as "postSpinoplasia, probably Deerparkian in age."

Clark and

Ethington (1966, p. 670) have suggested that the upper beds
of the Rabbit Hill Limestone at Rabbit Hill are correlative
with the basal beds of the Nevada Formation at Lone Mountain,

and Matti (written communication - 1973) has suggested that

the Spinoplasia fauna at Rabbit Hill is partially time

equivalent with the Trematosira fauna.
The Cleistopora fauna is known from only one locality outside of the Rabbit Hill area.

On the west slope of

Willow Creek, a collection by J. G. Johnson in 1959 (USMN
10714 of Johnson, 1970) has yielded a single specimen of
Cleistopora sp. A.

Brachiopods from the same locality have

been assigned to the Trematospira zone and probably to its
basal Trematospira Subzone by Johnson (1970, p.

22:).

The

tabulate evidence would seem to imply that the Cleistopora
fauna is correlative with the Trematospira zone, or more
likely its lower subzone and thus the upper Rabbit Hill
Limestone (410 feet and above in the section) is a timeequivalent of the Trematospira Subzone strata at Willow
Creek.

In addition this suggests a late Siegenian age

assignment for these beds.

Favosites segreopora fauna
A few small collections between 40 and 45 feet above
the base of the McColley Canyon Formation in the Willow
Creek II section has yielded a number of specimens of
Favosites segregOpora.
No other tabulates have been found associated with
this species.

It differs significantly from the favositids

in the overlying F. kobehensis Zone in having very widely
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Table

5.

Siegenian Tabulate Faunas
SC

Favosites cdpenhaeniae
F. segregopora
Sqazneofavositës clypeatus
S

coalcanyonënsis

SI

ST

G

X

X

X

x
X

x

x

Cladopora sp.

x

Trachrpora cf. limbata

x

Syringolites (?) indistinctus

x
X

Protopleurodictyurn

trifoliatun1

x

Pleurodictyuni nevadensis

x

x

P. rabbithilIensis
Michelinia (?) cf.

x

x

auIoporoides

x

x

Aulbpora sp.

Heliolites wenbanensis

x

x

'Cleistopora sp. A
Aulopora sp. A
Syringopora sp. A
Grabaulite's dis t'inct'a

FS

X

Striatopora issa
S. sp. B

Egsiella indistincta

C

x

S. cortezensis
Tharnnopora sp. A

H

x
X

x
x

x

sc

sq uameofavosite s coalc aflyonensis Zone

SI

SyringoIltes (?) ind5Jstinctus fauna

H Heliolites wentnensis fauna
ST

Striatopora issä Zone

G

Grabaulites distinta Zone

C

Cleistopora fauna

FS

Favosites segrgopora fauna

.I.

spaced mural pores and irregular walls and median sutures features which Keller (1971, p. 101) has used to characterize the earlier Devonian favositids.

The F. sëgregOora fauna occurs approximately 20 feet
stratigraphically above the late Siegenian Cleistopora

fauna at Willow Creek and immediately underlies the Lower
Emsian F. lcobehehsis Zone in the Willow Creek II section.

This would suggest a late Siegenian age for the fauna.
from
Johnson (1970, p. 22) assigned a brachiopod faunule

approximately the same interval at Willow Creek to the

Costispirier Subzone of the Trernatospira Zone, which he
(1970, p. 55) designated as late Siegenian in age.

Emsian Stage

Intro duct I on

The lowest recognized Emsian brachiopod fauna has
been assigned to the Acrospirifer ko1ehana Zone (Merriam,
1940, p. 52)..

This Zone was initially assigned to the

Lower Devonian (Merriam, 1940, p. 9Y, but Johnson, Boucot,
and Murphy (1967) and Johnson (1970) indicate an Emsian,
probably lower Emsian correlation.

The overlying Eureka-

spirifer pinyonensis Zone (Merriam, 1940, p. 53) is probably
the most diverse of the Devonian brachiopod zones.

It was

originally correlated as Middle Devonian (Merriam, 1940,

p. 9), but Johnson (1965, 1970) now suggests that it probably ranges into both the upper and lower Emsian.

The

Elythya fauna, while poorly known and understood, is assign-

ed to the upper Emsian by Johnson (l9701
Klapper and others (1971) recognize three conodont
faunas in the Emsian

Conodont fauna 7 is characterized by

Polygnathus dehiscens lenzi and correlates with the A.
kobehana Zone.

The lower E. pinyonensis Zone contains

Polygnathus dehiscens lenzi.

Polygriathus foveolatus,

Spathognathodus exguus exiguus, and S. steinhornensis coincide with the upper E. pinyonensis zone.

The correlation of the above faunas with Emsian
tabulate faunas is shown in fig. 11.

Favosites kobehensis Zone
The Favosites kobehensis Zone has been recognized in
a number of areas within central Nevada including the

Willow Creek II section, the sections of Gronberg

(1971)

at

Lone Mountain, and at McColley Canyon in the northern

The zone is best developed in the Willow Creek II section where it includes:
Favosi-tes kobehensis, Sguaineofavosites infreguens, and
Chaetetes minutulus. The fauna marks the beginning of the
rich favositid and squameofavositid assemblages which
characterize the Emsian interval in central Nevada, and
which distinguish this interval in many parts of the Soviet
Union (Hill, 1967; Smirnova, 1967).
Favosites kobehensis differs significantly from the
older Favosites seprepora, in the presence of much closer
spaced mural pores and tabulae, characteristics found in
most of the Emsian representatives of the genus in Nevada,
and marks the beginning of the Emsian F. kobehensis rannyi lineage in Nevada.
F
Sguaflieofavosites infreguens is more closely related
to S. Ieptophragmos in the Pachyfavosites lophos Zone than
to the underlying Siegenian squameofavositids. Chaetetes
minu.tuIus represents the only species of this genus known
Simpson Park Range (see Table

6).

in Nevada. It is also present in the Favosites kcryste
Zone at Coal Canyon.
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Table 6.

Tabulates of the Favdsits kobehensis Zone

LJVI.

Favosites kobehensis

X

W.C. II

MC.

X

X

Squameofavosites infreguens

X

Chäetetes minutulus

X
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The Favosiies kolieliensis Zone at Lone Mountain

occurs in beds in which Johnson (1970) has obtained brach-

iopod faunas representative of the Acrospirifer kobehana
Zone.

In the Willow Creek II section the brachiopods of

this interval are less well-known, but a collection of lLI0

feet in the section has yielded a brachiopod fauna which
Johnson (written communication - 1973) has assigned to the
"Trematospira or kobehana fauna."

The position of this

zone between the late Siegenian Favosites seregopora
fauna below and the mid Emsian P. lophos Zone above would
suggest an age assignment of early Emsian.
of

..

The occurrence

kobehana Zone brachiopods within this interval would

also support this correlation.

Pachyfavosites lophos Zone
The Pachyfavosites lophos Zone is marked by an even
greater abundance and diversity of favositids and squameofavositids than the Favosites kobehensis Zone.

Elements

representative of the zone are presently known from the

Willow Creek II section, the Lone Mountain sections, and
from collections at McColley Canyon (Table 7).

At least two of the species composing the fauna of
this zone appear to be closely related to species from
underlying faunas.

Favosites sWaflni has many characteris-

tics in common with the Siegenian species, F, segregopora
and is probably part of the same lineage, which is
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Table 7.

Tabulates of the Pächyfavosites lophos Zone
L.M.

W.C.

M.C.

Favosites swanni

X

X

X

F. gronbergi

X

Pachyfavosites lophos

X

Squameofavosites leptophragrnos

X

Emmonsia bartinensis

X

Syringopora eurekäe

X

X

X
X

94'

distinguished by widely spaced mural pores ( 1.0 mm) and
widely spaced tabulae ( 10 per cm)

Favosites gronbergi,

on the other hand, represents a second stage in the F.
kobehensis

- F. grannyi lineage, which is distinguished by

forms having closely spaced pores C 1.0 mm) and tabulae
(

10 per cm), with an increase in the number of tabulae

through time.

A similar relationship may exist between Sguameo-

favosites Ieptophragmos and S
kobehensis Zone.

infreguens of the F.

The two species have similar sized coralla

and identical eaves-like squamulae and differ primarily in
the former having a greater pore spacing and a greater
tabulae density - evolutionary trends representative of
those in the F

kobehensis - F. grannyi lineage.

Newly introduced elements of the fauna include:
Pachyfavosites lophos, Ernmonsia bartinensis, and Syringopora eurekae.

Pachyfavosites has its origins in the Ludlow, but
the genus does not become widespread in the USSR until the
Emsian (Dubatolov, 1963).

In the Lower Devonian, the

species has been hitherto known only in the USSR (Dubato-.

by and Spassky, 1970) and it does not occur in the
Appalachian region until the Eifelian (Swarm, l9147).

The genus EmmonsIä has been reported from the Ludlow
of the Appalachians (Amsden, l9LJ9) and Asia Minor

(Weissermel, 1939)', but does not become widespread until
the late Early Devonian.

In the Soviet Union it reaches

its maximum development in the Emsian (Dubatolov

1963),

and it has been reported to be common in Europe and

Morocco during the Emsian and early Elfelian (Le Maitre and
Porieyto, 1955).

The genus is not widely known in the

Appalachian region until the Eifelian (Stumm, l96LI;

Dubatolov and Spassky, 1970).

Sokolov (1955) has suggested that Squameofavosites
is the phylogenetic predecessor of Emmonsia, but there is

no evidence that Emmonsia bartinensis is derived from any
of the known Emsian squameofavositids from Nevada; in fact,

the two genera have entirely differBnt forms of squamulae
(eaves-like types in S. infreguens and S. leptophnagmos,
and the shield-like type in E. bartinensis).

The occurrence of genera known to be widespread during the Emsian in Europe and the Soviet Union and the
position of this zone in the stratigraphic sequence suggest
an Emsian age for the fauna, but a more definite age assign-

ment depends on evidence from other phyla occurring within
the same interval.

Johnson (1970) places the brachiopod fauna of this
interval in the lower part of the Eurekaspirifer
pinyonensis Zone.

A number of subzones within the E.

pinyonensis Zone have been proposed by Johnson (1962, 1965)

but he has recently suggested that these should not be regarded as valid biostratigraphic units until they are
better understood (Johnson, 1970).

He indicates, though,

that the brachiopods are well enough understood to indicate
"a firm Emsian assignmentt' and correlates the zone with the
Emsian (Johnson, 1970, P. 61 and fig. Li).

An Emsian age is

also supported by goniatites (House, 1962) and conodonts
(Clark and Ethington, 1960; Klapper and others, 1971).

Favosites koryste Zone
This zone has a number of similarities with the under-

lying Pachyfavosites lophos Zone but is distinguished from
it by the absence of Pachyfavosites lophos and the presence
of a number of new elements including Favosites koryste
and Subalveolites allosiphonos.

The fauna is relatively

widespread in central Nevada, and its composition is remarkably uniform throughout (see Table 8).

Favosites koryste differs from all other Nevada
forms of Favosites in the presence of septal crests; but
its other characteristics are similar to those of the other
species in the F. kobehensis - F. grannyi lineage, and it
may represent an evolutionary offshoot from that lineage.

The presence of Sublveolites allosiphonos is
significant in that the genus is not generally known from
beds higher than the Ludlow (Sokolov, 1955).

The only

other reported Lower Devonian occurrence of the genus is
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Table 8. Tabulates of the FatdSites korySte Zone
CON-i

LM

WC

Favosites koryste

X

X

X

:.swanni
Sguaeofavosites leptophragmos

X

X

X

Ernnionsia bartinensis

X

Subalveolites allosiphonos
yringopora eurekae
Chaeteies minutulus

NP

TM

MC

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

Subalve ol it e s longi c elIatu

from the Lndigir o-K o lymskaya

region of northeastern Russia (Dubatolov, Nikolev and
Preobrazhenskii, 1968).

As in the Nevada occurrence, this

species is associated with a fauna dominated by Favosites,
Emmonia, and Squarneofavosites.

The inclusion of Squameofavosites leptophragmos in
the fauna of this zone must be qualified, for the species
extends into only the basal portion of the zone at Coal
Canyon and is not represented in the fauna of this zone at
any other locality.

Chaetetes minutulus is also known from the Favosites

kobehensis Zone at Willow Creek, but it is rarely found in
either zone.

The Favosites koryste Zone is most significant in
that it is the highest occurrence of those forms which are
so markedly abundant in the bulk of the Emsian.

The genera

Sciusmeofavosites and Emmonsia do not occur above this zone

in central Nevada and the favositids are never again a
dominant element in the tabulate faunas.

A marked decrease

in the squamulate forms the late Enisian is also reported

from a number of regions within the Soviet Union (Dubatolov,
1963; Dubatolov and Spassky, 1970).

The Favosites korrSte Zone coincides with brachiopod
faunas representative of the upper part of the E. pinyonenSis Zone at Lone Mountain and Willow Creek II (Johnson,

1970), and in the valley east of Coal Canyon (Niebuhr, 197k).
At Modoc Peak (MP 3) Favosites koiyste occurs in beds
approximately 200 feet below an interval which yields an
Elythyna fauna (Johnson - written communication, 1973).
As discussed above, evidence from conodonts, goniatit-

es, and brachiopods indicate an Emsian age for the

pinyon-

ensis Zone, and Johnson (1970', P. 62) has suggested that the

upper part of the zone may extend into the late Emsian.

Kiapper and others (1971) indicate a possible correlation of
Polypnathus foveolatus in the upper E. pinyonensis Zone with
a late form of the species from the upper Emsian in the
Schonauer Kalk near Marburg, Germany.

Cleistopora iota fauna
Johnson (1970, p. 38-39) noted a collection (USNM
1075k) from the Wenban Limestone in the Cortez Mountains
which contains the genus Pleurodictyum.

The writer has

examined these specimens from that collection and has
identified them as Cleistopora iota.

A smaller collection

(J-k7-7l) of the same species have been made by the author
in the McColley Canyon Formation (near the Denay Limestone
contact) in the Cortez Mountains.

The brachiopod faunas of both of the above
collections has been assigned to the Eurekaspirifer

pinyonensis Zone by Johnson (1970, p. 38, written
communication, 1972).

This brachiopod zone in parts of
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Nevada is associated with tabulate faunas representative
of the P. 'lophos and F. korys'te Zones, neither of which
contain C'leistbpora.

Furthermore', a typical F. koryste

Zone fauna occurs in collections (C0-PMC) from the McColley
Canyon Formation at the top of D. B. Johnson's (1972) CO
section in the Cortez Mountains.

It appears, then, that Cleistopora iota fauna represents a second community, that developed in a local, limited environment in a portion of the Cortez area, contemporaneous with the more widespread environment of the community
yielding the typical assemblage of the Favosites koryste
Zone'.

It is interesting to note that Johnson (written com-

munication - 1973), in a recent attempt to subdivide the
Eurekaspirifer pinyonensis Zone indicates two contemporaneous faunas in the upper part of that zone:

the Atrypa

nevadena fauna which occurs at Lone Mountain, in the
Sulphur Springs Range, and in the Simpson Park Range, and
the Leptocoella globosa fauna which he restricts to the
Cortez Mountains region.

It has already been noted above, that the Syringolites (?) ind'i'st'inca fauna and the HeIiot'i'tes wenbanensis

fauna are presently known only from the Cortez area.

These

faunas may be similar to the C. iota fauna, and represent
localized environments occurring in the Cortez area during
the early Devonian.

If this is so

the Cortez Mountains
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region during much of the early Devonian may be representative of a very different set of environmental conditions
than those known:.in the other Devonian sequences in the
Eureka County area.

Favosites grannyi fauna
This fauna is named to include assemblages of tabulates occurring in the Coils Creek Member, of the McColley

Canyon Formation at Lone Mountain (LMI 708-710 feet) and
Willow Creek II (WC II 625; H-3-l).

(see Table 9).

The most distinctive element in the fauna Favosites

graryi

represents the final stage in the F. kobehensis -

F. grannyl lineage which is characterized by closely spaced
tabulae and mural pores.

It is also the youngest species

of Favosites presently known from central Nevada.

In the

Eifelian and younger strata the genus Thamnopora is the
dominant representative of the Order Favositida.

This tabulate fauna coincides with brachiopods of the

Elythyna fauna which is also known from Lone Mountain and
Willow Creek II (Johnson, Boucot', and Murphy, 1967', Johnson,
written communication', August, 1973).

The Elythyna fauna

is found in beds previously allotted to the E. pinyonensis
Zone, but the fauna is distinctive enough to suggest that
the beds will eventually be separated from the F.
pinyonensis Zone (Johnson, Boucot, and Murphy',' 1967).
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Table 9.

Tabulates of the Favosites

rannyi fauna

LM

WC II

H-3-1

DC-CC

Favosites grannyl

X

X

X

X

Aulocystis sp.

X
X

X

alveolitid indet.
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Klapper (in Johnson, 1968) has identified the Middle
Devonian conodonts Polygnathus w&bbi Stauffer and P.
liriguiformis ling formis 1-linde from crinoidal limestones
in float at 860-900 feet at Lone Mountain and from the
basal beds of the Denay Limestone at Willow Creek II, both
of which immediately overlie the F. grannyi fauna.

The preEifelian age of the F. grannyi fauna is
supported by the presence of beds of abundant "two-hole"
crinoid ossicles which occur approximately 150 feet above
the fauna in the Lone Mountain section Johnson (1968), and
about 15 feet above it at Willow Creek II. Beds of abundant

"two hole" crinoid assicles also appear at a similar level
at Table Mountain (Johnson, Boucot, arid Gronberg, 1968), in
the Simpson Park Range (Johnson, 1971), and at Modoc Peak.

p. 1203) believes these beds "constitute a
reliable datum at or near the base of the Middle Devoniari
Johnson

(1968,

in central Nevada.
The position of the Favosites grannyi fauna above
the Emsian F. koryste Zone and below the basal Middle
Devonian marke:d beds indicates a late Emsian age assignment
f or the fauna.

loLi.

Table 10.

Emsian Tabulate Faunas
P

FO

swanhi

X

X

F. gronbergi

X

FK

CI

FG

X

Favosite's kobehensis

X

F. korySte

X

F. granny!
X

Pachyfavosites lophos
F,

SQuameofavosites infreuens

X

S. leptophraginos

X

X

Ernmonsia bartinensis

X

X
X

Cleistopora iota
X

Subalveolites allosiphonos

X

Aulocystis sp.
X

Syringopora eurekae
Chaetetes minutulus

X

X

X
X

alveolitid indet.

FK Favosites kobehensis Zone
P

Pachyfavosites lophos Zone

FO

Favosites koryste Zone

CI

Cleistopora iota fauna

FG

Favosites grany fauna
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Eifelian Stage

Introduction
Eifelian brachiopod faunas in central Nevada comprise
the Leptathyris circula Zone (Johnson, 1962, 1966), which

includes strata originally forming part of the "Martinia
kirki" Zone of Merriam (l91I0).

Johnson recognizes two sub-

zones within the L. circula Zone:

the PentarnereIla Subzone

in the basal beds of the zone at Lone Mountain (Johnson,
1962, 1966) and the Vagrania gronbergi Subzone at Lone
Mountain (Johnson, 1968, written communication 1973).

The

correlation between Elfelian brachiopod and tabulate faunas
is shown in figure 12.

Thamnopora altanevadana fauna
Collections by Gronberg (1967) from about 975-980
feet in his EF Section at Lone Mountain have yielded nuiner-

ous specimens, identified by the writer as Tharnnopora
altanevadana.

The species most closely resembles Thainnopora

alta (Chernyshev, 1951) from the Middle Devonian of the
Kuznetsk Basin.

T. altanevadana has only been found in the Lone
Mountain EF section, and represents one of the two tabulate
faunas known from the Eifelian of central Nevada.

The

spaucity of tabulate faunas in Nevada during the Eifelian
and early Givetian is in sharp contrast with the very
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abundant tabulate faunas of Ohio and Michigan during that
time (Stumm, 1964, Stewart, 1938).

The occurrence of T. äItanevada in beds approximately 100 feet above the abundant "two-hole" crinoid beds which

mark the basal Middle Devonian and which contain an Eifelian
conodont assemblage (Johnson', 1968) is indicative of an

early Emsian age assignment.

Syrngopora noranna fauna
Syringopora noranna and Thamriopora sp. B. occur in

association with brachiopods in the lower part of Telegraph
Canyon Formation at Union Mountain.
named the Spinat

The occurrence has been

ina-Thamnp2.ra Community by Johnson and

Flory (l972), who have suggested that it occupied a shallow,
quiet water environment, behind the protected edge of a
dolomite shelf; an environment similar to that proposed by
Copper (1966) for the German Rasenriff biotope which has a
similar faunal association.

These beds were originally assigned to the Eifelian
Leptathyris circula Zone by Johnson (1966)', but Johnson (in
Johnson and Flory, 1972) has indicated that this assignment
was based on an error in identification (Cryptatrypa para-

cicuIa mistakenly identified as L. circula).

The occurren-

ce of Spinatrypina asyrnmetrica in the collections discussed

by Johnson and Flory (1972), though, is indicative of an
Eifelian age, as it occurs in the LI ci'rcuIa Zone in the
southern Roberts Mountains.

I;

Table 11.

Elfelian Tabulate Faunas
T

Thainnopora altanevadana
T.

SN

X
x

sp.

Syringopora noranna

X

alveolitid indet.

X

T

SN

Tharunopora altanevadana fauna

Syringopora noranna fauna
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Givetian Stage

Introduction
The Warreneilä (ex Martinia) kirki Zone was named by
Merriam (l9Li0) to include Middle Devonian brachiopod faunas

within the range of that Epiriferoid.

Johnson (1971) has

shown the range of W. kirki to be larger than originally
supposed, and has restricted the W. kirki Zone to include

the original horizons only and these are now believed by
Johnson to be Eifelian.

The overlying Leiorhrncus cästanea

Zone includes Stringoce'phalus and brachiopods with an Old

World affinity (Johnson

l970b) and is the oldest Givetian

brachiopod fauna now recognized in Nevada.

The two highest

Givetian brachiopod faunas are more closely related to the
.Applachian Province.

The lower of these,' the Rhyssochonetes

fauna contains abundant R. aurora', the higher one, the
Leiorhynchus hippocastanea Zone', includes:

Warrenella

occidentalis, L. hippocastanea, Hadrorhyrichia sandersoni,

and Emanuela sp. (Johnson, l970b).

Klapper and others (1971) have identified Polygnathus
cristatus', P. fo'1'i'at'is, P. ordinatus, and PaImätole'is?

disparal'vea in collections from limestones with 1.

hiocäst'an'ea, and have correlated these with the upper
part of the S. hermanni - P. cristatus Zone.

The correspondence of brachiopod, conodont and
tabulate faunas and zones is shown in Figure 12.
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hti Zone
The fauna of the Thamropora wrighti Zone is one of
more diverse and widespread tabulate faunas in the Devonian

Thami-ibDora

of central Nevada (Table 12).
Crassialveolites dubatoIovi and Caliapora americana

represent the first occurrence of these genera in central
Nevada and are indicative of an Old World affinity. Crasslalveolites is known primarily from the Givetian Stringocephalus beds of the Russian Platform (Sokolov, 1955), but
is also common in the Givetian of the Sette-Daban Range in
the Yakutia Region of the Soviet Union (Koksharskaya, 1968),
of Algeria (Samenoff-Tien-Chansky and others, 1962), and of
Central Asia (Sokolov, 1962). The type locality of
Caliapora is in Givetian Stringocephalus beds of the Dinant
Basin in Belgium (Lecompte,

1939).

It has also been report-

ed from Givetian stata at Tre-Nua, North-Vietnam where it
is found in association with Heliolites (Fontaine, 1961),
and in the Givetian of various regions of Soviet Asia
(Dubatolov, 1972). CrassiaIveoIites and C aliapora are not
known from the Appalachian Province of the eastern
United States.
Thaiinopopa wrighti is a distinctive and abundant
element in the fauna, and probably represents most of the
forms referred to as "Thaninopora (Favosits) Tinütaris" by
Merrian (1940), Johnson (1972), and Frost and Langenheim
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Table 12.

Tabulates of the Thainnopora wrihti Zone

RC1

AH1

JLi5

Thamnopora wrighti

x

x

x

Crasslaiveolites dubatoIov5.

x

x

x

Caliapora americafla

Heliolites redcanyonensis

x
x

x

Aulopora ap. B
Syringoporid indet.

x

x

jLj9

x

LM

WC 11

x

x
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(1966).

The association of Thamnopora with Calia'pora and

Crassialveotiles is common in the Givetian of the Old World
Province (Dubatolov, 1972), and has been noted from such
widely separated areas as the Chenoua region of Algeria
(Semenoff-Tien-Chansky and others, 1962), and the Tien-Shan
region of Soviet Central Asia (Leleshus, 1966).
Heliolites 'edcaflyonenSis represents the highest

occurrence of this genus in central Nevada and one of the
youngest species of the genus known.

Heliolites is uncommon

in the upper Givetian and is not knovm to exist after the
Givetian (Sokolov, 1962, Galle, 197:3).

A Givetian age assignment for the T. wrighti Zone on
on the basis of tabulates, is supported by the associated
brachiopod faunas and by the position of this zone in the
stratigraphic sequence.

At Lone Nountain the T. Wrighti Zone occurs in beds
above those containing brachiopods of the Warrenella kirki
Zone, and below beds yielding brachiopods of the Givetian
AntiStrix fauna. In the Willow Creek II section it is
bracketed by brachiopod faunas of the Eifelian L. circula
Zone below and the late Givetian Rhssochbrietes fauna above
(Johnson, written communication - 1973).

occurrence in central Nevada, the T.

Throughout its

Ightl Zone tabulate

fauna is associated with brachiopods representative of the
LeIoThynclius

Stafla Zone which Johnson (l970b, 1971)
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assigned to the Middle Givetian.

Grabaulites

äcksoni fauna

The occurrence of abundant Grabau1ites jacksoni in
the upper member of the Denay Limestone at Willow Creek II
is significant, as it represents the introduction into
central Nevada of elements with an affinity to the
Appalachian Province.

The species has been reported from

the upper Eifelian Marcellus Shale and lower Givetian

Ludlowville Shale in New York (Grabau. l899, the Givetian
Silica Shale of Ohio and southeastern Illinois

(Stuinuin,

1967), and the Givetian Traverse Group of Michigan (Watkins,
1959)

At Willow Creek II the G. jacksoni fauna is associated with brachiopods of the Rhyssochonetes fauna which
Johnson (l970b) has assigned to the upper Givetian

Striatopora elata fauna
At Willow Creek II, Striatopora elata is found in
association with an abundant bryozoan
beds of the upper Denay Limestone.

assemblage in massive

The species is very

common at this interval, but is unknown in the rest of the
Middle and Upper Devonian of central Nevada.

The rather

limited geographic distribution of this species makes it
impossible to delineate: its relationship with the underlying

Grabaulite s jackSoi fauna.

A rather sharp 11th 01 ogic

11L.

change from thin-bedded, fine-grained limestones to coarsegrained, massive limestones occurs in the interval between
the two faunas and it may be that the two species represent
different communities within the upper Givetian.

AlveolitelIa sokolovi Zone
The Alveolitella sokolovi Zone marks the beginning in
central Nevada of the Thamnop ora-alve oliti d-C ladop ora

association that dominates the tabulate faunas in the upper
Givetian and throughout most of the Frasnian.

The predomin-

ant nature of this association has also been noted in the
upper Givetian-Frasnian interval in the Soviet Union
(Sokolov, 1955, Leleshus, 1966, Hill, 1967), in Europe
(Lecompte, 1939, Holwell, 1968, Gunia, 1968), in Africa
(Semenoff-Tien-.Chansky and others, 1962), Asia (Shouppe,

1965), and Australia (Hill, 1957).
Thamnopora .iaydeensis spans two tabulate zones in

central Nevada, being known as high as the middle Frasnian.
The presence of Alveolitella sokolovi within this zone,
though, clearly delineates it from the

.

.laydennsis Zone

above, as this species is not found higher than the top of
the Givetian in central Nevada.

The genus AIVeolItella is

known from beds as low as the middle portion of the Lower
Devonian in the Soviet Union (Dubatolov, 1969), but is most
common and most characteristic in the middle and upper
Givetian.

The type species is A. fecundttS Lecomtte (1939),
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from the Givetian of the Dinant Basin in Belgium, but the
genus is also abundant in the upper Givetian of the Kuznetsk
Basin (Dubatolov, 1956, 1959, 1963; Chudinova, l96Li), and

in upper Givetian limestones in the Yunnan Province of
China (Chi-Yuari-I, 1966).

Frasnian occurrences of the

genus are rare, but it has been reported from that interval
in the Sudetes region of Poland (Gunia, 1968).

The assignment of the zone to the upper Givetian on
the basis of abundant Alveolitella is supported by the
associated brachiopod fauna which Johnson (1970b, written

communication, 1973) assigns to the Leiorhmchus hippocastanea Zone.

At Red Hill, in the northern Simpson Park

Range, the L. hippocastanea fauna occurs with hermanniicristatus Zone conondonts and marks the top of the Givetian
(Johnson, l970b),
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Frasnian Stage

Introduction
Merriam (l9Li0, p. 59) originally assigned the

middle
pirifer (= Mucrospirifer) argentärius Zone to the
Devonian, but Johnson (1970, p. 2089) indicates an early
Frasnian age for this zone.

Two additional Upper Devonian

zones have been recognized by Merriam (i9LiO):

The

Phillipsastreae (Pachrphy1ium) Zone and the Cyrtospirifer
Zone

Tharnnopora jaydeensis Zone

This zone includes all beds within the range of T.
jaydeensis above its overlapping association with Alveolitella sokolovi.

In the lower part of the zone, the T

jaydeensis Subzone, the only element present is T.
.laydeensis.

In the upper part of the zone this species is

found with Cladopora redhellae, and indet. auloporids.
is the Cladopora redhillae Subzone.

This

The absence of

CIadopora red.hillae from the lower subzone may be environ-

mental, but no significant different lithology exists
between the beds containing the faunas of the two zones.
The position of the zone immediately above beds with

an Alveolitella sokolovi Zone fauna at Red Hill, and the

presence of an associated brachiopod fauna assigned to the
early Frasnian by Johnson (written communication - 1972)
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indicates an assignment to the lower Frasnian.

Syringopora

essëIIa fauna

This fauna represents the youngest known assemblage
of tabulates in the Devonian of central Nevada.

It is

presently found only in the type section of the Devils Gate
Limestone at Devils Gate.

As in the upper Givetian and

lower Frasnian assemblages, the thamrioporids,cladoporids

and alveolitids dominate the fauna.

Thamnopora baa represents an unusual form of the
genus, which is characterized by extremely thickened walls
at the periphery of the corallum.

In the Soviet Union this

characteristic occurs only in Givetian and younger
Thamnopora related to T. trachrpoides Dubatolov (1969,
1972).

Further study of these forms is necessary to deter-

mine whether this characteristic marks an evolutionary
trend similar to the Favosites - Pachyfavosites lineage in
the favositids.

AIveolites suborbicularis is a cosmopolitan species
in the Frasnian (Hill and Jell, l970a), and is commonly
found in faunas with the same generic content as the
S. jesselia fauna.

The Frasnian reef complexes in the

Belgian Ardennes contain very abundant A. Sul5drbi'cuIaris

in association with Thamnopora and Cladopora (Lecompte,
1933, 195k).

In the Main Devonian Field (Upper Devonian)

of the Soviet Union, Chernyshev (19/11) notes the common
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Table 13.

Givetian and Frasnian Tabulate Faunas
TW

GJ

SE

AS

TJ

X

X

SJ

X

Thamnopora wright i

T. jaydeensIS

x

X

Cladopora redhillae

X

C. cf. recthillae

Striatopora elata

X

Alveolitella sokolovi
Crassialveolites dubatolovi

X

Caliapora americana

X

Aulopora sp. B.

X

Syringopora

essella

Grabaulites

acksoni

X

X

Alveolites suborbicu1aris

X
X

Heliolites redcanyonensis

X
X

auloporid indet.
syringoporid indet.

X

TW

Thamnopora wrighti Zone

GJ

Grabaulites jacksoni fauna

SE

Striatopora elata fauna

AS

AIveolitella sokolovi Zone

TJ

Thainnopora

SJ

Stringopora j esSella Zone

aydeensis Zone

X
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occurrence of A. 'suborbicularis, Thainopora, Aulopora, and
Syringopora, and in the reef complex of the Lennard Shelf
in the Canning Basin of Western Australia, the species is
commonly associated with Thsmnopora and Aulopora (Hill and

Jell,

1970).

Smith

(19L1-5)

has reported a similar associa-

tion of Thaxnn'opo'ra and A. suor'bic'ulr'is in the Upper
Devonian strata of the McKenzie River region in Canada.
Syrin.gopora jesse'l1a differs significantly from the
other Devonian syringoporids of central Nevada in having
connecting tubules which are arranged in parallel rows.

This is a feature which is most characteristic of the genus
Thecostegites, the type species of which is found in the
Upper Devonian of central Europe (Mime-Edward and Haime',
1849).

S. jessella lacks the horizontal expansions of the

thecae which characterizes Thecostegites.
Cladopora redhillae and the indet. auloporids are
also present in the underlying Thanmopora .laydeensis Zone.
The collections yielding the S. jesselIa fauna were
collected from beds probably assignable to the Pachyphyllum
(Phillipsastrea) Zone of Merriam (1940, fig. Li'), who
indicated "lowest Upper Devonian" age for the zone. The
zone though, occurs immediately above beds of the Spiri'f'e'r
argentarius Zone (Merriam, 1940, fig'. 4) which he dated
as "latest Middle Devonian" (Merriam, 1940, p. 59), but
which Johnson (1970, p. 2089) assigns to the lower Frasnian.
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The stratigraphic position of the beds yielding the
S. jessella fauna at Devils Gate, and the character of the
fauna indicates that the S. jessella Zone lies above the
Thamnopora jaydeensis Zone, and is probably best assigned
to the lower part of the upper Frasnian.
SU1V11VIARY

The stratigraphic occurrence of Devonian tabulate
corals within the zonal sequence is shown in Tables, 3, 5,
10, 11, 13.

The sequence of tabulate zones and faunas,

their correspondence with faunal zones based on conodonts,

brachiopods and graptolites, and their correlation with
European stages is shown in Figures 11-12.
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PART III

SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY
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TABULATE MORPHOLOGY
Sokolov (1950, 1955) has demonstrated that the Tabulata are a basic subdivision of the Class Anthozoa, and
that in this respect their general structure is very similar to that of other subdivisions of the class (i.e., the
Tetracoralla, Hexacoralla, etc.).

Much of the terminology

developed for the Tetracoralla therefore, can be used in
the description of tabulates.

However, the varied colonial

forms which tabulates display, the unique connective
structures for communications between corallites, the diverse forms of tabulae and the nature of the septal
structures require a large number of supplemental terms.
The classic works of Milne Edwards and Haime (l9l48,

1851, 1850,1853) and Nicholson (1879) provide a basic
framework for tabulate terminology

and the works of Hill

(1935), Easton (19kLi), and Moore, Hill, and Wells (1956),

while primarily concerned with tetracoral morphoplogy,

provide significant insights into the terminology of the
Class Anthozoa as a whole.

Within the last twenty years,

detailed morphological studies of tabulates (Sokolov, 1955,
1962)', particularly of favositids (Swann, 19LI7), thamnopor-

ids (Chudinova, 1959), and various other works of a more
restricted nature have introduced a large number of
morphological terms for the Tabulata
The purpose of this section is two-fold:

(1) to

l2LI

discuss the morphological features of tabulates and the
terminology used to designate them and (2) to ascertain the
taxonomic value of these features.
Coralluni form

Tabulate corals, with but two exceptions (in the
Auloporidae), are colonial forms.

This form results from

the asexual nature of polyp gemmation, in which invariably

the daughter corallites remain in contact with the maternal
corallites.

Little is known of the larval stage in tabu-

lates, but it must be assumed that, as in modern elements
of the Class Anthozoa, the larval stages were the result of
sexual reproduction and that they underwent a mobile stage
of existence.

After the larval form settled to the bottom

the polyp stage of development began and a small, calcareous
skeleton, the protocorallite, was formed.

Numerous examples

of the protocorallite stage of development have been discovered (Lindstrom, 1865; Beecher, l89l, 1893; Girty, 1895;

Sokolov, 1955; Stasinska, 1967).

The single cell forms of

Protopleurodictyum trifoliaturn (P1. 25, fig. 5) from the

Rabbit Hill Limestone are an excellent example of this
stage of development.

These young corallites are always

characterized by thin walls and trumpet-shaped corallites,
and are very similar in form to the Auloporidae, but in

this primitive stage of development it is very difficult
to ascertain their specific and even generic affinities
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This stage is very short-lived and

(Sokolov, 1955, p. 10).

the colony quickly acquires its characteristic form through

asexual reproduction, reaching maturity within the first
few millimeters of growth.

The complete skeletal structure of the colony, the
corallum, is composed of the numerous exoskeletons (corallites) which are built by the individuals corals (zooids)
within the colony.

The following terminology for coralla

(adapted from Bondarenko, 1966; Hill and Stum, 1956;
Moore, Hill, and We1ls

1956; Oliver, 1966; and Sokolov

1955, 1962) is used here:
A.

Massive:

Coralluin in which the corallites are

closely contiguous or are separated one from the other only
by coenenchymal tissue.
1.

Ceroid:

Corallum with contiguous coral-

lites having clearly defined walls (favositid type
of Sokolov, 1955) (P1. 1, fig. 5)
2

Coenenchymal:

Corallum in which the indivi-

dual cDrallites are separated only by a layer of
common skeletal tissue (P1. 36, fig. 1).
3.

Meandroid:

Corallum with rows of confluent

corallites separated by a common wall (lichenarid
type of Sokolov, 1955).
4.

Laminar:

Corallum in the form of thin

layers; may be incrusting (P1. 27, figs. 6-7).
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5.

Ramose:

Meandroid or ceroid corallum with

a branching form (thamnoporid form of Sokolov, 1955),
(P1. 21, fig. 2).
B

Corallum with the corallites

Fasciculate:

separated from one another by an open spac&, but frequently
joined by connective structures (branching type of Sokolov,
1955) .
1.

Cateniform:

Corallum in which the corallites

are laterally united, forming a chainlike network in
transverse section (halysitid type of Sokolov, 1955).
Phaceloid:

2

Corallum with corallites which

are subparallel and laterally free; but commonly
joined by connective structures (syringoporoid
type of Sokolov
3.

Dendroid:

1955) (P1. 32, fig. lY.

Corallum in which the corallites

are laterally free; but not parallel; and are usually joined by connective structures (P1. 3Li, figs.
lLI-l5).
.

Reptant:

Corallum formed by corallites

with a creeping habit; attached on one side to substrata or foreign body (P1. 33, fig. 11).
5.

Umbelliferous:

corallum in which the

daughter corallites form in whorls at right angle
to the axis of the maternal corallite.
fig. 2).

(P1. 35,
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Some coralla
Pleurodictyurn

especially those of Fävosites and

have on their lower surface a thin, more or

less wrinkled deposit which covers all of the corallites,

This is the basal epitheca (holotheca of some authors) and
is most common on forms with an incrusting mode of life
(Pi. 26, fig. 2).

Investigations of both living and fossil corals
indicate that the form of the corallum, frequently, is a
function of environmental conditions.

Wood-Jones (1910)

demonstrated that on the Great Barrier Reef

rough water

corals have a compact; dense corallum with the corallites
conforming to the general surface of growth, while smoothwater forms exhibit a fragile

branching nature of growth.

Later studies (Stephenson and Stephenson, 1933), while not
completely denying Wood-Jones' thesis, stress that his
statement must be modified to account for (1) solid massive
forms which commonly are found in she1tered

quiet waters,

and (2) short branche.d forms which frequently occur in rough
water environments.

Manten (1971) finds a similar development among
tabulates in the Silurian reefs of Gotland.

Heliolites

parvistelia and Thecia swinderniana form massive, sometimes
laminar coralla on the reef margin (rough water), and small,

ranose forms at the center of the reef (quiet water).
Within the present area of study an even more subtle
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change of form occurs in Thainnopora jaydeensis from the JD1
locality.

Over one hundred examples of this species were

collected from a bed less than two feet thick.

The species

were collected from a bed less than two feet thick.

The

species in this interval shows a continual change in form
from a delicateV cylindrical, ramose colony to a massive
sub-globular, ceroid corallum (P1. 20, figs. 3,

5-6).

These variations in form appear to result from two
environmental factors:

(1) the need for stability and (2)

the feeding patterns of the poiyps.

The massive coralla

provide a firmer, more stable platform of growth than the
rainose forms and therefore are favored in higher energy environments.

Within massive coralla though, the feeding

areas of the individual polyps are adjacent and overlap and

therefore reduce feeding efficiency (Bondarenko
11).

1966, p.

In ramose forms the polyps are more separated one

from another and the feeding efficiency is greater and this
form is favored in lower energy environments where stability
is less important.

The amount and type of clastic sedimentation also
appears to effect the form of the corallum.

Pachyfavosites

kozIowski of the Lower Devonian of Podolia exhibits elongate,
branched coralla in argillaceous fades, and flat or hemispherical, massive coralla in the "cleaner" limestone

fades (Tesakov, 1968).

Leleshus (1969) has demonstrated
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that the coralla of Central Asian tabulates are smaller and

more numerous in limestones containing large quantities of
terrigenous material while those in non-argillaceous limestones are less numerous, but several times larger.

In the

Middle Devonian of New York, branching coralla predominate
in rocks with a coarse-grained matrix, while massive coralla
coincide with a finer-grained matrix (Caramanica, 1970).
From the above it would appear that massive ceroid forms
are favored where terrigenous input is at higher levels.

Marshall and Orr (1931) demonstrated that coral polyps, with
the aid of normal water circulation and their own ciliary
action

are able to cope with ordinary amounts of tern-

genous sedimentation,

In times of abnormal terrigenous

accumulations though, ramose colonies with their upright

rounded colonies are more efficient in sediment removal than
the flatter, ceroid colonies (Manten, 1971).

In those groups having massive forms of cora11um,

the Favositidae, Thamnoporidae, etc., the form of the colony
is to a large degree dependent on environmental conditions
and extreme care must be exercised in using these criteria
for taxonomic interpretations.

To indicate though, that

corallum form is always a function of environmental factors
arid has negligible taxonomic value, overlooks the importance

of this aspect in groups such as the Auloponidae (fascicu-.

late), Halysitidae (cateniform), the Heliolitidae
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(coenenchymal), arid others.

Corallites

The complete exoskeleton of an individual coral
polyp is termed the corallite.

The thecarium, the inner

cavity of the corallite, consists of the tabularium (Hill,
l9Lf0), the area in which tabulae are developed, and the

lumen (Sokolov

19.55), the inner space within the coral-

lite which is not occupied by skeletal elements.
forms

In ceroid

a marginaruni, a zone of dense skeletal tissue, may

form between the tabularium and the periphery of the corallite as a result of the thickening of the basal parts of
septa so that they become contiguous as a result of the
thickening of wall segments between septa (Hill and
Stunim, l956.

In cross-section the shape of the corallite may be
classified as:
1.

usually six sided and common

Polygonal:

in massive ceroid coralla (P1. 1, fig. 5).
2

Crescent shaped:

usually compressed and

lying one on top of the other; typical of the
Alveolitidae (P1. 28, fig. 3).
3.

Round:

common in ramose forms (P1. 23,

fig. 8).
Li'.

Elliptical:

5.

Angular:

(P1. 28, fig. 7).

(P1. 13, fig. 1) .
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6.
7.

3L, figs. 7-8).
Variations of the above forms', i.e., roundedTrumpet-shaped:

(P1.

polygonal', subangular, etc.
Determinations of the shape of the corallites in
cross-section should be based on the outline of the outer
wall of the corallite, for as Chudinova (1959) points out,
secondary thickening of the corallite wall will cause the
outline of the inner cavity of polygonal corallites to be
rounded', as in Pachyfavosites (P1. 10, fig. 3) and various
Thainnopprids.

Recrystallization can also cause an apparent change
in corallite shape. Roy (1929) has shown that Favosites
cariosüs Davis', which was differentiated from Thamnopora

limitaris by the shape of the corallites,' is actually a
synonym of the latter and that the difference in corallite
form is the result of recrystallization and secondary
solution of the walls.
As defined in the present study; maximum corallite
diameter is the maximum distance from the center of one
wall of the corallite to the center of the wall directly
opposite it. Jones (1936), in his study of massive forms
of favositids, considered the size of the corallites to be
controlled by environmental factors and rate of geinmation
and considered corallite diameter to be of little taxonomic
value. Sutton (1966, p. 262), on the other hand, in his
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study of Favosites gotiandicus and Paleofavosites asper
found corallite size to be the only morphological character
which did not show a high degree of variation, and suggested that "varying environmental conditions have little effect
on the adult transverse size of the corallites S.. and

thus it appears that this feature is one of the most stable

Keller (1969) also

morphological features" of these genera.

found corallite size to be a valuable taxonomic criterion
in differentiating species of Favosites

and on the basis of

this criterion was able to delineate two subgenera of
Favosites

Within Devonian species of Favosites in Nevada

the mean maximum corallite diameter has been a useful
taxonomic criterion, but it has not been possible to utilize
it as a single criterion for taxonomic differentiation ofthe
species level,

Within some massive coralla the corallites are of
different sizes and the degree of differentiation of
corallites can be expressed in four ways (Keller, l971a,
197lb).
1.

Homogeneous corallites:

all the corallites

are of similar size (P1. 12, fig. 1).
2.

Heterogeneous corallites:

all different sizes (P1.
3.

Li',

corallites are

fig. 6).

Differentiated corallites:

corallites are

of two slightly different sizes (P1. 19, fig. 6).
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L

Sharply differentiated corallites:

coral-

lites are of two sharply different sizes (P1. 6,
fig. 5)

Numerous workers have suggested that some tabulates
generally favositids, exhibit dimorphic corallites, i.e.

two different corallite forms which develop due to a
differentiation in 'unction of the individual zooids.
Holtedahl (l9lLi) described the new genus ParaIlelopora, from
the Silurian of the Norwegian arctic
as having two types of corallites:

and characterized it
the first type is the

normal favositid corallite', but situated in the corners

of these corallites are small, thin-walled cylindrical
tubes without tabulae' which Holtedahi considered to have a
specialized function within the colony.

The genus Para-

favosites described by Orlov (1930, is also characterized
by two sets of tubes, very similar to those of Parallelop-.
ora', which Bassler (l94LI) interpreted to be indicative of

polymorphism, and that the smaller tubes served a specialized function within the colony. Obut (1939) and Ozaki

(l93Ll)

both denied that these tubes were indicative of polymorphism',

suggesting instead that the smaller tubes were the initial
offsets of newly formed corallites, but Sokolov (l9Lp8)

disagreed, arguing that the corallites were the same diameter throughout; and did not change size with growth as
would be expected of developing corallites.

Chernyshev

l3L

and Sokolov

(1937)

(l9L.8)

hay demonstrated that the above

genera are not dimorphic, but rather that the smaller tubes
result from the activities of coinmensal worms. I endorse
this view and will discuss it more extensively in a succeed-

ing section.
Early workers (Mosely,

1876;

Nicholson,

1875, 1879)

regarded the Heliolitida as dimorphic, due to presence of
two t3rpes of tubes within the colony. Bourne (1895)', and
later Jones and Hill (l90) and Sokolov (1955), demonstrated that the differentiation of the tubes in the Heliolitida
did not result from dimorphism but that the colony consisted of two parts; the first produced by the individual
zooids, the second by the coenosarc', the living portion of
the colony as a whole which unites all of the individual
zooids.

and Galle (1973) in calling the
larger tubes, corallites ( autopores of Nicholson 1875,
1879; calicular tubes of Lindstrom', 1899; endothekalrohren

I join Sokolov

(1955)

and tabularia of Jones and Hill, l9140),
because in their origin and form they do not differ signifiof Kiaer,

1899, 1903

cantly from the corallites of other tabulates. The smaller
tubes, the tubuli (Jones and Hill, 19l10; = siphonophores of
Nicholson
1899,
1903)

1875', 1879;

coenenchymal tubes of Lindstrorn,

exothekalrohren of Kiaer', 1899,
are produced by the coenesarc and form a portion of

and Galle',

1973;
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the coenenchyma (reticulum of Jones and Hill, 1914O), and

differ significantly in origin and form from the corallites.
Cal ices

The calix is the depression in the skeleton of the
upper part of the corallite in which the zooid lived.
Sokolov (1955) interprets the form of the calix to be indicative of the shape of the basal portion of the zooid.

Until

recently the form of the calix has been ignored by most
tabulate workers, but Sokolov, (1955) and Chudinova (1959)
have shown the following forms to be of significant import:
ance in generic determinations:

L Truncated prismatic-conical calices:
typical of most massive favositids (P1. 27

2.

Common prismatic..conical calices:

figs.

found

in the Thainnoporidae (P1. 23, fig. 7)
3.

Pocket-shaped calices:

Pachyporinae

typical of the

especially Striatopora (P1. 2LI,

fig. 1).
)-1.

Crescent-shaped calices:

typical of most

Alveolitidae (P1. 28, figs. 2-3).
5.

Cylindrical calices:

typify the Syringo-

poridae (P1. 32, fig. J4),
6.

Funnel-shaped calices:

(P1. jL1, fig. 8).

of the Auloporidae
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Vojnovskiy-Krieger (1970) recognized two stages of
ontogeny in the development of the calices of tabulate
corals.

The initial stage includes the growth and develop-

ment of the corallites.

As the zooid grows, it moves

upwards and the fo:rner calix becomes a part of the exoskele-

ton and does not differ in form from the rest of the
corallite.

The second', or terminal', stage of calical

development occurs as the colony reaches the end of its
vertical growth1'

The terminal calices undergo modification

and develop features not present in the earlier stage.
Septal structures;' especially, are best expressed in the
terminal calices.

Within many Nevada forms',' particularly

the Thamnoporidae, I was unable to recognize septal features
other than in the terminal calices.

The basal and lateral calices of many Favositidae
are enclosed by a calcareous covering or pseudoperculurn',
which has been interpreted by Dunbar (1927) to represent a
specialized portion of the epitheca',' secreted to close off

the aperatures of abandoned corallites.

Concentric

pseudopercula are formed about an elevated or depressed
point surrounded by concentric growth lines which approximately parallel the walls of the corallite.

Excentric

pseudopercula usually form about an eccentric point
surrounded by horseshoe-shaped growth lines which do not
close', and which are parallel to only three sides of the
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corallite (Dunbar, 1927).

In longitudinal section pseudo

percula are expressed as "tabulae-like" horizontal plates
stretching across the upper portion of' abandoned corallit e S

Wall structure
The wall consists of the entire series of skeletal
deposits between the lumen of one corallite and that of
another corallite.

Swann (194l', 1947) was the first to de-

fine the general form of the wall in tabulate corals.
Since this work, Sokolov (l955)

Ross (l953), and Mironova

(1971) have further studied the elements of' the tabulate

wall, and numerous morphological terms have been introduced.
For the purpose of' this study, the walls of f'avositids are
considered to consist of' three elements:
1.

Epitheca:

(Fig. 13)

the outer covering of the wall; a

very thin dark layer, usually consisting of' thin
concentric striations (primary wall of Swarm, 1941,
1947; primordial wall of' Nicholson, 1888).
2e

Median suture:

a thin seam between the

epitheca of' two adjacent walls (intratheca of

Mironova, 1971; intermural suture of Chudinova,
1959 and Yanet, 1965; intramural coenozone of'

Swann, 1941, 1947; "fissure axials" of Lecompte,
1936; intermural space of Ross, 1953).

Sometimes

the epitheca of' two adjacent walls are fused and

II

"dark line"

theca
sept01 spine
median suture

complete wall
of a corallite

e p it he cc

Figure 13 Wall structure of a typical
tabulate coral. (after

--

A.

C.

Sokolov 1955, Mironoval971)

Fibrous

Radially-Fibrous

Concentric

EIJ

Paratrabecula r

Figure 14-Types of wall microstructure in tabulate
corals, shown in transverse section.
(after Chudinova 1959, Dubatolov 1971)
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no median suture is present.

This has been

referred to as the "dark line" by many authors
and called the median seam by Mironova (1971).

actual wall of the corallite

Theca:

3.

formed of lanellar sclerenchyma (peripheral
stereozone of Swann, l914l, 1914'7 and Hill, 1935;

mesotheca and regional pigmented layer o±

Mironova

1971)

.

Within the last twenty years, increasing attention
has been directed towards determining the microstructure of
the walls of tabulates.

Sokolov (1962) and Chudinova (1959)

have recognized three major types of wall microstructures
(Fig. 114).
l.

Fibrous:

stereop1asm

A calcareous accumulation of

consisting of thin, long or short

fibers which in cross-section lay parallel to each
other and also to the walls of the corallite, and
do not form distinct layers.

The stereoplasm is

always distinct from the median suture.
2.

Radially-fibrous (P1. 1, fig. 5):

In the

peripheral part the fibers of each layer are coarse,
thick, and long; they pass from layer to layer and
are inclined towards the walls of the corallite.

In the axial part of the fibers are less abundant,
short and thin, and lie perpendicular to the

11+0

corallite wall.
3.

Concentric (P1. 23, fig. 8):

very thin

concentric layers of fibers laying parallel to the
corallite walls.

Each layer consists of thin,

short fibers which are parallel to each other, but
perpendicular to the walls of the corallite.
Dubatolov (1971) recognized a fourth type

which he

termed paratrabecular microstructure', in which the walls of

mature corallites are constructed of scierenchyma formed of
vertically distributed paratrabeculae.

Recent studies (Dubato1ov, 1971; Yanet, 1971) mdicate that most tabulate genera are characterized by only one
of the above types of microstructure, and that in the few
genera which have more than one type, there is a clear
division in terms of geologic time.
examp1e

In Favosites

for

Wenlock and older forms are characterized by the

fibrous type, but Ludlow and younger forms have the
radially-fibrous type of microstructure.
In the Tharnnoporidae and related forms the scleren-

chyme, the substance forming the skeletal structure of the
corallite wall, is secondarily thickened by a layer of
stereoplasm.

Chudinova (1959) demonstrated that the extent

and location of the stereoplasmic thickening of the walls
is an important characteristic in the definition of subfamilies of the Thamrioporidae.

The Thamnopor5n.ae are

characterized by a gradual thickening of the walls from

ilii

the axial to the peripheral zone, with the maximum amount
of thickening being in the peripheral zone (P1. 20, figs.
7-8)

The Pachyporinae are also characterized by a gradual

thickening, but differ from the Tharimoporinae in having the

maximum development of thickening in the axial zone with
the width of the stereoplasmic thickening decreasing
peripherally (Pl. 23, fig. 7).

In the Parastriatoporinae

there is an absence of thickening in the axial region, but

peripherally the stereoplasm completely fills the lumen of
the corallies forming a dense stereozone
Horizontal skeletal structures
Within the inner cavity of the corallite the tabulae
are the major horizontal skeletal elements, intersecting
the corallite cavity in a transverse direction.

Tabulae

are composed of short fibers which lay parallel to each
other and follow the curvature of the basal ectoderm of
the zooid living in the calix above.

Most massive

tabulates are characterized by horizontal tabulae (P1. 1,
fig. l)V but absolutely horizontal tabulae form rarely;
usually they are somewhat bent, curved or inclined.

In

some favositid species the horizontal tabulae bear small
arch-shaped depressions in their axial regions (P1. 1,
fig. 3).

In other species the horizontal form is absent

and the tabulae exhibit a concave form (P1. 18, figs. 1-2)
or a highly inclined form (P1. 7, fig. 6).

Within the
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Syringoporidae arid Syringolitidae the tabulae are infundi-

biliform-steeply inclined tabulae forming a distinctly
funnel-shaped structure (P1. 19, fig. 2).

In some species

the infundibiliform tabulae become vertical in the axial
portion of the corallite, forming a vertically oriented
tube-like structure:

the axial canal (P1. 32, fig. 4).

Complete tabulae (P1. 7

fig

1) are formed of a

single plate which crosses the corallite from wall to wall.

Often tabulae are incomplete (P1. 1L, figs. 2
sisting of several small plates

5-6), con-

tabellae, which are joined

together, or a single plate which is inclined and joined to

the next lower and previou1y formed tabulae, rather than
the corallite wall (P1. iiV figs. 5-6.

In the Michelinids,

the incomplete tabulae often assume the characteristics of
vesicular tissue

forming small tabellae with their convex

side oriented upwards to produce a cystiphylloid structure
(Sokolov, 1955), very similar to the dissepiments of the
tetrac orals

Two types of horizontal skeletal structures are
unique in the Heliolitida, forming in the coenenchyma and
in the tubuli secreted by the coenesarc.

The testae (Hill

and Jones, 1940; = dissepiments of Milne-Edward and Hairne,

1851-1855; vesicles of Nicholson, 1875, 1879; convex
laminae of Lindstrom', 1899; and balsen of Kiar, 1899, 1903),
are overlapping, domed plates within the coenenchyrne.

Diaphragms (Galle, 1973; Sokolov, 1955;

sola of Hill and

Jones, l9LIO; dissepiments of ]1Iilne-Edwards and Haime, 1851-

1855; tabulae of Nicholson, 1875, 1879 and Lindstrom, 1899
boden of Kiar, 1899) are the transverse plates intersecting
the inner cavities of the tubuli.

The spacing of tabulae has been indicated in two ways
in this study:

tabulae

(1) the minimum and maximum interval between

measured between the bottom of one tabula and the

top of the next lower tabula.

This measurement gives some

indication of the variance in tabulae spacing within a
species, and (2) the number of tabulae within one centimeter,
based on an average of at least ten measurements within each
individual of the species.

The spacing of tabulae and their

relationship in adjacent corallites is determined by the
rate of growth of the zooids

and the inter-relationships of

zooid growth in neighboring coral1ites

The interval

between tabulae has been used by some workers as a criterion
for differentiation of species, and the arrangement of
tabulae at the same level in adjacent corallites has been
used at least three times as a criterion for establishing

new genera (atonia Jones

1927; DictyofaSites Cherny-

shev, 1951, Dania Milne-Edwards and Haime, l8L9), but I

agree with Tong-Dzuy Than (1965) that these characteristics

are, to a large extent, a reflection of environmental
conditions and should be used as a taxonomic criterion

1Li4

only after extensive study.

Favosites grannyi from the

McColley Canyon Formation at Lone Mountain and Willow Creek
has continuous corallites with tabulae on the same level in
one part of a colony, which elsewhere is characterized by

highly irregular tabulae arrangement (P1. 5, fig. 7).
Within certain colonies of F

dsfte'S allodape at the same

localities, the spacing of the tabulae is also irregular,

with zones of closely spaced (L-6 tabulae per cm) and
widely spaced tabulae (12-16 tabulae per cm) occurring one
above the other in a colony (P1. 8, fig. 5)

A more exten-

sive discussion of the effect of environmental conditions
on the arrangement and spacing of tabulae is presented in
the section on pa1eoeco1ogy
Vertical skeletal structures
Vertical skeletal structures are those elements which
are oriented in the direction of growth of the skeleton
(coralliteY.

Within the tabulate corals these are of two,

major types:

septa and squamulaeT.

Early workers considered the septal structures of
tabulates to be "pseudosepta" because these forms are
smaller and of different form than those in the Tetracoralla, but Sokolov (1955) has demonstrated that septal
formations are a basic element of most tabulates', and play

an important role in their taxonomy.
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Septal structures in tabulates are arranged in a
radial manner at the periphery of the tabularium
typically acanthine (P1.

7',

figs. k-5):

and are

composed of complex

aggregates of trabecular fibers which taper in the direction
of growth to form a spine', 'out in a few genera the trabe-

culae are continguous and vertically oriented to form
laminar septa.
The septa are usually short', and have

an axial edge

which extends into the inner cavity of the corallite and a
basal edge which connects with the wall of the corallite'.

The length of a septum is the distance from its axial tip to
the point where the basal edge is connected with the wall;

the width is the dimension of the basal edge at its junction
with the wall.

The interseptal space is the vertical inter-

val between the basal edges of two successive septa'.

In some groups', especially the Syringoporidae, the

septa are hollow, and are buried in the sclerenchyma of the
corallite wall; in others, particularly the Alveolitidae,

one row of spines on the lower side of the corallite is enlarged', although the other rows maintain their normal,' small
size.

Squamulae are plate-like septal structures, often
horizontally flattened arid usually with a blunt axial edge.

Rominger (1876) was the first to report these structures
and he regarded them as being septal in origin'.

Nicholson

lLj6

(l879Y, Smith and Gullich (1925), and Jones (1936) have
argued that squamulae are degenerate and/or broken tabula&,

as indicated by their horizontally flattened surfaces and
blunt edges.

However, the extensive studies by Swarm

(191.17) and Sokolov (1955) clearly demonstrate that squamulae

are continuous with the scierenchyma which forms the walls
of the corallites and that they are arranged in vertical
rows, and therefore are clearly septal in nature.

Hill (1950) described two forms of squamulae:

(1)

"eaves-like" squamulae which consist of upward-directed
plates which are thickened toward their base and which occur
at the same level in adjacent corallites

usually directly

above a mural pore; and (2) "shelf-type" squamulae

con-

sisting of plate-like projections of uniform thickness
neither on the same level in adjacent corallites
lated to mural pores.

but

nor re-

While the descriptions and illustra-

tions of squamulae by other authors indicate forms differing from those of Hill (1950) there is general agreement
that they are horizontally flattened, horizontally or

upwarddirected and connected to the walls at their basal
edges.

Within the area of study, squamulate favositids are

very abundant in the Emsian, and possess well preserved
squamulae.

Thin sections of these forms show that in

their general appearance the squamulae are like the
"eaves-like" squainulae of Hill (1950), but in a longitudinal

lLl7

thin section, oriented so that the plane of the section
directly parallels the plane of a row of squamulae, the
squamulae exhibit a completely different form.

In these

forms it is clearly shown that the basal edge of the
squarnula does not connect with the wall,

but rather the

squamulae at the same level on adjacent sides of a corallite

wall are part of a single shield-like structure (P1. 18,
fig

6)

.

Invariably, these shield-like structures are found

directly above a pore and are evenly spaced in a vertical
rowe

An extensive search of the literature reveals only one

mention of shield-type squamulae.

Mironova (1969) indicates

"squamulae in the form of a shield' as a diagnostic characteristic of her new genus Mesolites

but no further

description or illustration is given, and the description
and illustrations of its type species

Pachyfavosites

squamätus Dubatolov (1959), does not indicate the presence
of shield-like squamulae.

In evaluating these structures, one must first decide
whether they are in fact squamulae or whether they are a new
structure

not previously reported in tabulate corals.

They

are present in colonies which in all other aspects meet the
diagnostic criteria of E'onseaT. or

two genera which characteristically bear squamulae

the

and

they also substantially agree with Hill's (19LiO) description
of "eaves like" squamulae', except as stated above.

This

1k8

would seem to imply that they are squamulae and leaves one

with three possible explanations as to why they have not
previously been reported in the literature:

(1) this type

of squarnulate structure is unique in tabulates represented

by the Nevada forms and possibly also in the forms attributed by Mironova (1969) to MeSoTiies, or (2) the presence of
this structure is known in other tabulates, but has not been

adequately described and illustrated in the literature, or
(3) the structure is present in other tabulates, but has not
previously been recognized.

Connective structures
The presence of connective structures is one of the
basic features of tabulate corals and was the criterion
chosen by Sokolov (1950) to subdivide the group into two
distinctive subdivisions:

the Communicata (forms with con:

nective devices) and the Incommunicata (forms without
connective devices) .

Connective structures are skeletal elements which
provided communications between the zooids of a tabulate
colony.

According to Sokolov (l955

served three fundamental functions:

1962), these structures
(1) provided a means

of communication between gastric cavities of the individual
zoolds, thereby aiding the exchange of nutrients within

the colony; (2) served as a point of origin for the budding
of new cora11ites

and (3) provided a means of strengthening
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the colonial structure.

Within massive ceroid tabulate coralla the connective structures are present in the form of mural pores
(P1, 7, fig. 1):

round or elliptical perforations in the

wall of the corallite which provided communication between
The size

two or three adjacent corallites

shape, and

arrangement of the pores are important taxonomic criteria
at the specific and subspecific level.

Pore diameter is measured in longitudinal section
and for elliptical pores represents the average of the
longest and shortest diameter.

The arrangement of pores is

characterized by the number of vertical rows and in the
case of two or more rows of pores an indication as to
whether the pores in adjacent rows are horizontally parallel (P1. 7

fig. 1), or alternating (P1. l3

fig

The

6).

interval between pores is measured from the outer rim of
one pore to the nearest portion of the outer rim of the
next pore.

Mural pores may be located on the surface of

the wall and/or at the intersection of the walls of the
corallite.

In some tabulates

especially the Favositidae

the mural pore in longitudinal section has a thin rim or
crest formed by a thickening of the wall at the edge of the
pore; the pore crest.

In others

the pore opening is

covered by a thin pore lamellae (pore plate of Swann,

which may be fused at both ends to the surfaces of the

l9LI7)
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walls (P1. 18

fig. 6) or may be fused both to wall sur

faces and to the end of a tabuJ.ae (P1. 15, fig

5Y.

In fasciculate coralla the corallites are connected
by subhorizontal outgrowths which provide communications
between successive thecaria.

These connecting tubules

(solenia of some authors) (Fl. 32, fig. 1) may be arranged
in either a horizontally parallel, or in a random fashion.
The width of the connecting tubule is the diameter of the
tube; its length is measured from its point of junction
with the wall of one corallite to the same point on the
other cora1lite.

The interval between connective tubules

is the distance from the upper edge of one to the lower
edge of the next succeeding one.

In the Thecostegitidae and similar forms the connective elements are in the form of lamellae or flat, horizontal thickenings of the peripheral portion of the theca.

Increase in tabulate corals
Tabulate colonies develop by means of asexual reproduction:

with the daughter corallites developing as

offsets from the maternal corallite', but in all instances

maintaining continued contact with it.

The type of increase

in tabulate corals has been used by Sokolov (l955,' 1962)

as

a taxonomic criterion for the differentiation of orders and
suborders.

Oliver (l966, following the work of Koch

(1883)', has delineated six methods of increase within
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tabulate corals:
l.

Lateral increase (Fig. l5A):

offsets

originate from the side of the maternal corallite
without decreasing the diaxieter of the maternal
corallite.
2.

Intermural increase (Fig. 15B):

offsets

originate between mature corallites rather than
from any individual corallite.

Hill (1935) and

Sokolov (l955, 1962) consider intermural increase
to be a variation of lateral increase.
3.

Axial increase (Fig. 150):

maternal coral-

lite divides into two offsets (bipartite increase
of Hill and Stumm, 1956) or four offsets (quadripartite increase of Hill and Stunmi, 1956) which

completely occupy the total area of the maternal
corallite
4

Peripheral increase (Fig. 15D):

offsets

originate within the wall of the maternal corallite, and are bounded on the outside by the
parental wall, but form a new wall axially.

Offset

with growth may completely fill the maternal
corallite.
5.

Coenenchnnal increase (Fig. l5E):

arise from within the coenenchyma.

offsets

Hill and Sturnm

(1956) consider this to be a type of peripheral
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II

C.

ilL]!
'I
E.

F

Figure 15- Increase in tabulate corals

(after Koch 1883)
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increase; but as Oliver (l966)

points out it

differs from peripheral increase in that the
offsets arise from the coenenchyma (which is
secreted by the coenesarc) rather than from an
individual corallite .
6.

Syringoporoid increase (Fig. 15F):

offsets develop from the connecting tubules which
connect the corallites (stolonal increase of

Sokolov

1962).

Commensals of tabulate corals
Although not strictly a morphological feature of
tabulates, coinrnensal forms are discussed here because of

their importance in ascertaining the validity of certain
genera

and because of their significance in understanding

certain features in tabulate coralla.
Holtedahl (l91Li)

(

Parallelopora
Strand, l93Ll)

Pa±'avosites Orlov (1930), Asteriophylum Porfirev (1937),
and Gephu'6pbra Etheridge (1920) are examples of genera
which differ from FavoSites only in the presence of thin,
cylindrical tubes situated between the corallites or within
the walls of the corallites.

Chernychev (1937), Sokolov

(19L1.81, Plusquellec (l968a, l968b), and Oekentorp (1969)

have demonstrated that in all the genera mentioned abov&,
these tube-like structures are the result of commensal
worms, and therefore have no taxonomic value in tabulate
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corals

A coimriensal worm was also included by Goldfuss

(1829) as a diagnostic characteristic of P'JJeubdib'tyuxn, but

Clarke (1921) and Schindewolf (1959); have shown that this
association occurs only in certain forms of the genus

a

point borne out by the fact that no Nevada PIeuodictyUm is
known to be associated with coinmensal worms.

The following genera of commensal worms have been
identified in the coralla of Tabulata (those forms denoted
by an asterisk have been found in tabulates from Nevada):
*1.

Chaetosalpinx (Sokolov, 1948):

very thin,

straight tubes (O.2_O1TLI mm), with a cylindrical cross:

section and having no outer wall; found in the corners of
the corallites of favositids.
*2.

l968a):

Ca ptoSälpnx (Sokolov

1948; Plusquel1ec

side tubes (O.8-l.0), without an independent wall

arid with tubes bent so that they pass through more than
one

corallite.
3.

1968a):

PhragmoSa1pinx (Sokolov

thick, round tubes

1948;

Plusquellec

with thin plates horizontally

intersecting the inner cavity.
*4,

tei'osaipix (Sokolov, 1948):

thick, straight

tubes with a narrow inner cavity which has a stellate form
in cross-section.
*5,

ActinosaIpinx (Sokolov, 1962):

Like Anthero-

s.a]Jpinx, but with a two--or three-rayed corallite form in
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cross-section.
*6.

Tdtarsaiinx (P1usquellec

l968b):

thin

circular tube coiled in the form of a helix; has a distinct
wall and horizontal plates in the inner cavity.
7.

HeIicosalpinx (Oekentorp, 1969):

thin, circular

and without a definite

tube with a spiral growth habit
outer wall.
8.

Steptihdt'es (Ca1vin

1888; Oekentorp, 1869):

like HelicoSalpinx, but with a definite outer wall
9.

Hicëtes (Clarke, 1921; Schindewolf,T 1959):

"S"-shaped tube at the base of the tabulate co1ony, but
upwardly passing into straight

circular tubes which open

with round aperatures at the surface of the colony.
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Subclass TABULATA

Order FAVOSITIDA Sokolov, 1962

Suborder FAVOSITINA Sokolov',
Family FAVOSITIDAE Dana',

1950
l8Li6

Subfamily FAVOSITINAE Dana, l8L6

Genus Fävdsl'tes Lamarck',

Cälamopora Goldfuss
As'troc'erium Hall',

1816

1829', p. 77.

1851', p. 120.

ParI1e1or'a Holtedahl',

191L1', p. 13,

(ni Bargatzky'

1881).

Parafavosites 0r1ov', 1930V p. 122.
Eufavosites Rukhin, 1936,, p. 93.
Ast'erioph.ylium Porfiriev',

l937,' p

30.

Fävo sites gothiandicus Lamarck 1816, p . 206'.'
Corallum variable'. Corallites prismatic with

TYPE SPECIES:
DIAGNOSIS:

thin thecae. Pores on the plane of the wall.' Tabulae
complete horizontal or slightly curved. Septal spines
frequently well developed.
REMARKS:
The genus Favosites is distinguished from Pächy-

favosite's in having corallites with thinner walls and
without thickening at the corners of the corallites; it
lacks the squamulae developed in the genus Snu.aineofavos'ites',
and the genus EmnforiSia; and differs from MeSo'lites in

lacking all three of the above mentioned features.
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Favitessvarmi n. sp

.

(P1. 1, figs. 1-6) (P1. 6, fig.
DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum large, hemispherical.

polygonal, 3.2 to 5.0mm in diameter.
in thickness.

Corallites

Theca 0.15 to 0.30mm

Tabulae thin, horizontal or concave, com-

plete; 5-9 per .cni.

to 1.3mm apart.
DESCRIPTION:

5)

Pores large and uniserial, spaced 0.9

No septa.

The coralla are massive and ceroid with a

hemispherical shape, and a well developed basal epitheca.
The largest corallum observed was 55 centimeters in height
and 89 centimeters in diameter.

The corallites are poly-

gonal in transverse section and heterogeneously differentiated by size.

Adult corallites have 7-8 sides and a

maximum diameter of 3.2 to 5.0mm; the young corallites are
triangular to quadrate and 0.7 to 2.0mm in diameter.

In

longitudinal section the corallites in the axial region
are parallel to the vertical axis of the corallum, but
near the periphery, eapecially in the larger colonies,

they initially parallel the distal end of the corallum and.
then bend sharply upwards to open normal to the surface.

The walls have a distinct median suture which is
moderately thick and continuous.

The thickness of the

walls varies from 0.15 to 0.30mm, but is generally constant
for any one corallum.
radially-fibrous.

The microstructure of the walls is
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The tabulae are horizontal or slightly concave,
complete and 0.05 to 0.10mm in thickness.

They have a

minimum spacing of 0.6mm, and a maximum spacing of 3.5mm,
with 5 to 9 tabulae per centimeter.

The mural pores are round and large, with a maximum
diameter of 0.2 to 0.3mm.

They are uniserial and spaced

0.9 to 1.3mm apart or arranged in a checkerboard pattern
with a vertical interval between pores of 0.3 to 0.5mm
and a horizontal interval of 0.6 to 0.8mm.

The pore open-

ings are often closed by a single pore lamellae which may
be attached to one end of a tabula.

No septal structures have been observed.
intramural and no
DISCUSSION:

Increase is

parricidal.

The species is characterized by its large

coralla and corallites and its distant mural pores.

Favosites segreopora from the Kobeh Member also has widely
separated pores, but differs from Favosites swanni in having
smaller coralla and corallites and more distant tabulae.

The contemporaneous species, P. korfste n. sp. has smaller
corallites, thinner thecae and closer set pores and tabulae.
OCCURRENCE:

Bar-tine Member of the McColley Canyon Formation

at Lone Mountain, Willow Creek, Coal Canyon, McColley Canyon,
and in the Cortez Mountains, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

LME 200-290' (3), LMF 235-295' (1), 385-435' (2),

435-1485' (1); LMI 281' (1), 321F (3), 345 (2), 354 (4), 392'
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(2), 395' (2), 399F (4), 403' (2), 410 (8), 432 (2), 435'
(6), 464' (2), 518' (1); WC II l8lF (1), 190' (5), 276'
(2), 300' (1), 330 (s), 340' (3), 34oF (1), 350 (3)

360'

(3), 410' (11), 450' (2), CCN-1 176' (3), 177' (2), 178 (2),
187' (2), 190' (5), 193' (6), 241' (3), 262' (1), 263'

(2),

McColley Canyon-Bartine Fit (3); IVIcN-15 (3); 3486 (1), 3495
(1).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

99,' 107, 122, 329, 432, 1148, 1497.

The

holotype is 99.

Favosites kobehensis n. sp.
(P1. 2, figs. 1-8)
DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum subcylindrical to subrectangular.

Polygonal corallites, 1.1 to 2.9mm in diameter.

Walls 0.1

to 0.2mm in thickness.

Tabulae thin', horizontal and com-

plete; 7 to 14 per cm.

Pores large', round and uniserial,

spaced at intervals of 0.4 to 0.5mm.
DESCRIPTION:

No septa.

The corallum is massive, ceroid with a sub-

cylindrical to subrectangular form.

The corallites, in

transverse section, are polygonal, 4-7 sided and heterogeneous, with a maximum diameter of 1.1 to 2.9mm.

In

longitudinal section, they are straight or slightly flexous
and parallel to the vertical axis of the colony.

The walls are moderately thick (0.1 to 0.2mm), and
relatively straight with a radially-fibrous microstructure.
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The median suture is thick, moderately distinct and
continuous.

The tabulae are 0.5 to 1.0mm in thickness, horizontal
There are 7 to lLI tabulae per centimeter

and complete.

with a minimum spacing of 0.3mm and a maximum spacing of
Occasionally the tabulae have a centrally located

2.kmm.

median notch.

The mural pores are uniserial with a spacing of 0.5
to O.8mm, or arranged in a checkerboard pattern with a
vertical interval of 0.2 to 0.3mm and a horizontal interval
of O.k to 0.5mm.

0.l5 to 0.30mm.

They are round with a maximum diameter of
Pore lamella are in the form of a vertical

plate which may be attached to the end of an adjacent
tabula.

No septal structures have been observed.

Increase

is peripheral and non-parricidal and usually based on a
tabulae.

DISCUSSION:

Favosites kol5ehenSis is distinguished from

F. segregopora n. sp. which also occurs in the Kobeh Member
of the McColley Canyon Formation, by its smaller corallites,
closer spaced mural pores, and more distant tabulae.
OCCURRENCE:

Kobeh Member of the McColley Canyon Formation

at Lone Mountain, Willow Creek, and McColley Canyon, Eureka
County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

LMI 5lF' (1), 123' (3), 161' (k), 18k' (11),

188F' (1); LME 100' (2); LMF 85-135' (2); WC II 70'

(LiP),

120' (3), 1LPO' (2), 170' (8); McColley Canyon-Kobeh (1).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

393, 1497, 1157, 1537.

The holotype is

393.

Favosi'tes koryste n. sp

.

(P1. 3, figs. 1-7)
DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum subcylindrical to hemispherica1, large.

Corallites polygonal, 1.0 to 3.6mm in diameter.
Tabulae normal, 10 to 12 per cm.

Walls thin.

T/iural pores, 0.2 to 0.3mm

in diameter, uniserial, 0.14' to 0.7mm apart.

Small septal

crests infrequent.
DESCRIPTION:

The coralla are massive and ceroid with a sub-

cylindrical to hemispherical form.

The subcylindrical

coralla are usually small with a maximum diameter of 50 to
60mm, but the hemispherical forms often are in excess of
600mm in diameter.

The corallites are polygonal in cross-

section with the adult forms having 6 or 7 sides.

The

maximum diameter of the corallites varies from 1.0 to 3.6mm.
The walls are 0.10 to 0.15mm in thickness, straight,
and have a radially-fibrous microstructure.

The median

suture is thin, distinct and continuous.
The tabulae are thin (0.3 to 0.5mm in thickness),

horizontal and complete, except that narrow zones of
irregular and incomplete tabulae occur in a number of
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coralla.

Infrequently the tabulae have a centrally located

median notch.

Tabulae spacing varies from 0.Li to 1.6mm,

with 10 to 12 tabulae per centimeter.

Mural pores are distributed on the plane of the wall
in a single vertical row with the pores spaced 0.LI to
0.7mm apart.

They are round, and 0.2 to 0.3mm in diameter.

Pore lamellae occur with and without attached tabulae.
Septal structures are Infrequent', but when present,

they occur as curved septal crests, 0.35 to 0.Li0mm wide at

their base and spaced 0.20 to 0.25mm apart.

Increase is

intramural and non-parricidal with offsets originating at
pore openings.
DISCUSSION:

Favosi-tes 'koryste is the only Nevada species

of the genus which possesses septal crests.

In addition

it

may be distinguished from F. swanril n. sp. and F. gronbergi
n. sp., which are contemporaneous with it', by its more
closely set mural pores'.

OCCURRENCE:

Bartine Member of the McColley Canyon Formation

at Lone Mountain', Modoc Peak', Willow Creek,' McColley Canyon,

and Coal Canyon, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

LME k65-500' (3), LMI 480' (2), 483' (1)',

14-83F

(2), 1VIP3 (2); WC II 340' (4),'3Ll0F (6), 341' (1), 372' (3);

CCN-1 190' (6), 194' (2),19' (3), 262' (4)25'

(3),

SSN-1 471' (2); Table Mountain 13.2 (3); McN-17 (2); 3495
(3).
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FIGURED SPECIMENS:

lLi68, lL,9l, 15147; the holotype is lLi9l.

Fa'vosites gronbegi n. sp.
(P1. k, Figs. 1-2, 5)

Cylindrical or subglobular corallum.

DIAGNOSIS:

Corallites

polygonal, differentiated, 1.6 to 2.1mm in diameter.
0.10 to 0,15mm in thickness.

Theca

Pores 0.15 to 0.2mm in dia-

meter, uniserial; spaced at intervals of 0.8 to 0.9mm.
Tabulae normal, 13 to 15 per cm.
DESCRIPTION:

Septa absent.

The coralla are small, with a cylindrical or

subglobular form, rarely exceeding 50mm across their longest
axis.

The corallites are polygonal or rectangular in cross-

section and well differentiated.

The larger corallites are

6 to 7 sided and polygonal with a maximum diameter of 1.6
to 2.1mm.

Distributed among the larger corallites are

smaller(O.7 to 1.2mm in maximum diameter), k to 5 sided,
semi-rectangular corallites

Longitudinally

the coral-

lites are generally straight and parallel to the axial
plane of the corallum, except in the subglobular forms in
which the corallites bend slightly peripherally to open
normal to the surface.

The walls of the corallites are 0.10 to 0.15mm
thick with a well developed, thin, and continuous median
suture.

fibrous.

The microstructure of the walls is radially
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The tabulae are thin (0.2 to 0.14'mm), horizontal and

complete, and are spaced at intervals of 0.3 to l.Lmm with
13 to 15 tabulae per centimeter.

The mural pores are round and 0.15 to 0.20 mm in
They are distributed on the walls of the

maximum diameter.

corallites in a single vertical row with a pore spacing of
Pore lamellae consist of a single vertical

0.8 to 0.9mm.

plate with or without an intersecting tabulae.
There are no septal structures present.

Increase is

intermural and non-parricidal.
DISCUSSION:

The presence of differentiated corallites and

tabulae spaced at closer intervals distinguishes the species
from Favosites swanni n. sp. and Favosites koryste n. sp.

which also are found in the Bartine Member of the McColley
Canyon Formation.

It is similar in internal structure to

Favosites windmillensis n. sp.

but differs in having pores

spaced at greater intervals and in lacking septal spInes.
OCCURRENCE:

Bartine Member of the McColley Canyon Formation

at Lone Mountain, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

LME:

315_3LO' (5)

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

1160, 1161.

The holoty-pe is 1160.

Favbsites Sëgregopora n. sp.
(P1.

DIAGNOSIS:

Li.,

figs. 3-4, 6,

7)

Corallum subhemispherical polygonal corallites,
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2.8 to 3.6mm in diameter.

Theca thick (0.15 to 0.20mm).

Tabulae horizontal and complete; 3 to 5 per centimeter.
Pores large, uniserial; spaced at intervals of 1.1 to
1.3mm.

Septa absent

DESCRIPTION:

The corallum is massive and ceroid with a

sub-hemispherical form.

The corallites in transverse

section are polygonal and heterogeneously differentiated.

Mature corallites are usually seven-sided, with a maximum
diameter of 2.8 to 3.6mm; immature corállites are
sided and 1.2 to 2.2mm in diameter.

to 5

In longitudinal section,

the corallites are straight and parallel to the axis of
the colony.

The walls are 0.15 to 0.20mm in thickness
irregular in outline
structure.

somewhat

and have a radially-fibrous micro-

The median suture is thin, very distinct, and

continuous with an irregular form.

The tabulae are thin (0.3 to 0.5mm in thickness),
horizontal and complete.

They are spaced at a mean distance

of 3.0mm apart with 3 to 5 tabulae per centimeter.

The

walls are perforated by large (0.25 to 0.30mm in diameter),

round mural pores which are arranged in a single vertical
row.

apart.

The pores are widely spaced, being 1.1 to 1.3mm
No pore lamellae were observed.
Septal formations are absent.

Increase is peripheral

and non-parricidal with new offsets based on a tabulae.
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DISCUSSION:

PtoSftessegregopbra may be distinguished from

other members of the genus in Nevada by its widely separated
tabulae and mural pores.

Only Yavosites swariü n. sp. has

a comparable pore spacing, but it differs in having much
larger coralla and corallites and more closely spaced tabulae.
OCCURRENCE:

Kobeh Member of the McColley Canyon Formation

at Willow Creek, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

WC II L0' (1), kk' (5).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

133 B, 133 C:..

The holotype is 133.

Fävosites birchensis n. sp.
(P1. 5, figs. 1-2, k-5)
DIAGNOSIS:

Subglobular to semi-rectangular corallum.

allites 0.9 to 2.3mm in diameter, polygonal.

Cor-

Theca thin.

Tabulae horizontal or convex; 1k to 18 per centimeter.
Pores uniserial
diameter

0.30 to O.k5mm spacing; O.l to 0.2mm in

Small septal spines

DESCRIPTION:

The coralla are massive, ceroid with a sub-

globular to semi-rectangular form.

The largest colony is

51mm in height and 65mm in length along its longer axis.

The corallites are polygonal in transverse section with a

maximum diameter of 0.9 to 2.3mm and heterogeneously
differentiated by size.

In longitudinal section the

corallites are vertical and parallel, axially; peripherally
they bend slightly to open normal to the surface of the
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colony.

The walls are thin (0.10 to 0.15mm) with a radiallyfibrous microstructure and a thin; distinct, continuous,
median suture.

The tabulae are 0.O8 to 0l2mm in thickness; horizontal (97%) or convex (5%), and complete.

They are spaced

0.3 to 1.0mm apart with 1k to 18 tabulae per centimeter.
Round mural pores with a maximum diameter of 0.10 to 0.20mm,
are distributed on the corallite wall in a single vertical
row with a spacing between pores of 0.30 to 0.k5mm, or in a
checkerboard pattern with the pores spaced 0.1 to 0.3mm
apart vertically and 0.15 to 0.20mm apart horizontally.

Septal structures consist of small, pointed, septal

spines; 015 to 0.20mm in length and 0.10 to 0.15mm wide
at their base, with their points projecting horizontally
into the tabularium.

Increase is intermural and non-

parricidal, and usually originates at a mural pore.
DISCUSSION:

This species closely resembles Favosites

Windi11enses n. sp. in internal structure, but may be
distinguished from it in having slightly smaller pores
which are spaced closer together and tabulae which are
commonly strongly convex.
OCCURRENCE:

Roberts Mountains Formation at Willow Creek,

and Birch Creek, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

BC Il-Ill 705' (3), 988' (k); WC I 815' (1),

wz

815'F (2), 820' (2), 850'F (2).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

225A, 288, Lll3.

The holotype is 1i13.

Favosi-tes aliodape n. sp.

(P1. 6, figs

DIAGNOSIS:

6-7) (Pl 7, figs
(P1. 8, fig. 5)

1-6)

Hemispherical to subglobular corallum.

lites polygonal, 0.9 to 3.1mm in diameter.

Coral-

Theca thin.

Tabulae horizontal or concave, 7 to 11 per centimeter.
Narrow zones of tabulae which bear septal spines on their
upper surfaces.

Mural pores larg&, uniserial with a spac-

ing of 0.3 to 0.6mm.

DESCRIPTION:

Small septal spines.

The coralla are massive, hemispherical to

subglobular in form, with an average height of LI0 to 70mm,
and an average maximum diamettr of 72 to 98mm.

In trans-

verse section the corallites are large (0.9 to 3.1mm in
maximum diameter), polygonal and heterogeneous.

Longi-

tudinally the corallites are vertical in the axial region,
but in the peripheral region of the colony they bend
slightly, to open normal to the surface of the corallum.

The form of the corallites is constant throughout the
colony.

The walls of the corallites are 0.075 to 0.125mm in
thickness with a radially fibrous microstructure.

The

median suture is moderately thick, indistinct and discontinuous.

There is no secondary thickening of the walls.
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The tabulae are thick (0.05 to 0.07mm), complete and
horizontal (with the exception of a number of randomly
distributed strongly concave forms).

They are spaced at

intervals of 0.3 to 1.7mm, with 7 to 11 tabulae per centimeter.

In certain areas of the corallum there are zones of

very closely spaced tabulae (18 to 21 tabulae per centimeter),

which are horizontal or convex and complete

and which bear

numerous small spines on their upper surfaces.

These zones

are 3 to 5mm in thickness and extend horizontally across
the colony
The mural pores are large (0.3 to 0.Llmni in maximum

diameter) and round to oval in cross-section.

They are

arranged in a single vertical row at intervals of 0.3 to
0.6mm, or in a double row with a checkerboard pattern
spaced 0.1 to 0.2mm apart both horizontally and vertically.

The pore lamellae are in the form of a single vertical
plate or a single vertical plate viith an attached tabula

Occasionally no pore lamellae is present, and the tabula
extends through the pore opening and into the next
corallite.

Septal structures are present as small spines (0.10
to 0.15mm wide at their base and 0.15 to 0.2mm long) which
are randomly distributed on the inner side of the theca and
extend horizontally into the tabularium.

Increase is

peripheral and non-parricidal, and usually originates

at a mural pore.

Favosites a1loda

DISCUSSION:

is characterized by the

presence of zones of closely spaced tabulae which bear
small spines on the upper surfaces; a feature which Hill
and Jell (1970, p. 172) state is rare to absent in favositlids, but is characteristic of the Syringolitidae

In

addition, the species differs from all others of the genus
in Nevada in having very large mural pores.

Roberts Mountains Formation at Willow Creek,

OCCURRENCE:

and in the Cortez Mountains, Eureka County
MATERIAL:

Nevada.

WCI 975' (5), 980' (2), Cortez J67 (5).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

LI37_LV39, 1228-1229.

The holotype is 1228.

Favosites windmillensis n. sp.

(P1. 8, figs. 1-4, 68)
DIAGNOSIS:

Coralluin variable.

to 2.1mm in diameter.

Polygonal corallites, 0.7

Walls 0.10 to 0.15mm in thickness.

Tabulae thin, normal; 13 to 20 per centimeter.

Pores,

O15 to 0.25mm in size, uniserial at intervals of 0.4 to
0.7mm.

Small septal spines.

DESCRIPTION:

The coralla are massive ceroid with a variable

form ranging from laminar to large sub-rectangular.

In

cross-section the corallites are polygonal', 0.7 to 2.1mm

in maximum diameter and heterogeneous.

In the laminar

forms the corallites in longitudinal section are straight
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and parallel the short axis of the co1ony, while in the
subglobular and subrectangular forms they are vertical

axially but diverge significantly towards the periphery of
the colony to open normal to the surface.

The walls are 0.10 to 0.15mm in diameter, with a
moderately thick, distinct, and continuous median suture,
and a radially-fibrous microstructure.

The tabulae are 0.03 to 0.05mm thick, horizontal, and
complete (95%), rarely incomplete (57%).

They are spaced at

intervals of 0.2 to 1.krnm apart, with 13 to 20 tabulae per

centimeter

The mural pores are 0.15 to 0.25mm in diameter,

round and arranged in a single vertical row on the plane
of the wall with the pores spaced 0.L! to 0.'7mm apart.

Pore lamellae are in the form of a single vertical plate
which is intersected by one end of an adjacent tabulae.
Infrequent

randomly distributed septal spines occur

on the inner walls of the corallites.

The spines are small

(0.15 to 0.20mm in length and 0.08 to 0.l0mm wide at their

base) and have pointed tips which project horizontally into
the tabularium. Increase is peripheral and non-parricidal.
DISCUSSION:

Favosites windmilIeflsis most closely resembles

Fävosites gronbergi n. sp. and Favosites birchiensis n. sp.
It is distinguished from the former by more closely set
mural pores and by the presence of sep-tal spines; from the
latter it differs in having more widely spaced tabulae and
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slightly larger pores.
OCCURRENCE:

Windmill Limestone at Coal Canyon, Eureka

County, Nevada.

CC III 1711' (2), 1773 (/4), E79-6 (15).
1198, l2OL1, 1215-1216. The holotype is
FIGURED SPECIMENS:
MATERIAL:

1198.

Fa.vosites copenhageniae n. sp.

(P1. 9, figs

l_L.,

6)

Coralluin massive with poorly developed basal
epitheca. Polygonal coral1ites 1,6 to 3.5mm in diameter.
Wall 0.15 to O,2Omnr thick. Tabulae horizontal or concave
Large pores (0.2 to 0.3mm in dia5 to 7 per centimeter.
meter), uniserial. Long septal spines.
DESCRIPTION: The corallum is massive and ceroid, the
largest measuring 75 to 98mm, with a maximum height of'
DIAGNOSIS:

The basal epitheca is thin and poorly developed. The
corallites are polygonal, with 5 to 7 sides and heterogeneous.
The maximum diameter of' the corallites varies from 1.6 to
36mm.

3.5mm.

Axially the corallites are vertical and straight;

peripherally the bend gradually towards the surface of the
colony. The calices are shallow, with f1at vertical sides.
The theca is 0.15 to 0.20mm in thickness with a radiallyfibrous inicrostructure, and has a distinct, moderately thick,
and continuous median suture.
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Horizontal tabulae predominate but some are slightly
concave.

The tabulae are thin complete and spaced at

intervals of 0.5 to 3.6mm with an average of 5 to 7 tabulae
per centimeter.

The mural pores are round, 0.2 to 0.3mm

in diameter and arranged in a single vertical row, 0.5 to
0.8mm apart.

Short septal spines (0.20 to 0.25mm long;

0.15 to 0.20mm wide at their base) are sparsely distributed
on the theca.
DISCUSSION:

Increase is intramural.

The species, in internal structure most closely

resembles Favosites swanni, but differs from it in having a
smaller coralla and smaller corallites, septal spines and
closer spaced mural pores.
OCCURRENCE:

Rabbit Hill Limestone at Rabbit Hill, and in

the Cortez Mountains, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

RA1:

196-200' (7), 210' (1), 394' (1); Cortez:

CO 1807 (9).
FIGURED SPECIMENS:

993', 1002, 1013, l375

The holotype is

1013.

Pavosites grannyl n. sp.
(P1.. 5, figs. 3, 6-8)

DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum shape unknown.

Corallites polygonal,

heterogeneous, 0.9 to 1.7mm in diameter.

Theca thin.

Mural

pores 0.2 to 0.3mm in diameter; spaced 0.2 to 0.3mm apart.
Tabulae normal, 15 to 17 per centimeter.

Septal spines
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absent.

DESCRIPTION:

The corallum is massive and ceroid and is

known only from fragments of colonies.

The corallites are

polygonal with a maximum diameter of 0.9 to 1.7mm.

In

longitudinal section, the corallites are straight and
parallel the vertical axis of the corallum.

The walls are thin and straight, 0.07 to 0.10mm
in thickness, with a moderately thick, distinct and
continuous median suture.

The tabulae are thin (0.03 to

0.05mm in thickness),' horizontal and complete

spaced 0.2 to 0.9mm apart with 15 to 17

They are

per centimeter.

Often the tabulae in adjacent corallites are at the
same level.

The mural pores are round and large, 0.20 to 0.25mm
in maximum diameter.

They are ranged in a single vertical

row on the plane of the wall and spaced 0.2 to 0.3mm
apart.

No septaJ. structures were observed.

Increase is

peripheral, and non-parricidal.
DISCUSSION:

Favosites

rafln/i possesses smaller coral-

lites, a thinner theca and more closely set pores than
any other species of the genus in the Nevada Devonian.
OCCURRENCE:

Coils Creek Member of the McColley Canyon

Formation at Willow Creek, Lone Mountain and Dry Creek,
Eureka County, Nevada.
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MATERIAL:

WC II 625 (2); H-3-1 (Lij); DC-CC (2); LM I 710'

(2)

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

1383138Lk

The holotype is 1383.
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Genus Pathyfairnsites S oko by, 1952

TYPE SPECIES:

Calaxnopora p2lymorpha var. tuberosa

1826, p. 7LJ., P1. 27, fig. 2a (non fig. 2b, 2c)

Goldfuss,

Favosites

polymorphus Lecompte, 1936, p. 3)4, P1. 7, fig. 1 (non.
fig. 2).

Corallum small, subglobular.

DIAGNOSIS:

without secondary steroplasmic thickening.

Theca thick but
Inner surfaces

of corallites are always rounded due to thickening of walls,
especially in corners of corallites.

Pores and tabulae

normal.

The genus is distinguished from Favosites by its

REMARKS:

very thick walls and its rounded, but not secondarily
thickened corallites.

From the genus Thainnopora, it differs

in not having the walls thickened by secondary stereoplasm.
Pachyfävo sites 1 oph os n. sp

(P1. 10, figs. 1-7)
DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum subglolyular to hemispherIcal.

External

outline of corallites polygonal, inner walls rounded due to
thickening in corners of corallites; 1.2 to 1.9mm in diameter.

Walls thick but not secondarily thickened.

normal; 13-15 per cm.

Tabulae

Mural pores round and large;

uniserial and spaced 0.3 -to 0.5mm apart.

Septal crests in

mature corallites.
DESCRIPTION:

The coralla are massive and ceroid with a
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hemispherical and subglobular form, 29 to 32mm in height
and 70 to 80mm in maximum diameter

In cross-section, the

outer surfaces of the corallites are polygonal

but the

inner surfaces appear subpolygonal and round, due to
thickening of the walls at the corners of the corallites.
The adult corallites are six-sided and have a maximum
diameter of 1.2 to l.9mm.

Longitudinally

the corallites

are straight and vertical axially, but they bend slightly

towards the periphery to open normal to the surface of the
colony.

The walls average 0.2 to 0.3mm in thickness, and in
places are as thick as 0.5mm; but have no secondary steroplasmic thickening.

The median suture is thin, distinct

and continuous, and the walls have a well developed
radially-fibrous micros tructure .

The tabulae are 0.03 to 0.05mm thick, horizontal,
and complete.

They are spaced at intervals of 0.5 to

1.0mm', with 13-15 tabulae per centimeter.

The mural pores

are round, 0.2 to 0.25mm in diameter, and arranged in a
single vertical row on the wall of the corallite.
spacing between pores is 0.3 to 0.5mm.

The

Infrequently, they

may be distributed in a checkerboard pattern.
Septal structures are absent in the early stages of
growth of the corallites, but as the corallite matures
septal crests develop on the inner surface of the wall.
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The crests are 0.25 to 0.35mm wide at their base, and wellrounded axially.
0.2mm.

The interseptal space varies from 0.1 to

Increase is peripheral and non-parricidal.

DISCUSSION:

Pachyfavosites lophos may be distinguished

from most species of the genus by the development of septal
crests on the inner surfaces of mature corallites.

It is

quite similar to the type species, PächyfvoSites poymorphus Goldfuss (1826), but differs from it in having a
smaller coralluni, more widely spaced tabulae, and more

regular horizontal tabulae.

From Pachyfavosites bystrowi

Khodalevich and others (1959) it is distinguished by its
more widely spaced and more normal tabulae and by the
presence of septal crests rather than septal spines.

It is

quite close in internal structure to Pachyfavosites
gurievskiensis Dubatolov (1959), but has a smaller more
hemispherical colony and more regular tabulae.

The species

may be immediately distinguished from Pachyfavosites
alpenensis Winchell (1866) from the Traverse Group of
Michigan by its much closer spaced and smaller mural pores.
OCCURRENCE:

Bartine Member of the McColley Canyon Formation

at Lone Mountain and Willow Creek, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

LMI, 381' (2)

,

3814' (5), 388' (3)

,

395' (5);

WC II 320' (3), 333' (1), 3141' (5).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

127, 503.

The holotype is 503.
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Subfamily EMMONSIINAE Lecompte, 1952
Genus Emflonsia Milne-Edwards and Haime', 1851

TYPE SPECIES:

Favosites emmonsi Rominger, 1876, p. 27',

P1..

7, fig. 1 only', P1. 12, fig. 5.

DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum massive or tubose.

tic, not thickened in corners.

Tabulae incomplete, often

Squamulae thick and numerous.'

suspended.
REMARKS:

Corallites prisma-

Emmonsia differs from Squameofavosites in having

incomplete rather than complete tabulae.

From Mesolites

Mironova (1969) it may be distinguished by having corallites
with walls not thickened at the corners'.
Ernirionsia bartinensis n. sp.

(P1. 11'; figs. l-6)

DIAGNOSIS:

Subcylindrical to subglobular corallurn.

Coral-

lites subpolygonal to subrounded, homogeneous; 0.5 to 1.8mm
in diameter,

Walls thick. Squamulae shield shaped, large,

and closely spaced.

Tabulae horizontal, incomplete and

suspended; 2O_2LI per cm.

Pores large', uniserial', spaced

0.2 to O'.'4mrn apart.

DESCRIPTION:

The coralla are massive and ceroid with a

subcylindrical to subglobular form.

In transverse section

the corallites are homogeneous and subpolygonal to subrounded in outline with a maximum diameter of 0.5 to 1.8mm.
The adult corallites are 5 to 6 sided with a slight axial

thickening at their corners.

In longitudinal section the

corallites are straight and parallel to the vertical axis
of the corallum except in the subglobular forms where the
peripheral corallites bend slightly to open normal to the
surface .

The walls are 0.15 to 0.20mm thick', straight, and

have a radially-fibrous microstructure.

The median suture

is thin, distinct and continuous.

Numerous squamulae are present on the iimer walls of
the corallites.

These are large (0.25 to 0.35mm in height,

and o.k to 0.6mm in width), and shield-shaped with thin
upwardly directed, pointed tips, 0.15 to 0.20mm long,

The

squamulae are arranged in vertical rows, and spaced 0.1 to
0.2mm apart.

Often a pore opening occurs between the

squamulae

The tabulae are horizontal or irregular
incomplete.

and 80%

Many are suspended at one or both ends from

the tops of the squamulae.

The tabulae are closely spaced

(0.1 to 0.6mm apart) with 20 to 2k tabulae per centimeter.
The mural pores are large (0.2 to 0.3mm in diameter)
round and numerous.

In the smaller corallites they are

arranged in a single vertical row with 0.2 to 0.4mm
between pores; in larger corallites the pores are distributed
in a checkerboard arrangement with a vertical interval of
0.05 to 0.10mm and a horizontal interval of 0.15 to 0.25mm
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between pores.

Pore lamellae in the form of a single plate

or as a single plate with tabulae attached.

Increase is intermural and non-parricidal with the
offsets based on a mural pore.
DISCUSSION:

The new species differs from most of the pre-

viously described species of the genus Emmonsia in having
more densely distributed tabulae and better developed shieldshaped squamulae.

It most closely resembles Emmonsia

taitiensis Khodalevich and others (1959) from the Eifelian
of the northern Urals

but may be distinguished from it in

having a smaller, more irregular cora1lum

slightly larger

and more rounded corallites and more closely spaced
squamul ae

OCCURRENCE:

Bartine Member of the McColley Canyon Formation

at Willow Creek, Lone Mountain; and at McColley Canyon,
Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

LME 200-290' (2+), LME 1+0011+65' (3)

UVII 281' (4),

321' (2), 381+' (1), 399' (6), 2+10' (3), 518' (2); WC II, 256'

(3), 260' (2), 283' (2), 328' (3); McColley Canyon 31+77 (2)

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

121+, 129.

The holotype is 129.
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ofavos ites C h ernysh ev,

Genus S
TYPE SPECIES:

9O2, p

Favosite s hemisphaericus var. bohemica P oc ta,

235 Pl

DIAGNOSIS:

1941

82, P1. 106, text fig

Colony favositoid.

moderately thick.

lL

Walls

Corallites prismatic.

Septal structures in the form of well-

developed squamulae.

Tabulae usually horizontal, and

complete, often suspended.

Pores large.

The genus may be distinguished from Emmonsia

REMARKS:

by its horizontal and complete tabulae.

It differs from

typical favositids in possessing squamulae.
Squameofavosites infreguens n. sp.
(P1. 9, fig. .5)

DIAGNOSIS:

(P1. 12, figs. 1-6)

Corallum small, subcylindrical to hemispherical.

Corallites polygonal externally, but inner walls are thick-

ened at the corners and appear rounded; diameter 0.8 to
1.8mm.

Theca 0.15 to 0.20mm thick.

small and sparse.

Squamulae eaves-like,

Tabulae normal, 10 to 14 per cm.

Mural

pores large, round, spaced 0.2 to 0.4mm apart.
DESCRIPTION:

The corallum is massive and ceroid with a

subcylindrical to flattened hemispherical form and small in
size.

In cross-section, the corallites are polygonal in

external outline, but the inner surfaces of the walls are
thickened at the corners of the corallites causing the
corallites to appear being rounded.

The maximum diameter
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of the corallites varies from 0.8 to 1.8mm.

In longitudin-

al section the corallites are straight and parallel the
vertical axis of the corallum except at the periphery where
they bend slightly outwards in order to open perpendicular
to the surface of the colony.

The walls are straight with a thick
tinuous but irregular median suture.

distinct, con-

They vary in thickness

from 0.15 to 0.20mm in thickness and have a radially fibrous
micro structure.

Squamulae are randomly distributed on the inner walls
of the corallites.

at their base

They are eaves-like, 0.05 to 0.08mm wide

with 0.15 to 0.2mm long, gently tapering,

pointed tips which are horizontal or slightly curved axially
The tabulae are horizontal or slightly concave, and
generally complete (95%).
from the squamulae.

Frequently they are suspended

There are 10 to 14 tabulae per centi-

meter with a minimum spacing of 0.2mm and a maximum spacing
of 1.5mm.

The mural pores are large and round, 0.20 to 0.25mm
in maximum diameter and arranged uniserially 0.2 to 0.4mm
apart.

Increase is peripheral and non-parricidal.

DISCUSSI ON:

resembles S

S uameofävdsites infregiiens most do s ely

ineofavoSites uralensis Yanet (in Dubatolov,

1959) from the Lower Devonian of the Kuznetz Basin.

It

differs from it in having a smaller and more hemispherical

l8LI

corallum, and more widely spaced tabulae.

It is distin-

guished from other Nevada species of the genus, by its
rounded corallites, small eave-like squamulae and widely
spaced tabulae

Kobeh Member of the McColley Canyon Formation

OCCURRENCE:

at Willow Creek', Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

WC II 170' (11) .'

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

388-389, 392.

S quarneo favo si'te

The holotrpe is 388.

1 ept ophragmo s n

sp '.

(P1. 13, figs. 1-3)
DIAGNOSIS':

Coralla cylindrical or subrectangular', large.

Corallites polygonal',' 0.9 to 1.8mm in diameter'.

Squamulae eaves-like', large.

Theca thin.

Tabulae normal',' lLI_l6 per cm.

Mural pores large,' widely spaced'.

DESCRIPTION:

The coralla are massive ceroid with a cylin-

drical or subrectangular form.

The holotype has a maximum

height of 56mm and a maximum width of 92mm.

The corallites

are polygonal to subpolygonal in crosssection, homogeneous
and 7 to 8 sided.

The adult corallites are 0.9 to 1.8mm in

maximum diameter.

The walls are thin (0.05 to 0.10mm in thickness),
straight with a thin, distinct and continuous median suture.
The microstructure of the walls is radially-fibrous.

Eaves-like squamulae are zonally distributed on the
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inner walls of the corallites. They are 0.2 to 0.3mm wide
at their base, gently tapering to a pointed tip (0.35 to
O50mm long) which is bent slightly upwards axially. The
squamulae are spaced at vertical intervals of 0.3 to 0.5mm
and often separated by a pore opening.
The tabulae are thin, horizontal arid generally cornplete. Many are suspended at one or both ends from the
tips of the squarnulae. There is an interval of 0.1 to
1.1mm between the tabulae with a density of ik-i6 tabulae
per centimeter.

The mural pores are distributed in a single vertical
row on the plane of the corallite wall, They are round, 0.2
to 0.3mm in diameter and spaced 0.L to 0.6mm apart. Pore
larnellae are often intersected by the tabulae. Increase is
instrarnural and non-parricidal.
DISCUSSION:

Squameofavosites leptophragrnos has a much

thinner wall than most squamebfavositids and in this respect
resembles Fvosites sqttamuliferus forma 'Nt, Philip (1960).

It differs from the later, though, in having larger corallites and mural pores and more widely spaced tabulae. In

Nevada, it is similar to Sedfafosites 'infreguens from
which it may be distinguished by its thinner walls, more
closely spaced tabulae, and more widely spaced pores. From
S. aburiths it differs in having wider spaced tabulae and
pores and larger squainulae.

Y4
I.]

OCCURRENCE:

Bartine Member of the McColley Canyon Formation

at Lone Mountain and Coal Canyon',' Eureka County, Nevada.

MATERIAL:

LM I, 337' (3), 337F (1), 3LIO' (3); CCN-1 193' (7)..

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

505, 1501'.'

The holotype is l501.'

Squameofavosites abundus n. sp.
(P1. 13, figs. k-6)
DISCUSSION:

Corallum laminar.

0.7 to 1.3mm in diameter.
shield-shaped squamulae.
(36-k5 per cm.Y.'

Subround to round corallites,

Walls thick; bear abundant, large,

Tabulae normal and very dense

Pores generally in a checkerboard pattern,

round, small and closely spaced'
DESCRIPTION:

The corallum is small',' massive and laminar,

varying in thickness from 9 to 17mm.

The corallites are sub-

round to round and homogeneous with a maximum diameter of 0.7
to 1.3mm.

In longitudinal section they are straight to

slightly flexed,' parallel and open perpendicular to the
upper surface of the colony'.

There is no significant change

in corallite form vertically or laterally.

The walls of the corallites are thick (0.2 to 0.3mm)
and have a radially-fibrous microstructure.
secondary thickening of the walls.

There is no

The median suture is

thin, indistinct and frequently disrupted.

The walls are

pierced by numerous round or oval mural pores, 0.1 to 0.2mm
in maximum diameter.

The mural pores are most frequently
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arranged in a double vertical row forming a checkerboard
pattern with a vertical interval between pores of 0.025 to
0.18mm, and a horizontal interval of 0.1 to 0.2mm.

Occasion-

ally the pores are found in a single vertical row, spaced

Pore lamellae, consisting of a

0.10 to 0.15mm apart.

single, thin, vertical

plateS,

are present in approximately

75 percent of the pore openings.

Large squamulae, arranged in vertical rows completely cover the inner walls of the corallites.

The squamulae

are shield-shaped with wide horizontally extended spines
The undersides of the spines are inclined axially; but the
upper sides are horizontal and flat.

Vertically the

squamulae are 0.15 to 0.30mm in thickness; horizontally they
iary from 0.3 to 0.6mm in width
they are contiguous

In longitudinal section

lying one upon the other in a vertical

row, except where they are separated by mural pores

The tabulae are thin (0005 to 0.010mm), horizontal
and generally complete.

Approximately 20% are inclined,

incomplete tabulae which intersect and are attached to
complete tabulae.

Both the complete and incomplete tabulae

are suspended, at one or both ends, from the tips of the
squaniulae.

Throughout the colony, the tabulae are closely

spaced, 0.1 to 0.5mm apart, with 36 to Li5 tabulae per
centimeter.

Increase is peripheral and non-parricidal.

DISCUSSION:

Sduame'oTaitosites abundus n. sp. may be

I'.'.

distinguished from other species of the genus by its

abundant, large squamulae, its very do: ely spaced tabulae1
and the checkerboard arrangement of the mural pores.

Roberts Mountain Formation near Birch. Creek,

OCCURRENCE:

Eureka County, Nevada.
BC II 538 (2),

MATERIAL:

5).i5 (6), 563F (3), 600 (2).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:
Squarne ofavo sites c o aIcanyonensi s n. sp

(P1.

figs. 1-9) (P1. 15, figs. l6)

Subglobular to hemispherical, moderately large

DIAGNOSIS:
coralla.

1LI-,

Corallites 1.0 to 2.8 mm in diameter with crenu-

lated walls.

Large, widely spaced, shield-shaped squamulae.

Normal tabulae, 11 to 16 per cm.

Mural pores large, uni-

serial; and spaced 0.3 to 0.7mm apart.
DESCRIPTION:

The colonies are massive

globular to semi-hemispherical form.

ceroid with a sub-

They are typically

38 to 50mm in thickness and 56 to 68mm in maximum diameter,
but much larger forms are not unusual.

In crosssection the

corallites are sub-polygonal to subrounded with slightly
crenulated walls, and are heterogeneous.

The maximum dia-

meter of the corallites varies from 1.0 to 2.8mm.

Longi-

tudinally the corallites are straight and parallel to the
vertical axis of the corallites in the axial portion of the
coralluni but peripherally, they bend slightly to open normal

to the surface,

The walls of the corallites are thick (0.15 to 0.25mm)
with a radially-fibrous microstructure, and are not secondarily thickened.

The median suture is distinct, moderately

thick and continuous.

The inner surfaces of the corallite walls bear
squamulae which are randomly distributed throughout the
colony.

These squamulae are large (0.10 to 0.25mm in

thickness', and 0.3 to O',6mm in width) and shield-shaped with

upwardly directed pointed spines.

They are vertically

separated one from the other by intervals of 0.2 to 0.5mm
and often situated directly above a pore opening.
The tabulae are 0.03 to 0.05mm in thickness,' horizontal and commonly complete', although zones of inclined'

incomplete tabulae are present in most coralla'.

Often the

tabulae are suspended from the tips of the squamulae.

The

vertical interval between tabulae varies from 0.2 to 1.5mm
with 11 to i6 tabulae per centimeter.

The mural pores are round with a maximum diameter of
0.2 to 0'.kmni.

They most frequently are distributed in a

single vertical row at intervals of 0.3 to 0.7mm but may

also occur in double rows with a checkerboard arrangement
with the pores spaced 0.1 to 0.L1mrn apart vertically and 0.3
to 0.LInmi apart horizontally'.

Pore lamellae occur in many

of the pore openings as single vertical plates with or
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without attached tabulae.

Increase is peripheral and non-

parricidal.

The new species has large corallites and

DISCUSSION:

larger pores than any of the other Nevada species of

Squseofavosites.

The contemporaneous species Sguaineo-

faosites clypeatus n. sp. has much smaller corallites, more
widely spaced tabulae and more numerous and closely spaced
squamulae .

OCCURRENCE:

Upper Windmill Limestone at Coal Canyon, Eureka

County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

CC(UB) (22).'

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

5A; 926

929, 9j1, 939, 1633.

The

holotype is 926.

Squameofavosites clypeatus n. sp.
(P1. 16, figs. 1-2, 5)
DIAGNOSIS:

Coralla laminar to nodular; small.

subrounded

0.8 to 1.1mm in diameter.

Corallites

Walls thick.

Squamulae large, shield-shaped and very closely spaced.
Tabulae normal, 28 to 32 per cm.

Pores round', of average

size, spaced 0.4- to 0.5mm apart.

DESCRIPTION:
and small.

The corallum is massive, laminar to nodular
The average colony is 10 to 15mm in thickness

and 20 to 35mm in maximum diameter.

The corallites are

subpolygonal to subrounded, and 0.8 to 1.1mm in maximum
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diameter, and homogeneous.

In longitudinal section, the
corallites in the center are vertical and parallel to the
short axis of the colony, but peripherally they bend slightly to open perpendicular to the surface. There is no
appreciable change in corallite form laterally or vertically.
The walls are 0.2 to 0.3i mu thick with no stereoplasmic thickening. The median suture is indistinct,
possibly due to silicification. The microstructure of the
walls is radially-fibrous.
Numerous large squarnulae project from the inner walls
of the corallites. They are large (0.45 to 0.60mm in width
and 0.3mm in thickness)', and shield-shaped with thin and
pointed upwardly directed spines. The squamulae are spaced
0.15 to 0.2mm apart and often lie above a mural pore
The tabulae are moderately thick (0.01 to 0.02mm,

complete, and horizontal or slightly concave. Often they
are suspended at one or both ends on the tips of the
squamu1ae. They are spaced at intervals of 0.2 to 0.6mm,
with 28 to 32 tabulae per centimeter. The mural pores are
round, 0.20 to0.25mrn in diameter, arid distributed in a
single vertical row at an interval of 0.4 to 0.5mm. The
pore openings are often closed by a thin, vertical pore
lamellae. Increase is peripheral and non-parricidal.
DISCUSSION:

Suieofsosites clypeatus is less robust

than the other Nevada species of the genus, with smaller
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coralla and corallites.

In addition to its size, it differs

from the contemporaneous Squarnebfavosites coalcanyonensis

n

sp. in having more densely distributed tabulae and

squamulae.

Upper Windmill Limestone at Coal Canyon, Eureka

OCCURRENCE:

County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

CC (UB) (7).

FIGURED SPECIMEN:

916.

The holotype is 916.

Squameofavosites murphyl fl. sp.

(P1. 17, figs. 1-7) (P1. 18, figs. 1-6)
DIAGNOSIS:

Coralla subglobular to laininar

larger.

lites rounded, with diameter of 0.2 to 2.8mm.
with small, eaves-like squamu1ae

Coral-

Theca thin

Tabulae commonly hori-

zonta1

but zones of strongly concave tabulae frequently

occur.

Mural pores of average size, and closely spaced.

DESCRIPTION:

The coralla are massive, ceroid with sub-

globular to laminar shapes; the largest are 35 to 140mm in

thickness and 63 to 72mm in maximum diameter

The coral-

lites are subpolygonal to round in cross-section and
heterogeneously differentiated by size.
diameter varies from 0.2 to 2.8mm.

Their maximum

In longitudinal section

the corallites are straight and parallel to the vertical
axis of the colony, but peripherally th,r diverge to open

perpendicular to the surface of the corallum.
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The walls are thin (0.lo to 0.15mm) and have a radially fibrous microstructure.

The median suture is thin

distinct and continuous.

Small squamulae are distributed on the inner surfaces
of the walls of the corallites.

In some coralla the

squamulae are abundant throughout, in others they are found
in discrete zones which are randomly scattered.

The

squamulae are small (0.35 to 0.50mm wide and 0.25 to 0.L0mm
in height) and eaves-like; with their pointed spine-like tips
projecting horizontally into the tabulariuin.

The inter-

squamulae space varies from 0.15 to 0.20mm, and is often
occupied by a mural pore

The tabulae are thick; complete and spaced 0.10 to

lOmm apart

with 18 to 2LI tabulae per centimeter, although

zones with a density of 32 to 3Li tabulae per centimeter are

The tabulae are typical horizontal

present in some coralla.

and often suspended from the pointed tips of the squamula&,
but 20 to Ll0mm wide zones of strongly concave tabulae

occur in a majority of the colonies.

The mural pores are round,0.lO to 0.25mm in diameter,
and arranged in one vertical row with a spacing of 0.2 to
0.3mm, or in a checkerboard pattern with a vertical
interval between pores of 0.1 to 0.3mm, arid a horizontal
interval of 0.15 to 0.2mm.
single vertical plate.

Pore lamellae consist of a

Increase is inter-mural and

19Li'

rion-parri ci dal.

DISCUSSION:

Sgtameofavosites murphyi is characterized by

its larger corallites and frequent zones of strongly concave tabulae.

It is distinguished from Sguasneofavosites

oIcai-iyonrisis n. sp., the other Nevada species with

large corallites, by its laminar coralla, eaves-like
squamulae and more closely spaced tabulae.
OCCURRENCE:

Roberts T'1ountains Formation at Birch Creek and

Willow Creek, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

BC u-uI 988' (2), 1050 (Li'); WC I 8LI,O (3),

8kOF (2).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

2l5-2l6, I426, 428.

The holotype is 216.

Squameofavosites cortezensis n. spa
(P1. 16, figs
DIAGNOSIS:

3-Li',

Coralla large, with variable form.

corallites,' 0.9 to 1.7mm in diameter.
like

7-8)

small squamulae; closely spaced.

normal, with 29 to 36 per centimeter.

Polygonal

Walls thin, eaves:..

Tabulae thick,

Pores 0.15 to 0.20mm

in diameter and spaced 0.2 to 0.3mm apart.
DESCRIPTION:

The coralla are massive, ceroid and large,

with a variable form.

The corallites in transverse

section are polygonal with a maximum diameter of 0.9 to
1.7mm, and homogeneously differentiated by size.

Longi-

tudinally, the corallites are straight and parallel to the
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vertical axis of the corallum, although they do not maintain
a constant size throughout their verticaL ex-tent.

The walls of the corallites are thin (0,10 to 0.15mm
in thickness) with a thin; distinct

and continuous median

The microstructure of the walls is radially-

suture.

fibrous.

Small squamulae occur on the axial portion of the
wall.

These are eaves-like with a maximum height of 0.15

to 0.20mm, and a maximum width of 0.30 to 0.35mm.

The

pointed tips of the squamulae project horizontally into the
tabularium.

The squamulae are spaced at vertical intervals

of 0.10 to 0.25mm apart, often above a pore opening.

The tabulae are thick (average thickness
horizontal and 95 percent are complete.

0.05mm),

Frequently the

tabulae are suspended, at one or both ends, from the tips
of the squamulae.

The interval between tabulae varies from

0.1 to 0.6mm with a density of 29 to 36 tabulae per
centimeter.

The mural pores are round and 0.15 to 0.20mm in
diameter.

They occur on the plane of the wall in a single

vertical row with the pores 0.3 to 0.4mm apart, or in a
checkerboard pattern with the pores spaced at intervals of
0.2 to 0.3mm vertically and 0,10 to 0.15mm horizontally.
The pore lamelae are in the form of a single vertical plate,
with or without an attached tabulae.

Increase is peripheral

and nonparricidal
DISCUSSION:

The homogeneous, polygonal corallites in

SqaneofavDsftes cotzensJs distinguish it from the other
Nevada squameofavositids.
OCCURRENCE:

MATERIAL:

Windmill Limestone in the Cortez Mountains.
Cortez:

FIGURED SPECIMEN:

CO-685' (4).
1257.

The holotype is 1257.
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Family SYRINGOLITIDAE Waagen and Wentzel, 1886
Genus Syringo'Ii'tes Hinde, 1879

Syringollte's huronensis Hinde, 1879, p. 2146.

TYPE SPECIES:
DIAGNOSIS:

Coralla massive ceroid.

Corallites polygonal.

Tabulae widely spaced, infundibuliform, form-

Walls thin.

ing a continuous axial tube which is not diverted to a
Septal spinules on upper surfaces of the

mural pore.
tabulae.

Syringolites C?) indistinctus Dubatolov (1963)
(P1. 19', figs. 1-6)

SyringoIltes C?) indistinctus Dubatolov, 1963',' p. 57, P1.
21',

fig.' 2a-b

DESCRIPTION:

The coralla are subglobular or semi-cylindri-

cal in form with an average height of Li8 to 56mm',' and a
maximum diameter of LI9mm.

In transverse section the

corallites are heterogeneous', and subpolygonal to subrounded
in outline.

The large corallites are 5 to 7 sided with a

maximum diameter of 1.2 to 2'.lmm; the smaller ones are
L

to 5 sided with a maximum diameter of 0.5 to 1.1mm.

Longitudinal the corallites diverge from the axis of the
colony in a fan-like manner, opening normal to the surface.

The walls of the corallites are thin (0.1 to 0.2mm
in thickness) and often have an irregular, wavy appearance.

The microstructure of the walls is radilly-fibrous with a

well developed, thin and continuous median suture.
The tabulae are of two distinct types.

In some

parts of the corallum they are horizontal or slightly con-

cave and 90 percent complete with a spacing of 0.2 to 1.2mm
and with 13 to 16 tabulae per centimeter.

The tabulae in

other parts of the colony are strongly concave or infundibuliform, frequently incomplete, and spaced more widely
apart.

A number of the infundibuliform tabulae appear to

form a small axial tube at their distal end.

This tube is

generally poorly developed, with a diameter of 0.3 to O.kmm
and a length of 0.6 to 0.7mm.

The mural pores are large (0.2 to 0.3mm in diameter)
round arid distributed on the wall in a single vertical row.

The interval between pores varies from 0.6 to 1.0mm.

Pore

lamellae consist of a single vertical plate which completely covers the pore opening.

In longitudinal section,

the wall directly above the pore opening is horizontally
enlarged on both sides to form a well developed pore crest.
Septal spines are present on the inner walls of the
corallites in some regions of the corallum.

They are large

(0.3 to 0.5mm in length, 0.15 to 0.20mm in width at their
base), with pointed tips and horizontally extended.

In-

crease is intermural and non-parricidal.
DISCUSSION:

The Nevada specimens differ from those

described by Dubatolov, (1963) only in having slightly
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larger pores.

The assignment of this species to the genus

SyrinoIftes is at best

questionable.

SyringoIltes huron.-

ensTh Hinde (1879), is characterized by well-developed
infundibuliform tabulae forming an axial tube in each
corallite and by the presence of short spinules on the upper
surfaces of the tabulae.

The presence of numerous tabulae

which are not infundibuliform and the absence of septal

spinules in SPingo1ites C?) indistinctus makes assignment
of this species to the genus Syringolites very doubtful.

On

the other hand, assignment of a species with funnel-shaped
tabulae and weakly expressed axial tubes to the genus
Pa.vosites is not a suitable alternative.

It is interesting

to note that in Srringo1ites (?) indistinctus we have a
possible syringolitid with favosited characteristics (or
vice versa), while in slightly older beds in the same region
(Cortez J67), we have a favositid (Favosites al1oda

n. sp.) with zones of tabulae bearing spines on their upper
surfaces, a syringolitid feature.
OCCURRENCE:

Windmill Limestone in the Cortez Mountains,

Eureka County, Nevada, and in the Krekov beds (Siegenian?)
of the Kuznetsk Basin, Siberia.
MATERIAL:

Cortez J6o (3).

FIGURES SPECIMENS:

1262, l26l1.

The holotype is 1262.
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Suborder TH.ANNOPORINA Sokolov, 1950

Family PACHYPORIDAE Gerth, 1921
Subfamily TH.A1VINOPORINAE Sokolov

1950

Genus Thamriopora Steininger, 1831

Dendrofavosites Rukhin, 1937.

Striatoporeila Rukhin, 1938 .
TYPE SPECIES:

p

Thamnopora madreporacea Steininger, 1831,

11 (= AIveolites cervcornis Blainville, 1830, p. 370).

Corallum ramose or massive Calices deep with
blunt margins Walls secondarily thickened by steroplasm,
DIAGNOSIS:

which increases gradually towards the periphery. Mural
pores large. Tabulae thin horizontal.
REMARKS:
Lang, Smith, and Thomas (l9LO, p 133), and Hill
(l956 p. F46LI) believed the genus Pachypora
Lindstrom (1873) to be synonymous with Thamnopora but
and Stunim

Sokolov (1962, p. 230) recognizes it as a distinct genus
in the subfamily Pachyporinae.
Tharnnopora aItanevadana n. sp.

(P1. 22, figs. 1-3)
Coralla massive, subcylindrical. Corallites
subpolygonal to subrounded, 0.7 to 1.3mm in diameter. Walls
thin axially; thicken gradually to 07 to 0.8mm towards
periphery. Tabulae horizontal and complete. Pores large,
spaced at intervals of 0.2 to 0.kmm. Septa absent.
DIAGNOSIS:
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DESCRIPTION:

The coralla are massive with a subcylindrical
The corallites

form and 20 to 22mm in maximum diameter.

are subpolygonal to subrounded, and heterogeneously
entiated by size.

differ:..

Axially they lie almost parallel to the

axis of the corallum and have a maximum diameter of 0.7 to
1.3mm; peripherally they diverge outward&, increasing slightly in diameter and opening almost normal to the surface of
the cora1lum

The walls of the corallites are 0.1 to 0.2mm thick
axially

but secondary stereoplasm gradually thickens the

walls to 0.7 to 0.8mm at the periphery.

The median suture

is thick, distinct and continuous except where it is
obscured by the steroplasm.

radially-fibrous

Axially the microstructure is

.

The tabulae are horizontal and thin
complete.

and 85 percent

The distance between tabulae varies from 0.15

to 0.85mm with 30 to 32 tabulae per centimeter.

Large (O.2

to 0.25mm in diameter), round mural pores are spaced 0.2 to
0.LImm apart in a single vertical roW.

Pore lamellae are

present as a single vertical plate completely closing the
pore opening and sometimes tied to the end of a tabulae.
Septa are lacking.

DISCUSSION:

Thamnopora aItanevadafla is very similar to

Thamnopora alta Chernyshev (1951), differing only in having
a larger interval between mural pores and a significantly
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greater density of tabulae

It may be distinguished from

Thamnopora reticulata Blainville (1830) by its larger corallum and a closer spaced mural pores and tabulae.

Nevada forms it most closely resembles Tha

Of these

opora jaydeensis

n. sp., but has thicker peripheral wa1ls, a more perfect
cylindrical corallum and closer spaced mural pores.

Denay equivalent at Lone Mountain, Eureka

OCCURRENCE:

County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

975-980' (13).

LME:

FIGURED SPECIMEN:

The holotype is 1172.

1172.

Tharnnopora

aydeensis n. sp.

(P1. 20, figs. 1:8)
DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum small and of variable form.

Corallites

rounded to subrounded with a maximum diameter of 0.9 to
2.1mm.

Theca thick

Secondary thickening slight both

axially and peripherally.

Microstructure radially fibrous.

Tabulae normal, spaced 0.1 to 1.1mm apart.

Mural pores

large, uniserial and spaced at intervals of 0.5 to 0.8mm.
No septa.
DESCRIPTION:

Corallum small to moderately large, ramose,

subglobular or massive.

Ramose forms usually cylindrical,

not dichotomous, varying in diameter from 9.7 to 33.2mm.
Subglobular forms average 51 by 32mm.
large as 80 by 1Li5mm.

Massive forms as

Both the subglobular and massive
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forms appear to originate from ramose forms for they invariably have a ramose nucleus from which corallites in later
stages of growth radiate outwards and upwards to form a
more massive structure.

The outer surfaces of the corallites have a polygonal
form but the inner surfaces of the wall at the corners of
the corallites are thickened causing the corallite to appear
rounded or subrounded.

Maximum corallite diameter varies

from 0.9 to 2.1mm, but 1.4 to 1.7mm diameters are most
common.

In -the rainose forms the corallites are vertical and

parallel to long axis in the axial region

but peripherally

they bend sharply to open perpendicular to the surface of
the colony.

The corallites in the sub-globular and massive

forms diverge from the ramose nucleus and open at -the surface
without bending or flexing.

The walls are thick (0.2 to 0.4mm) with secondary
thickening evident, but not extensive except in the corners
of the corallites

There is no significant increase in

stereoplasmic thickening towards the periphery of the colony.
The microstructure of the walls is radially-fibrous but
growth laminations perpendicular to -these fibers obscure

-this radial arrangement and give a concentric appearance

which is accentuated by diagenetic processes
the periphery of the coralluin.

especially in

The median suture is

moderately thick, distinct and continuous,

2OLI

The tabulae are most commonly thin

horizontal or

slightly concave; and complete, but occasionally are
regular and incomplete.

ir-

The interval between tabulae

ranges from 0.1 to l.lmm, with 22 to 26 tabulae per centimeter.

The mural pores are large (0.20 to 0.35mm in

diameter),round, and arranged on the wall of the corallite
in a single row, spaced 0.5 to 0.8mm apart.

Pore lamellae

in the form of a simple single plate or as a single plate
joined with an adjacent tabulae.
absent.

Septal structures

Increase is intramural.

DISCUSSION:

Thamnoporea jaydeensis is distinguished from

most species of Thamnopora by the small amount of
tereoplasmic thickening in the peripheral region.

In

Nevada; it most closely resembles Thamnopora altanevadana
ri.

sp., but may be distinguished from that species by

having a more massive coralla' less secondary thickening
and more distant mural pores.
OCCURRENCE:

Devils Gate Formation at Red Hill and JD-1

locality, Eureka County; Nevada.

Upper Denay Limestone or

Lower Devils Gate Formation at Willow Creek, Eureka County,
Nevada.

MATERIAL:

RH II 318-321' (13), 3221/2-326' (14), 326' (1),

352' (23), 360' (7); 369' (7)

370' (5y 39L' (1), L38-kL5'

(50), JD1 (75); WC II 1295' (16), 1307' (2), 1309' (l)
13lÔ'

1311' (ji), 1315' (5

1380' (1); H-1 (#1432o)
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(5)

F38:2 (1I4).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

639, 6k2A, 6L'2C,

1201.

6Li,Li,

The holo-

trpe is 6k2C.
Thamnopora wr'ighti n. sp

.

(P1. 21, figs. 1-8)
DIAGNOSIS:

Ramose cora11urn

8.7 to 278imn in diaineter.

Corallites rounded by stereoplasmic thickening

have re-

stricted opening and open perpendicular to the surface of
the corallum.

Theca thick, stereoplasmic thickening in-

creases significantly towards the periphery.
0.5 to 09rnm apart

Round

Tabulae normal,

large mural pores in one row

spaced at intervals of 0.8 to 1.Omm
DESCRIPTION:

Ramose, cylindrical coral1a, which are most

frequently round in cross-section but occasionally oval,
with a maximum diameter of 8.7 to 27.8mm.

Infrequently the

corallurn is dichotomous,T in which case the point of dicho-

tomy is approximately twice the diameter of the normal
corallum,

The external outlines of the corallites are

polygonal in transverse section and o.6 to 1.7mm in diameter.
Internally the corallites appear round in cross-section due
to stereoplasmic thickening which fills much of the
tabu1ariurn, restricting the corallite opening to a diameter
of 0.2 to 0.9mm.

In the axial region the corallites are

vertical and parallel to the long axis of the corallum but
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peripherally they bend sharply outwards
lar to the surface of the branch.

opening perp endi c u-

The calices are goblet-

shaped and moderately deep with blunt margins which are not
elevated.

Axially the walls are moderately thick (0.25 to

0.5mm) and have a radiallyfibrous microstructure.

Stereo-

plasmic thickening increases gradually towards the periphery
of the corallum, increasing the thickness of the walls to
0.6 to 1.9mm.

The median suture is distinct; moderately

thick and continuous.

The tabulae are thin, horizontal and complete; spaced
at intervals of 0.5 to 0.9mm.

The mural pores are round,

0.2 to 0.35mm in diameter, and distributed in a single
vertical row on the wall of corallite at intervals of 0.8
to 1.0mm.

No septal structures present

Increase is

intermural.
DISCUSSION:

Merriam (l9Li-0) and Nolan and others (1956) have

referred specimens of Thaxnnopora from this horizon to

"Favosites" liitarIs Rominger (1876), but that species (as
amended by Werner, 1936) has larger corallites, sparser
tabulae and larger pores than Thairnopora wrighi.

The new

species has smaller corallites, and smaller, sparser mural
pores than any of the other Nevada species of Thainriopora.
OCCURRENCE:

Denay Limestone at Willow Creek, Red Canyon,

and in the Cortez Mountains; unnamed Limestone, Lone
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Mountain, Eureka County, Nevada, and in the Woodpecker

Limestone in the Alhambra Hills, White Pine County Nevada.
MATERIAL:
All I

RC 1 (72), WC II 1020' (L1y, Cortez J-45 (771,

78' (5), 93 (7), 112' (13); IJYI I 1572' (3), 1613' (3),

1620.'. (7)

1601' (1); LIVIE 1830-1835' (3)
665-666, 1332, iLl-iSA,

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

114-l5B,

1Ll'18_lLI19.

The holotype is 666.

Thamnopora baa n. sp.
(P1. 22, fig. 4)

DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum ramose, 10.2 to 14.8mm in diameter.

Corallites polygonal, but viseral cavity is round and
Corallites open per-

moderately thickened by stereoplasm.
pendicular to surface.

Secondary thickening gradual, and

aperipherally the stereoplasm is thick
cora11ites
DESCRIPTION:

Tabulae and pores normal

filling many of the
septa absent.

Corallum ramose, essentially cylindrical;

with a diameter of 10.2 to 14.8mm.

Corallites polygonal

in outline, but appear round due to secondary thickening of
the theca which fills a large portion of the visceral
cavity, leaving an oval to round central opening 0.3 to
0.5mm in diameter.

The calices are round with blunt rims,

deep and pocket-shaped.

The corallites are vertical to

slightly inclined axially, bending peripherally to open
perpendicular to the surface of the colony.

Axially the

theca is moderately thickened (0.5-0.8mm), with secondary
thickening increasing gradually towards the periphery where

the walls attain a thickness of 0.8 to 2.3mm and the stereo:
plasm completely fills many of the corallites.
The tabulae are thin, horizontal and complete
spaced at intervals of 0.6 to 0.7mm. Peripherally the
tabulae are often obscured by the stereoplasm. Mural pores
rare; small (0.10-0.20mm) and also obscured by the secondary
thickening Septal spines not observed.
DISCUSSION: Thamnopora baa has very extensive secondary

thickening both axially and peripherally and in this attribute, it is quite different from typical species of
Thainnopora trachrporoides Dubatolov

Thaznnopora.

(1969,

has even more strongly thickened walls; but in other
respects resembles the new species quite closely.
OCCURRENCES:
Upper part of Devils Gate Formation
(PhiIlipsastraea Zone of Merrian l9LlO) at Devils Gate,
1972)

Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

DG

(Li-).

FIGURED SPECIMEN:

991.

The holotype is

991.

Thanmopora sp. A
(P1. 22,

DIAGNOSIS:

figs.

5-6)

Coralla ramose, branching.

gonal axially, 0.8 to

1.9mm.

Walls

0.2

Corallites polyto 0.3mm. thick
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axially; thickened to 0.5 to 0.8mm peripherally.
horizontal and complete, l.Li to 2.9mm apart.

Tabulae

Pores 0.15 to

0.20mm in diameter, round and spaced at intervals of 0.6 to
Septa absent.

0.8mm.

DESCRIPTION:

The coralla are ramose, branching; with a

maximum diameter of 8 to 11mm and a length of 29 to 35mm
Axially the corallites are subpolygonal to subrounded in
cross-section with little or no thickening except at the
corners.

The maximum diameter of the corallites varies

from 0.8 to l'.9rnm.

the

Towards the periphery', though

inner surfaces of walls of the corallites are thickened and
appear rounded, but the external surfaces of the walls
retain their polygonal shape,

the

In longitudinal section

corallites in the axial region are parallel to the vertical
axis of the branch, but peripherally they bend rather
sharply to open perpendicular to the surface of the colony
The calices are round', deep and pocket-shaped with blunt

margins

The walls of the corallites in the axial portion of
the colony are 0.2 to O'.3mm thick, but are markedly

thickened peripherally (0.5 to 0.8mm in thickness).
median suture is thin', distinct and continuous.

The

The

microstructure of the walls is masked by silicification
but appear to be radially-fibrous.
The tabulae are thin, horizontal and complete.

They
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are sparse and spaced at intervals of 1Li to 2.9mm.

The

mural pores are round, O15 to 0.20mm in diameter and ar
ranged in a single vertical

rowS,

0.6 to 0.8mm apart.

No

septal structures have been observed.
DISCUSSION:

Thamnopora sp. A is known only from silicified

specimens etched from limestone by hydrochloric acid and
from three sections of poorly preserved coralla.

It differs

from Thamnopora wrihti n. sp. in having axial corallites
which are polygonal and thickened only at the corners, and
smaller pores which are more closely spaced
OCCURRENCE:

Windmill Limestone at Coal Canyon, Eureka

County, Nevada
MATERIAL:

CC (UB) (l7)

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

l3A, 13B.

Thamnopora sp. B

Thamnopora sp. Johnson

and Flory,' 1972, p. 879, P1.

Lij,

fig. 1_LI'.

DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum ramose, dichotomously branched, and

3-.7mm in maximum diameter.
0'.'5-l.Omm in diameter.

Calices normal thamnoporoid,

Polygonal corallites, which appear

subround due to stereoplasmic thickening, and open
perpendicular to the surface of the colony.
round, uniserial, and moderately large.
sparse.

Mural pores

Tabulae normal,

Gradual stereoplasmic thickening peripherally

DESCRIPTION:

Corallum ramose with cylindrical branches,
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oval to round in cross-section.

The branches divide dicho-

tomously in a single plane and are 3.3 to 7.5mm in maximum
diameter.

In the region of dichotomy they attain a maximum

width of l7.5mm.

The calices are goblet-shaped, deep, with

blunt rims, and with a maximum diameter of 0.5 to 1.0mm
(mean maximum diameter:

0.7mm).

The corallites are polygonal to subpolygonal in
cross-section, but invariably appear subrounded due to
secondary thickening of the walls.

Axially the corallites

lie approximately parallel to the axis of the branch, but
peripherally they diverge sharply opening nearly normal or
normal to the surface of the branch.

Mural pores in a single, vertical row on the plane of
the corallite wall.

meter

They are round, 0.2 to 0.3mm in dia-

and spaced 0.80 to 0.85mm apart.

to slightly inclined

Tabulae horizontal

complete and rarely present.

Septal

spines not observed.

Corallite walls 0.2 to 0.6mm thick axially and
markedly increase in thickness peripherally.
DISCUSSION:

The specimens of this species are extremely re-

crystallized, making any specific determination doubtful.
OCCURRENCE:

Lower part of the Telegraph Canyon Formation

at Union Mountain, Elko County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

UM1 (137), UM2 (80).
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Genus Ciädopora Hall, 1851
Vetofistula Etheridge,. 1917, p. 17.

TYPE SPECIES:

DIAGNOSIS:

CIädopora seriata Hall, 1851, p. kOO.

Colony ramose

of-ten compressed.

Corallites small, round,

Theca thick with slight stereoplasmic

thickening peripherally
REMARKS:

small.

Pores and tabulae sparse.

Lang, Smith, and Thomas (l9Lo; p. 37) claim that

the "genotype" is a species of Coeriltes Eichwald (1829),

and Hill and Stumm (1956, p. FI166), place Cladopora in
synonomy with Coenites.

Sokolov (l962

p

230, 233)

differentiates the two genera on the basis of the shape of
the corallites, and the degree of steroplasmic thickening
and places them in separate suborders.

CIadopora redhiIlae n
(P1. 23

DIAGNOSIS:

fig

ap.

6, P1. 29, figs. 1-7)

Small ramose corallum.

Corallites round, and

small, with restricted visceral cavity, and open obliquely.
Calices normal for genus.

Theca moderately thick axially,

thickens significantly peripherally.
structure.

Tabulae normal and sparse.

small and widely spaced.
DESCRIPTION:

Concentric microMural pores round,

No septal structures.

The corallum is ramose, cylindrical, straight

or slightly flexed

not dichotomous with a maximum diameter

of 30 to 7.krnm and a length of lLl.3 to 35.6mm.

Corallites
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polygonal in outline but appear rounded due to stereoplasmic
thickening which fills a large portion of the visceral
cavity leaving a round or suboval central opening 0.10 to
0.20rnm in diameter.

The corallites in the axial region are

straight, parallel and oriented in the direction of the long
axis of the branch, but peripherally they bend gradually
opening at an angle of 30 to Li5

to the surface of the

The calices are moderately deep and pocket-shaped

branch.

with smooth outer margins.

Stereoplasmic thickening

extensive throughout, with a gradual increase in thickening
towards the periphery.

The walls are 0.15 to 0.20mm thick

increasing to a thickness of 0.15 to 0.60mm

axially

peripherally and have a concentric microstructure

Median

suture thick, distinct and continuous in the axial region,

but otherwise it is obscured by the stereoplasmic thickening.
Tabulae sparse, but where present are thin, horizontal and complete.

Mural pores round, small (0.10 to

0.20mm in diameter) and widely spaced on the wall of the
corallite.

OCCURRENCE:

Septal structures absent.

Devils Gate Formation at Red Hill and JD-1

locality, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

JD1 (12), RHII LI38_4Lt5' (5).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:
l060]D.

641k, 64lB, 1044, 1045, 1060k, l060B,

The holotype is 64lA.

2lLl

CIadopora sp .

(P1. 23

Merriam, l963

?Cladopora sp.
DESCRIPTION:

figs. L15)

p. k3.

The corallim is ramose and cylindrical with a

maximum diameter of 3.2mm.

The corallites are circular in

transverse section with a diameter of 0.15 to 0.2mm.

In

the axial region the corallites are vertical and parallel
to the long axis of the colony; but peripherally they bend
sharply opening at an angle to the surface

The calices

are deep, circular and simnietrical with vertical sides.
The walls are thin (0.l5 to 0.20mm) axially; but are extensively thickened towards the periphery causing the

aperatures of the cups to be considerably restricted.
The tabulae are sparse.

The mural pores are round,

small (0.l8 to l0mm in diameter) and widely spaced.

No

septal structures were observed.
DISCUSSION:

This species is known from only two fragmentary

coralla etched in HC1 acid.
OCCURRENCE:

Rabbit Hill Limestone at Rabbit Hill, Eureka

County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

RA1 373-37k' (2).

FIGURED SPECIMEN:

1395.
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Subfamily PACHPORINAE G erth, 1921
Genus S triatoora Ha1l, 1851
Cyathopora Owen, l8LiL, p. 69.
?Th'arnnbp,ychIa Hall, 1876, p

TYPE SPECIES:
DIAGNOSIS:

Striatopora'fIexuosa Hall, 1851, p.

)-I-00.

Corallum ramose Corralites diverge fanlike

towards the periphery, thickening abruptly, and opening at
an angle to the surface.
septal strations.'

Cups deep and pocket-shaped', with

Pores distinct.

Tabulae sparse.

Striatopora èlata n
(P1'.

DIAGNOSIS:

figs.

3',

sp.

728)

Dichotomous ramose cora1lum, 6.0 to 7.'5mm in

maximum diameter.

Corallites polygonal', but with sma11,'

round opening due to stereoplasmic thickening.

In longi-

tudinal section corallites straight axially but bend

periphera1ly

opening obliQuely.' Theca thick axially','

increasing slightly in thickness peripherally'.

normal and sparse.
spaced.

Tabulae

Mural pores round, large and widely

No septa.

DESCRIPTION:

Corallum ramose, cylindrical', commonly

dichotomous with a maximum diameter of 6.0 to 7.5mm, except
in the area of dichotomy where the diameter increases to
11 to 12mm.

The corallites are polygonal in outline with

a maximum diameter of o.6 to l.24mm (average maximum
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diameter 0.9mm).

The tabularium though, is extensively

thickened by stereoplasm which fills much of the visceral
cavity, resulting in a round to oval, central opening in
the corallite with a diameter of 0.5 to 0.6mm.

Corallites

in the axial region are vertical and parallel the axis of
the branch, but peripherally they. bend sharply to open at

an angle of approximately Li5° to the surface.
The walls are moderately thickened axially (0.3 to
0.5mm), gradually increasing in thickness to 0,)4 to 0.6mm
peripherally.

The microstructure of the walls is concentric;

the median suture is distinct, thick and continuous
The tabulae are thin', horizontal and complete but

widely spaced and sparse
0'3mm in diameter)

The mural pores are large (0.2 to

round and unisorial with a vertical

spacing of OJi- to 0.6mm.

No septal structures.

Increase is

intramural.
DISCUSSION:

Striatopora eIäta in some respects resembles

Striatopora manifica Chudinova (19614-) but has smaller

branches, closer spaced mural pores and sparser tabulae.

It

is considerably more robust and has larger pores than
Striatopora sp. A from the Windmill Limestone at Coal Canyon.
OCCURRENCE:

Upper Denay Limestone at Willow Creek' Eureka

County', Nevada.

MATERIAL:

WCII 1285 (5), 1288 (3), 1290 (2)'.

FIGURED SPECIMEN:

524-9.

The holoty-!Je is 5149.
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Striatopora iSsà Hail, 1871+

(P1. 2L, figs. 1Li, 7-8)
Striatopora issa HallV 1871+.

DESCRIPTION:

The coralla are ramose with cylindrical or

slightly compressed branches and with numerous bifurcations.
The diameter of the branches varies from 3.7 to 9.2mm except in the areas of bifurcation where it increases greatly.
The colony is formed of moderately large (1.7 to 3.2mm
diameter) corailites which are vertical and parallel to the
axis of the branch in the axial region, but which rapidly
diverge fan-like towards the periphery increasing in size
arid opening obliquely to the surface of the colony.

Between

the larger corallites there are frequently smaller ones, 0.5
to 1.0mm in diameter.

The corallites are polygonal and

unequal in cross-section

The calices are broad and deep,

with an elevated lower margin.

The walls of the cups slope

gently inwards causing the cup to become pocket-shaped.

The theca is moderately thick (0.2mm) axially and
thickens, rapidly towards the periphery, where it then
decreases in thickness to form sharp edges at the margin of
the calix.

The tabulae are sparse, but when present are thin',

horizontal or oblique and complete.

The mural pores are

large (0.15 to 0.2mm), round, and randomly arranged on the
walls of the corallite.

Septal structures in the form of
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low', moderately broad ridges on the walls of the calices.

The number of septal ridges varies according to the size of
the cup but 8 to 10 ridges per cup seems to be most common.

This species is known in Nevada only from

DISCUSSION:

so that no determination of the micro-

silicified specimens

structure of the walls is possible due to preservation'.

Rabbit Hill Limestone at Rabbit Hill and in

OCCURRENCE:

the Cortez Mountains', Eureka County; Nevada.

The type is

from limestones of the lower Helderberg Group',' in eastern
New York.
MATERIAL:

RA1:

196-200' (76)', 210' (31)',' RA2 (10; Cortez:

CO 1807 (3).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

1336',' 1)alA;' 114l1B',' 16/47, l65oA-l65oB'.'

Stri'atopora sp'. A
(P1'.

2t',' figs. 5-6, 9)

DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum ramose, cylindrical 2.8 to 3.9mm in

diameter.

Corallites polygonal, 1.0 to 1.3mm in diameter.

Theca thin axially, abruptly thickening to 0.20 to 0.30mm
peripherally.

Tabulae sparse.

Pores 0'.'lO to 0.15mm in

diameter and spaced at intervals of 0.3 to 0.5mm.

Septal

striations present.
DESCRIPTION:

The corallum is ramose with cylindrical

branches, 2.8 to 3.9mm in maximum diameter'.

The corallites

are polygonal and heterogeneous with a diameter of 1.0 to
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1.3mm.

The calices are deep and pocket-shaped, with a

greatly restricted distal end.
are thin arid sharp;

The margins of the cups

the lower cup margin is slightly

In longitudinal section the corallites parallel

elevated.

the vertical axis of the branch, but diverge in a fan-shaped
opening at
manner peripherally, increasing in diameter and
an angle to the surface of the branch.

The theca is thin axially but rapidly thickens
peripherally to 0.20 to 0.30mm.
sparse

The tabulae are normal but

IVJural pores distributed in vertical rows on the

inner walls of the corallites.

They are round,T 0.10 to

O15mm in diameter and spaced at intervals 0.3 to 0.5mm.
Septal structures occur on the walls in the form of thin,
faint septal striations

DISCUSSION:

numbering in excess of eight per

Striatoora sp. A

differs significantly from

the other Nevada species of Striatopora

but is known only

from silicified specimens etched from limestone in
hydrochloric acid.
OCCURRENCE:

Roberts Mountain Formation at Birch Creek, and

Windmill Limestone at Coal Canyon, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

CC II 1617 (2)', E79-6 (2), BC 11-III 705'

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

1306, 1325.

(14).
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Sftiatopora sp. B
(P1. 21+; figs. 11-12)

DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum ramose with compressed branches; LI.5

to 5.0mm in diameter.

Corallites polygonal, hererogeneous;

larger ones 1.5 to 2.1mm, smaller are 0.Li to 0.6mm in
diameter.

Theca 0.2 to 0.25mm thick axially abruptly

increasing to 0.3 to 0.35mm peripherally

Tabulae sparse.

Pores moderately 1arge, 0.7 to 1.0mm apart.

Septal

striations not observed.

DESCRIPTION:

The corallum is ramose with slightly compress-

ed branches, without bifurcation; their maximum diameter
varies from LI.5 to 5.0mm.

The corallites are polygonal in

transverse section and of unequal size

The larger coral:

lites are 1.5 to 2.1mm in diameter; adjacent to many of
these are smaller corallites with a maximum diameter of 0.L
to 0.6mm.

Longitudinally the corallites diverge in a fan-

like fashion; the vertical corallites in the axial region

bend sharply outwards to open at the surface of the colony
obliquely.

The cups are narrow, deep and pocket-shaped

the walls at first slanting gently inwards and then towards
the bottom of the cup increasing in slope to form a small;
circular pit.

The rims of the calices are thin and sharp

with an elevated lower lip.

The theca is 0.20 to 0.25mm

thick axially, gradually increasing in thickness
peripherally to 0.30 to 0.35mm.
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The tabulae are sparse.

The mural pores are round

to slightly oval, 0.15 to O.2Omm in diameter and uniserial
with a spacing of 0.7 to 1.0mm.

No septal structures have

been observed but this may possibly be attributable to the
poor preservation of the specimens available.
DISCUSSION:

Striatopora sp. B is known only from poorly

preserved silicified specimens.

It differs from Striatopora

iSsa Hall (1874), which is found 200 feet below it at the
same locality, in having smaller coralla and lacking welldeveloped septal striations.
OCCURRENCE:

Rabbit Hill Limestone at the type locality at

Rabbit Hill, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

RA 1:

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

373-374' (2), 375' (1), 410' (2).
1393, 1444.
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Family TRACHYPORIDAE Waagen and Wentze1, 1886

Genus Traö1rpora Mime-Edwards and Haime 1851
TYPE SPECIES:

Trachypora davidsoni Mime-Edwards and Haime

1851, p. 305, P1. 17, figs. 7, 7a.
Corallites round. Cups raised
above surface; with characteristic ridge; often overgrown by
stromatoporids. Surface of branch often bears grooves.
Pores and tabulae sparse or absent;
Corallum ramose.

DIAGNOSIS:

Trachypora cf. Iimbäta (Eaton), 1832

(P1. 26, fig. 6)
Madrepora limbata Eaton 1832 p. 39, P1. 5 fig. 52.
Striat'opora (Thanmoptychia) limbata Hall, 1876 Pl 33,

figs. 9l3
Trachypora limbata Sturnm Fenton Fenton; l950

cards

397-398 ;

The coralluni is branched with numerous bifurcations spaced 8 to 12mm apart. The branches are circular

DESCRIPTION:

in cross-section, not compressed with a diameter of 5.8 to
0.6mm, except at the points of bifurcation where they
significantly increase in diameter (up to 15.6mm). The
calices are round,' 0.5 to 0.7mm in diameter arid spaced
1.0 to 1.2mm apart. The margins of the cups are blunt,
granular and elevated 05 to 1.0mm above the surface forming
a crater-like structure. The surface of the corallum
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between the cups is ornamented with grooves which radiate
outwards from the calices.

Portions of many of the branches

are overgrown by parasitic stromatoporids.
The walls are thick

appreciably increasing in thick-

the structure
ness peripherally, thus considerably obscuring
of the primary theca.
DISCUSSION:

Tabulae or pores were not observed.

The specimens described above differ from the

description and illustrations of the hypotypes of Hall
(1876), only in lacking vertical rows of septal spinules

within the calices

the absence of which is quite likely the

result of silicification.
OCCURRENCE: Rabbit Hill Formation at type locality at

Rabbit Hill, Eureka County
MATERIAL:

RA1:

FIGURED SPECIMEN:

Nevada.

196-200' (12), 210' (2Y.
14.52.
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Family MICHELINIDAE Waagen and Wentzel', 1886

Subfamily MICHELINIDAE Waagen and Went zel,' 1886
Genus Pr
TYPE SPECIES:

d'pleiirodictyum n. gen.

PIeurodictyum trifoliaturn Dunbar', 1920',

p. 118-119, P1. I, figs. 5-7.

Small, primitive micheliniid, attached only at

DIAGNOSIS:

-the base of its well-developed, extended basal epitheca.

Mature forms consist of one to six cells.
REMARKS:

No tabulae,

Protopleurodictyum differs markedly from

P1eurodictyurn as the latter is presently defined (see Hill
and Stuinm, 1956, p. FLI.66', and Sokolov

probably represents an ancestral form'.

1962', p'. 226) and

The corallites of

Protopleurodictyum never attain the discoidal or hemispherical form characteristic of Lower Devonian representatives of Pleurodictyuni,' and the number of cells do not
exceed six.

The coralla are attached at the base of their

basal epi-theca which is well developed', wrinkled', and

extends vertically or obliquely from the underside of the

coralla, the colonies of PIeurodictrn, on the other hand,
are usually encrusting, with the complete basal part of the
corallum being attached.
Beecher (1891, P1. IX, figs. 1, 7, 8, 9, ii) figures

forms very similar to the one-celled and two-celled
Proto"pleurodictyum described below and argues that these

are representative of the nepionic (initial) stage and
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neologic stage (initial cell plus a single offset) of
Pleurodictyum 'lënticuJiaris Hall.

Withers (1932) describes

a similar form as the initial growth stage of Pleurodictyum
rregastbrwn . Within the Rabbit Hill Limestone at the type
locality ProtdpIeth'odi'ctyumtr'ifoliaturn occurs together
with PIeurodibtfthn nevdensis at several intervals (i.e.,
R. A. 196-2lo; 2X, J6i) and one could well argue that the
Protopleurodictyum forms are nothing more than an immature
or early growth stage of PIeurodictyum nevdensis n sp. If
this were true one should find intermediate forms between
the six-celled forms of Protopleuroctictyum and the 9 to l5celled forms of Pleurodictyum; none are known. It is also

significant that in the upper part of the range of
no Protopleurodictyurn is found associated with Pleurodictyum sp. A. as would
be expected if the former was an initial growth stage of
the latter. Similarly, Dunbar (1920) indicates that typical
Pleurodictyum (i.e.', Pl'eurodictyumlenticularum) does not
occur in association with forms here assigned to
Protopleurodictyurn, but occurs in the overlying Linden Group.

P1eurodictyum nevadensis

(RA 373-LIO4),

PrbtopIeurodictythn'trifolIatum Dunbar, 1920

(P1. 25, figs.

i-6)

PIerodctim'trifoijatuin Dunbar', 1920, p. 118' P1. 1,
figs. 5-7.
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Pieurodictyum trifoliatum Fenton and Fenton, in Stuinm,
Fenton, and Fenton, 19.50, card 35Lt.

DESCRIPTION:

Small corallum consisting of one to six cells.

Basal epitheca well developed, strongly wrinkled, sometimes
with vertical striations, and extended vertically or
The coral-

obliquely L.8_9.7mm from the base of the cell.

lites are subcircular on their free sides, but become flattened when contiguous with other corallites.
3.2 to 8.2mm.

Cup diameters

Internal walls of the corallites marked by

15 to 30 vertical rows of septa..

Walls common to more than

one corallite are pierced by numerous, randomly scattered
No tabulae

mural pores

23mm in diameter.

DISCUSSION:

Dunbar (1920) characterizes this species as

composed of three cell&, but admits the presence of a
single one-celled form, a few two-celled forms, and one
five-celled form.

The Nevada forms range from one to six

cells, with one-celled forms being most common.

A compari-

son of the various forms is shown in table
Beecher (1891) established the mode of development
of PIeurodictyum Ienticiftarum by examining the epitheca

and the relative size of the corallites.

He was able to

demonstrate that the initial offset occurred near the apex
of the maternal cell and that each succeeding stage was
offset farther up the corallite.

When these relationships

between succeeding offsets were obscure relative corallite

10.6

15.4

5.7

11.1

9.1-10.5
8.1

14.6

1

1

2

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

3.3-6.8
3.3-8.2
9.7

3.0-7.7

4.0-5.6
3.8

4.1-5.6
5.9

10.2

9.8-11.4

3.2-3.8

3.0

7.0

Diameter
of Cup
3.9-6.1

Lengthof
Eitheca
3.0-6.4

-----

4.9-l2.5

7

1

Diameter of
Corallum

Number
of Spec'imes

Height of
Corallum

Comparison of Coralla Forms of P. -trifoIiatum

Number
of Cells

Table 14.

N)
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diameters were used to determine the order of developrnent.

Similar studies of the Nevada forms of Prtoplethodictyum
trifoIla suggest two modes of offset development.

In the

first mode (P1. 25, fig. 3) the initial offset forms on
either side of the maternal corallite, with the second offset forming on an alternate side.

The third and fourth

offsets form on alternate sides directly behind the first

This mode of development is in agree-

and second offsets.

ment with that postulated by Beecher.
The second mode of development differs in that the
first and second offsets form adjacent to each other and
behind, rather than on adjacent sides of the maternal coralfig.

lite (P1.

Li')

The third and fourth offsets then

form on alternate sides, but in front of, rather than behind,
the first and second offsets.

It was also found that relative corallite size is
not always an accurate indication of the order of offset
development.

In the c orallum illustrated in P1. 25, fig.

Lj) the first offset is larger (5.6mm) than the maternal
corallite (5.1mm) .

In other specimens (P1. 25, fig.

3)

the second offsets are O.Li'mm_O.6min larger than the first
offsets.
Dunbar (1920) , in his original description

figured

three colonies of this species, but failed to designate a
holotype.

The text (Dunbar, 1920, p. 119) clearly
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indicates that two of the specimens (P1. l, fig. 5, 6) are
abnormal or immature examples of the species and that

only the third example is indicative of the normal development of the species. This specimen (Dunbar, 1920, P1. I,

fig. 7), is therefore here designated the lecto-type of
Pidtopleurodictyum trifolIatum.
OCCURRENCE:
PotoplewodIctyuin trifoliatum in Nevada is
presently known only from the Rabbit Hill Limestone at the
type section at Copenhagen Canyon. Outside of Nevada it is
known only from the Rockhouse Shale of Western Tennessee
(Dunbar
MATERIAL:

1920.

RA 196-200' (2), 200' (1), 210' (8), J61 (1),

2X (1).
FIGURED SPECIMENS:

lLILI9,

lLl55A, 11+55B, 11455C, iLi66.
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Genus PIt"odic'tytim Goldfuss,' 1829
TYPE SPECIES:

PIe'ddi'ctfum

bblematic'um Goldfuss 1829,

p. 113, P1. 38, fig. 18a-g.
Corallurn discoidal with well developed basal
epitheca. Corallites large, not numerous'. Theca thick',
Pores randomly scattered and large. Tabulae thin and
DIAGNOSIS:

sparse.

Septal spinules.

Pleur'odic'tyuni (Proc-teria) ra'obith'ilIensis n. sp.'
(Pl 26, figs. 1-5)
MicheIlnia sp. Merriam',' 1968, p. k3.
DIAGNOSIS: Corallum encrusting discoidal, and small
(average diameter l5ramY Well developed',' papillose epitheca,
corallites;polygonal 0.6 to 1.9mm in diameter'. Walls thin.
Tabulae sparse, incomplete and cystose. Mural pores 0.15
-to 0.20mm in diameter and uniserial or luserial'. Septa in

the form of spines.
DESCRIPTION: Corallurn encrusting, hemispherical to discoidal and small with an average diameter of 15mm', arid a
maximum height of L1 to 5mm. The corallum has a well
developed papillose epitheca which is often depressed
inwards as a result of incrustation. The corallites are
polygonal with a maximum diameter of o.6 to 1.9mm.

Axially

the corallites are vertical and open perpendicular to the
lower surface of -the corallum, but peripherally they are
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inclined and open at an angle to or parallel to the surface.
The walls are thin (0.10 to 0.15mm in diameter) and have
sharp rims.

The tabulae are sparse, incomplete and cystose, and
spaced 0.6 to 0.8mm apart.

The mural pores are round, in

the center of the wall and 0.15 to 0.20mm in diameter.
They are arranged uniserially and spaced at an interval of
to 0.5mm, or biserially with a vertical spacing of 0.1

to 02mm and a horizontal spacing of 0.2 to 0.3mm.

The

septa are in the form of spines which are short (0.1 to
0.15mm in length) and pointed.
DISCUSSION:

This species is similar in external form to

three species of the subgenus described by Davis (1887) and

Greene (1898-1906) from the Jefferonvil1e and Columbus
Limestones of the Ohio Valley

The new species differs

from P. papillosa Davis and P. spiculata Greene in having
larger coralla, smaller corallites; and thinner walls.
P. rabbithillensis most closely resembles P. michelinoidea
Davis but has a smaller coralla, smaller coral1ites

and

more regularly spaced mural pores.
OCCURRENCE:

Rabbit Hill Limestone at the type locality at

Rabbit Hill, and in the Cortez Mountains, Eureka County,
Nevada.
MATERIAL:

RA 196-200' (9), 210' (2), 373_37Li' (19), 39L'

(k), LiOL' (8), 1+10' (7), RA2 (6), J6i, 1, 2, 3 (1); Cortez
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Co 1807

(Lj);

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

is

1392A,' 1392BV lkL7A',' 1LLI7B.

The holotype

1392A.

P1e'odicttumneva.densis, Merriam,
(P1.

25'

figs.

1973

7-12)

Corallum discoidal to subhemispherical, 17 to
35mm in diameter', and 11 to 19mm in height with a well
deve1oped', wrinkled basal epitheca Corallites polygonal
when contiguous and subcircular where not contIguous'. Cups
DESCRIPTION:

are large (maximum diameter 8.3_lLkSmm) and deep with thin

to moderately thick (0'.'3-O.lmm) walls with fairly sharp
rims;' which are inclined vertically causing the cup to
become more restricted at the bottom. Fifteen to thirty
rows of short septal spines are usually well developed on
the interior walls of the cups' although In a few cups these

are absent.
The species invariably has 1-3 large cups in the
center which open perpendicular to the surface of the
co1ony. A second row of 7-9 cups forms around the central
cups', each having one wall in common with one of the large
central cups, except that one cup of the second row on each
side has one wall in common with two of the larger central
cups. The cups of the second row generally open at an
angle of approximately Li50 to the surface. In some specimens
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a third row of smaller cups forms adjacent to the walls of
the cups of the second row and open parallel to the surface8

The mural pores are large (0.3 to o.5mm)

round to

oval in cross-section arid randomly scattered on continuous
walls.

Tabulae sparse; but where present they are convex

and incomplete.

This species most closely resembles Pleuro-

DISCUSSION:

di'ctyum lenticulare Hall (l87Lt').

though

According to Hall (187)-i'),

the coralluni of P. IenticuIare is generally three-

quarters of an inch (l9.O5rnm) in diameter and seldom exceeds

one inch (25.kmm) in diameter, somewhat smaller than in

P

Hall's description is incomplete but examina-

merriami

tion of his (Hall, 1883) figures suggests that the cups of
P. lenticulare are (P1. 3, figs

1,

3) considerably shallow-.

er than those of P. nëvadensis and that the mural pores
(Pl

3, fig. 3) do not attain the large diameters of those

which characterize P. revrSdensiS

Rabbit Hill Limestone at the type section in

OCCURRENCE:

Copenhagen Canyon, and in the Cortez Mountains, Eureka
Countj, Nevada.
MATERIAL:
(2),

14-0)-i"

RA l96'-200' (2), 200' (1), 210' (2), 373_37L'
(l)

2X (13), J61 ('4-),

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

C7rtez:

CO 1807 (2).

1337A, l337C, 1388, lLi'50, 1LI-57, 1671.

23)4-

Genus MOheIinia Koninck, 1814l
Eurnichelinia Yabe and Hayasaka, 1915, p

.

59,

Protomichelinia Yabe and Hayasaka, 1915, p. 59.
MicheIihopoi'a Yabe and Hayasaka

,

1915; p. 59.

tepora Rafinesque, 1819, p. 14-20.
TYPE SPECIES:

CaIaopoi'a. teniuSepa Phillips; 1836,

(

Miche1iia tenuispta, Koninck, l814-1, p. 31, P1. C, figs.
3a, b).

DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum large, massive.

prismatic.

Walls thin.

incomplete.

Corallites large,

Tabulae numerous

convex and

Pores small and randomly scattered.

Septal

grooves or spines.
Miche'linia? cf. autoporoides LeMaitre, 1952
(P1. 26, figs. 7-8)

MicheIiniä? äu1oporoides LeMaitre

1952, p. 80, P1. 8,

figs. 7-11.

DESCRIPTION:

The corallum is ramose, and slightly compress-

ed with a maximum diameter of k.7 to 8.kmm and a length of
18 to 21mm.

The calices are sub-polygonal to circular,

deep and pocket-shaped, 3.9 to 6.9mm in diameter.

The

sides of the cup slant inwards and downwards forming a small
circular pit at the bottom of the cup.

The rims of the

calices are moderately thick with a sharp edge; interiorly
the cups bear faint septal striations.

The ini±ial
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attached
corallite in the corallurn is trumpet-shaped and
Succeeding corallites formed by lateral increase

distally.

on alternating sides of the corallum.
The theca 0.2 to 0.30mm in thickness.
known.

Tabulae un

The pores are round, small (0.15 to 0.20mm in

diameter) and randomly arranged on the wall of the corallites.

DISCUSSION:

The species in Nevada is known only from

silicified specimens etched from hydrochloric acid.

The

specimens agree in detail with those described by LeMaitre
(1952) except that they do not possess the septal spines
found in her forms.
form is difficult.

A generic assignment for the described
The initial corallite is similar in

form to Aulopora Goldfuss (1892Y, but the subsequent form
striations and the
of growth of the corallum,the septal
striations and the large mural pores are not characteristic
of that genus.

The genus Cladochonus McCoy (l8Ll.7y, is

characterized by large, funnel-shaped cups with septal

striae, but its form of growth differs from that described
above.

Subpolygonal and circular cups, with striated

surfaces and thin, sharp cup edges and small, round,
scattered pores, are typical of Michelinia.

Na tabulae

are known in the Nevada forms, but LeMaitre (1952)

indicates that the African forms possesses vesicular
tabulae which are typical of the genus Miche1Inia
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OCCURRENCE:

Rabbit Hill Limestone at the type locality at

Rabbit Hill, Eureka County, Nevada
MATERIAL:

RA1:

196_200t (5), 210' (3).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

l358A-l358B.
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Family CLEISTOPORIDAE Easton, 1944
Genus Cleistopora Nicholson, 1888

Michelinia geometrica Mime-Edwards and

TYPE SPECIES:

Haime, 1851, p. 252, P1. 17, figs. 3, 3a.

Corallum small, discoidal with well developed

DIAGNOSIS:

basal epitheca.

Corallites small, prismatic.

1hecariuni reticulate.

Theca and

Pores numerous, scattered.

Tabulae

Septal ridges or grooves.

sparse.

Cleistopora iota n. sp.
(P1. 27, figs. 1,4-5)

Discoidal corallum, 15.7 to 21.5mm in diameter

DIAGNOSIS:

and 3.1 to 5.4mm high.

Concentrically wrinkled epitheca.

Calices subrounded to polygonal, 5.4 to 7.8mm in diameter,
and shallow; 9-14 per coralluin.

Ring canal present.

culate.

complete.

Walls and bottom reti-

Tabulae sparse, convex,

Mural pores large and scattered.

No septal

structures.

DESCRIPTION:

Coralla flat, discoidal with a maximum dia-

meter of 15.7 to 21.5mm, and a maximum height of 3.1 to
5,4mm.

The underside of the colony is covered by a con-

centrically wrinkled, irregular and poorly developed basal
epitheca without a basal stalk.

The corallum is often

found encrusting a foreign object, usually a brachiopod
valve, but in some cases no trace of the encrusted object
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is present and only an impression attests to its original
presence.

The corallites are arranged in two or three rows,

and there are from nine to fourteen of essential equal
size per coralluin.

Axially the cups have curved inner

margins and angular outer margins and vary in diameter
from 5.L1 to 7.8mm, while peripherally the cups are poiy--

gonal and much smaller.

The calices are shallow, with

vertical walls, 0.7 to 0.9mm thick, and irregularly flat
or slightly convex bottoms.

Both the walls and the bottoms

of the cups are reticulate giving their surfaces a spongelike appearance.

In the center part of corallum the cups

open perpendicular to the surface of the cup, but peripherally they are inclined and open parallel to or at an
angle to the surface.

On the inner surface of the cup near the junction of

the wall and bottom of the corallite there is often a
small, circular groove,although often this is incomplete or
sinks below the surface of the cup.floor.

The tabulae are

sparse, but where observed are convex and incomplete.

The

mural pores are round to oval, large (0.3 to 0.4mm in
maximum diameter) and randomly arranged on the surface of
the walls.

DISCUSSION:

No septal structures present.
Cleistopora iota has a smaller corallumn,

thicker walls, and less corallites per corallum than the
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type species, Cleistopora

eome'trica Mime-Edward and

Haime, and lacks the 28 vertical striae that characterizes
that species.

It differs from Cleistopora sm.ythia LeMaitre

in having a greater corallum height, smaller cups, and more
cups per corallum.

It can be distinguished from Cleistopora

sp. A from the Rabbit Hill Limestone by its smaller coralluan, larger number of cups and lack of septa.
OCCURRENCE:

Pinyonensis Zone, upper part of McColley

Canyon Formation, Cortez Mountains, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

Cortez:

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

J47 (6); HC_3Lt (22).

1669, l67OA, l67OC.

The holotype is

1669.

Cleistopora sp. A
(P1. 26, figs. 2-3)
DIAGNOSIS:
small.

Coralla discoidal or subhemispherical, and

Basal epitheca poorly developed.

large and shallow with vertical walls.
of cups reticulate.
scattered.

Cups moderately
Walls and bottoms

Mural pores large and randomly

Weakly expressed septal ridges.

DESCRIPTION:

Coralla discoidal to subhemispherical, with a

maximum diameter of 21.2 to 25.3mm and a maximum height of
Li.8 to 6.1mm.

developed.

Basal epitheca wrinkled, and poorly

Cups moderately large (maximum diameter:

to 8.1mm), shallow and flat bottomed with thick walls (O.Li

2L0

to 0.8mm) which are essentially vertical.

The species has 7 to 9 cups arranged in two or more
rows, arid opening perpendicular to the surface.

The walls

and bottoms of cups are reticulate, giving their surfaces
a spongy appearance.

The tabulae are sparse, but where present they are
convex and incomplete.

The mural pores are round, moder-

ately large (0.2 to 0.LImin in diameter) and randomly
arranged.

Septa in the form of faint vertical septal

ridges on the internal walls of the calices.
DISCUSSION:

Specimens of this species are rare, poorly

preserved, and known only from silicified forms etched by
hydrochloric acid.

In addition

the genus Cleistopora

has been ignored by most American workers and a complete
revision of forms related to this genus (i.e. PleurodictMichelina, Procteria) must be initiated to provide
suitable material for comparison.
OCCURRENCE:

Upper part of the Rabbit Hill Limestone at

the type locality at Rabbit Hill, and McColley Canyon Fin.,
Willow Creek, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

RA kb' (3), J-63-1 (1)

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

1399A-1399B.

2LIl

Suborder ALVEOLITINA Sokolov, 1962
Family ALVEOLITIDAE Duncan, 1872
Genus Alveolites Lamarck, 1801
Billingsia Koninck, 1876, p. 75.

TTE SPECIES:

Alveolites suborbicularis Lamarck, 1801,

p. 376.

DIAGNOSIS:

Corallurn massiv& encrusting or ramose.

lites thin, compressed.
Theca thick.
ly uniserial'.

Coral-

Calices small, crescent-shaped.

Tabulae thin, complete.

Pores large, usual-

Septal spines small, central one often

larger.

'Alveolites suborbicularis Lamarck

1801

(P1. 28,' fig. 1)

Alveolites suburbicularis and Alveolites escharoides
Lamarck, 1801,' p.

Alveolites suborbicularis
Alveolites suborbicularis
figs. 6-7.
Alveolites suborbicularis
Alveolites suborbicularis
Alveolites suborbicularis
Alveolites suborbicularis

375';

Lamarck, 18i6, p. 186.
Levedev', 1902, p. 38, P1. 1,
Penecke', 1903, p. 151.
Torley, 1908, p'. 5.

Sobolev, 1909, 520.
Gurich l909', p. 105, P1. 32,

fig. 6.

Alveolites suborbicularis
Alveolites suborbiculari s
Alveolites suborbicularis
Alveolites suborbicularis
Alveblites suborbicularis
figs. la-b, 2.
Alveolites suborbicularis
figs. 2-3.

Paeckelmann, 1913, p. 3L14.
Paeckelmann, 1922, p. 83.
Grabau, l923_l92l4, p. 180.
Nalivkin 1930', p. 68.
LeCompte,' 1933',' p'. 15, P1. 1,

Smith, 1933' p

137', P1. 2,

2)4-2

Alveolites suborbicularis LeCompte, 1936, p. 6, P1. 1,
P1'. 2, figs. 1-2.
Alveolites süborbicu1aris Pradacova, 1938, p. 10.
Alveolites suborbicularis Hill, 1939, p. 1145, P1. 1, fig. .
Alveolites su'oorbicularis LeCompte l939 p. 19, P1 1.
Alveolites subor'bicularis Chernyshev', l9Li1,' p. 116', P1. 1,
figs. 5, 6, P1. 3.
Alveolites Suborbicularis Jones', 19)4-2, p.
P1. 1, fig. 3.
Alveolites suborbicularis Prantl, 19LI2', p 25.
Alveolites suborbicularis Smith, l9L15, p.' 12', P1, 26, figs.
la-c, 2.
Alveolites suborbicularis Stasinska, 1953, p'. 232, P1. 4',
figs. 1-3, test. - figs. 12-13.
Alveolites suborbicularis Fontaine, 1954, p'. 26, P1. 1,
fig. 3.
Alveolites Subbrbicularis Firton, 1957 p. l4Lç P1. 6',
figs. 6, 7.
Alveolites suborbicularis Holwill', 1968 p'. Li9,' P1. 14-,

fig.

IL1',

P1. 15, figs. 1-5.

Corallum laminar, branching with growth being
primarily horizontaL' The base of the corallum is very
DESCRIPTION:

irregular arid covered by a thing, basal eptheca. Numerous
layers form the corallum with each layer being 5.0 to
7.5mm in height. Corallites oval to crescent.shaped in
cross-section with a shorter diameter of 0.15 to 0.30mm
and a longer diameter of 0.2 to 0.8mm. Corallite growth
initially shows a random orientation', but corallites
eventually bend upwards or downwards to attain a vertical
position of growth. The walls of the corallites vary
greatly in thickness, being thinner (0.1 to 0.2mm) at the
base of each layer and thicker (0.4 to 0.6mm) at the top,
and are characterized by a coarse fibrous microstructure
The tabulae are thin, horizontal and spaced at
intervals of 0.3 to 14mm. Mural pores are uniserial',
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round, small (0.15mm) and spaced 0.7 to 0.8mm apart.

A

small septal spine (0.10 to 0.15mm in length) is present
in a small proportion of the crescent-shaped calices.
DISCUSSION:

Alveolites siiborbicularis varies greatly in

form and structur&, but the forms described above fall
well within the limits given for the species by Smith
(1933) and LeCompte (1933).
OCCURRENCE:

Upper part of the Devils Gate Formation and

PhiIlipsastrae'a Zone of Merriam, (1940) at Devils Gate,

Eureka County, Nevada.

Also occurs in the Middle and

Upper Devonian of Europe, eastern United States, and
Canada.

MATERIAL:

DG (3)

FIGURED SPECIMEN:

988.

2L14

Genus Subalveolites Soko1ov, 1955
TYPE SPECIES:

Subalveolit'es fldi Sokolov

186; P1. 30, figs

DIAGNOSIS:

1-2, text-fig. LI3.

Corallum massive or 1aiinar.

pressed, crescent:shaped or elliptical.
large visceral cavity.
lites.

l955, p.

Tabulae normal.

Corallites corn-

Theca thin with

Pores usually in corners of coralSeptal spinules short; central

row larger.
REMARKS:

Differs from Alveolites Lamarck (1801) in having

a very large visceral cavity in relation to the thickness
of the theca and pores in the corners of the corallites.
Subalveolites allosiphonos n. sp.
(P1. 28, figs. 2-5)

DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum massive, often elongate.

Corallites

compressed, crescent-shaped, 0.2 x O.L1 to 0.3 x 1.1mm.

Walls 0.05 to 0.10 with large tabularium

Tabulae hori-

zontal and comp1ete, 12-16 per centimeter.

Pores large,

imiserial, 0.3 to O.4-mm apart; in corners of corallites.

Septal spine; one row hypertrophic.
DESCRIPTION:

The coralluin is massive-ceroid

elongate form.

In cross-section the corallites are strongly

compressed and crescent-shaped
short axis

often with an

0.2 to 0.3mm across their

and O.L to 1.1mm across their long axis.

Randomly distributed among the corallites are round to
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slightly oval tubes, 0.2 to 0.5mm in diameter.

These tubes

appear to cut through the walls of the corallitesV disrupting and at times displacing them.

In longitudinal section
The corallites

they are filled only with sparry calcite.

in longitudinal section have a large inner cavity in relation to the size of the theca.

They are irregular in size

throughout their length and are not straight.

The walls of the corallites are thin, and sinuous
with a maximum thickness of 0.05 to 0.10mm.

Their thick-

ness increases slightly towards the periphery.
The tabulae are 003 to 0.05rmn in thickness, hori-

zontal to slightly curved and complete.

They are separated

by intervals of 0.3 to 1.1mm, with 12 to 16 tabulae per
centimeter.

The mural pores are round or oval

0.25mm in diameter

0.20 to

and uniserial with a distance of 0.3

to 0.4mm between pores

The pores are located in the

corners of the corallites.

Numerous septal spines are present on both walls of
the corallites.

They are short (0.08 to 0.10mm in length),

except for the central row on the recumbent theca which is

hypertrophic (0.10 to 0.l5mm longV and 0l2 to 0l5rnm
wide at its base).
DISCtJSI0N:

Subalveolites aliosiphonos differs from

Subälveolites panderi Sokolov (1955), the trpe species,
in having a larger, more elongate form and significantly

2L6

larger corallites

It is distinguished from Subalveolites

elegans Chekhovich (1971) by its larger corallites, slight-

Since the genus

ly thicker walls, and larger pores.

Subalveolites is common in the Silurian, and rare in the
Devonian

it is tempting to establish a new genus on the

basis of the unusual round tubes randomly distributed
throughout the corallum.

However

the lack of internal

structure in the tubes and their tendency to cut across
and displace corallite walls, appears to indicate that they
are not part of the structure of the coral

but rather the

tubes of a comniensal worm
OCCURRENCE:

Bartine Member of the McColley Canyon Forma-

tion at Willow Creek and Coal Canyon.
MATERIAL:

WC II 350' (2), 356' (1); CCN-1 222' (3),

262'. (l); 264' (4)

FIGURED SPECIMENS:
1499;

1488, 1499, 1500.

The holot,rpe is
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Genus Crassialveolites S oko1ov, 1955

TYPE SPECIES:

A1veolites crassiformis Sokolov, 1952, p.

92, P1. 24, figs. l-2.
DIAGNOSIS:

Colony massive; subglobular.

Walls thick,

considerably restricting the visceral cavity of the corallites.

Tabulae thin, horizontal.

Pores abundant.

Septal

spines poorly developed.
REMARKS:

Differs from Alveolites Lamarck (1801) in the

significantly thick walls which restrict the inner portion
of the corallites.

Crassialveolites duhtolovi n. sp.
(Pi

28; figs. 6-8)

Sub-

Corallum laminar, subglobular or massive.

DIAGNOSIS:

polygonal to oval corallites of small size, and opening
perpendicular to the surface.
distinct median suture.

Theca thick with in-

Tabulae thin, horizontal and

complet&, spaced at intervals of 0.3-0.9mm.
mural pores, 0.20 to 0.40mm apart.

Large

round

Single septal spine

in center of lower lip of corallites.
DESCRIPTION:

Coralluni variable, may be subglobular,

laminar or massive.

Subglobular forms small ranging in

size from3o-x28niin to 24x40mm; massive forms as large as
7Ox86mnh.

Laminar forms composed of three to seven layers

with each layer varying in thickness from .5 to 8mm.

In

2LI8

cross-section the corallites are slightly compressed, subpolygonal to oval with a maximum diameter of 0.3 to 0.7mm
along their longer axis and 0.20 to 0,k5mm across their
In longitudinal sections, the corallites

shorter axis.

of the massive and subglobular forms are long and straight
and open perpendicular to the surface of the colony.

The

corallites of the laminar forms are shorter and commonly
flexed or curved, but also open perpendicular to the
surface.

The walls of the corallite are thick (0.15 to
and undulating
interrupted.
concave

O.14'Omm)

Median suture indistinct, thick and

The tabulae are thin, horizontal', sometimes

complete and spaced 0.3 to 0.9mm apart.

The mural

pores are roundV large (0.20 to 0.25mm) and arranged in a
single row at intervals of 0.20 to 0.LI0mm.

Septa in the

form of single spine located in the center of the lower lip
of the corallites.

These spines are short (0.05 to 0.10mm

in length) and 0.08 to 0.10mm wide at their base with
blunt ends.
DISCUSSION:

The new species has smaller corallites7 and a

slightly thinner wall than the trpe species, CrassialveoIites crassiforrnis Sokolov, (1952).

It differs from

Crassialveolites kangningensis Jian (in Jian and Kuo,
l96LI) in having slightly larger corallites and significantly
larger pores.

Crassialveolites grandis Dubatolov (1962)

2LI9

has similar sized corallites and a comparable wall thickness
but is distinguished from Crassialveolites dubatolovi by
having smaller pores and generally closer spaced tabulae.
It differs from Crassialveolites

brainovi Dubatolov (1969)

in having a thicker wall, and larger pores which are more
closely spaced.
OCCURRENCE:

Upper Denay Limestone at Red Canyon and in the

Cortez Mountains

Eureka County, Nevada, and in the

Woodpecker Limestone in the Alhambra Hills

White Pine

County, Nevada1
MATERIAL:

RC1 (27); Cortez J-45 (411, JL1.9 (5Y, AM 9' (2);

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

l2Ll8

l25LI.

The holotype is 1251+.
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Genus AlveolitelIa Sokolov
TYPE SPECIES:

1952

Aiveolites I'ecuridus Salee (in LeCompt&,

1939)-;

DIAGNOSIS:

Colony small, branching.

crescent-shaped.

Corallites small,

Thecae moderately thick, especially in

peripheral region.

Tabulae horizontal and complete.

Pores

large and numerous
REMARKS:

Differs from Aiveolites Lamark (1801) in having

a small, branching thanmoporoid-type coral1uni

Alveo]Jitella sokolovi n. sp.

(P1. 23, figs. 1-2)

DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum subglobular or branching.

Corallites

small, round and crescentshaped in cross-section.

Axially

corallites vertical and parallel to axis of colony, bend

peripherally to open perpendicular to the surfac&.
thicic, with increase in thickness peripherally.

normal and closely spaced.
round and uniserial.

Theca

Tabulae

Mural pores moderately 1arge

Septa in form of a single, short

septal crest.
DESCRIPTION:

Corallum subglobular or branching, 10.6 to

16.7mm in width, and 20.2 to 2l.)4mm in length.

Corallites

round to crescent-shaped in transverse section with a
maximum size of' 0.1 by 0.15mm to 0.2 by 0.3mm.

In the

axial section the corallites are straight or slightly
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flexed

bending slightly peripherally to open perpendicular

to the surface.

The walls of the corallites are thick

throughout averaging 0.15 to 0.20mm in thickness axially
and increasing to a thickness of 0.3 to 0.kmm peripherally.
The tabulae are thin, horizontal to slightly in-

dined, comp1ete, and spaced at intervals of 0.1 to 0.24mm.
The mural pores are round, moderately large (0.15 to
0.20mm in diameter) and distributed in a single vertical
row at intervals of 0.2 to 0.3mm.

A single septal crest;

0 10 to 0 . 15mm in length and 0.l5 to 0 .20mm in width at

its base

is present in the center of the lower wall of the

crescent-shaped corallites.
DISCUSSION:

Alveolitella sokolovi is similar to Alveolit-

ella tarejaensis Smirnova

l965

but may be distinguished

by its larger corallum and more closely spaced tabulae.

It differs from the type specie& Alveolitëlla fecurida
Salee (in LeCompte

1939) in having smaller corallites and

much closer spaced pores.
OCCURRENCE:

Devils Gate Formation at Red Hill and Willow

Creek, Eureka County, Nevada
MATERIAL:

RH II 318-321'

14.); WC II 1295' (J4, 1297' (3),

13O5' (7), 1307'. (3), 1311' (28Y, 1320' (2); F38-2 (8).

FIGURED SPECIMEN:

1090.

The holotype is 1090.
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Genus Calia.pora Schluter, 1889

TYPE SPECIES:

Haime

Alveolites bttei Mime-Edwards and

1851, p

257.

CoralluimmassiveV ceroid.

DIAGNOSIS:

slightly compressed, walls thick.
large

Tabulae normal.

Pores

Septa in the form of squamulae.

numerous.

REMARKS:

Corallites angular,

Differs from Alveolites Lamarck (1801) in having

squainulae

Caliapera americana n. sp.
(Pl. 30, figs. l-Li)

Corallites

Corallum nodular, largest 29 x 19mm

DIAGNOSIS:

oval to sulcrescent-shaped, slightly compressed;

0.1-i' to

Thecae thin, thicken slightly peripher-

0.9mm in diameter.
ally.

Squamulae shield-shaped, large; spaced at intervals

of 0

to 0 . 5mm.

. 3

T abulae normal, 0.3 to 0 . 6mm apart

Pores round to oval

0.20 to 0.25mm in diameter, and

spaced 0.Li'O to O.Li'5mm apart.

DESCRIPTION:

Corallum massive, nodular; the largest is

29mm x 23mm x 19mm.

The corallites are slightly compressed,

oval to subcrescent-shaped, with a maximum diameter of
to 0.9mm.

O.Li'

Axially the corallites are straight or slightly

flexous and parallel to the vertical axis of the colony
but peripherally they bend gently outwards

Corallites

open perpendicular to the surface of the corallum.

The
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walls are thin (0.10 to 0l5mm) axially, but peripherally
they increase in thickness to 0.2 to 0.35mm.

Median suture

perceptible, moderately thick, and continuous.

Squamulae in the shape o± a shield with spoonshaped upwardly directed pointed plates which are 0.2 to
0.3mm long and 0.15 to 0.2mm wide at their base.

The

squamulae lie on the plane of the theca and are spaced at
The tabulae are horizontal';

intervals of 0.3 to 0.5mm.

rarely concave

complete and spaced 0.3 to 0.6mm apart with

26 to 28 tabulae per centimeter.

Frequently the tabuläe

are suspended from the sides or points of the squamulae.

The mural pores are round to oval, 0.20 to 0.25mm in diameter and arranged in one row on the wall of the corallites,
spaced

01Li0 to 0Ll5mm apart.

DISCUSSION:

Caliaora americana is quite similar to

Caliapora elepans Yane-t (in Sokolov, 1952), differing only

in the thickness of the wa1ls, which in the new species
are much thicker.
OCCURRENCE:

Upper Denay Limestone in the Cortez Mountains

Eureka County', Nevada'..

MATERIAL:

Cortez J_L15 (3)

FIGURED SPECIMEN:

1230.

The holotype is 1230.
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Genus P1acocoenite s S ok 01 0V

Coenites orietä1is Eichwald

TYPE SPECIES:
figs'

19.55

1861

P1. 36,T

Li_5.

DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum laminar

developed basal epitheca.

incrusting; often with well

Corallites initially thin

walled and procumbent; then rise sharply and their walls

thicken abruptly

Cups crescent-shaped with smooth margin.

Septal structures poorly developed.

Tabulae and pores rare.

Placocoenites sp.
(Pl

27, figs. 6-7)

The coralla are low, laminar and incrusting

DESCRIPTION:

often with a number of layers stratified one upon the other.

The basal epitheca are well-deve1oped

but irregular.

The

corallites are compressed and crescent-shaped with a
maximum width of 0.3 to 0.24-rnni.

Initially the corallites

are parallel to the surface, and have thin (0.10 to 0.15mm)
walls but with growth they turn sharply upwards and their
walls become strongly thickened

The calices are shallow

with smooth margins and a slightly elevated recumbent lip.
Tabulae are rare, but when present are horizontal
The mural pores are small and round

and complete.

in diameter

and widely spaced.

been observed.

0,10mm

No septal spines have
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DISCUSSION:

The species is known only from silicified

specimens which are badly recrystallized, making it impossible to differentiate their internal structure.
OCCURRENCE:

Windmill Limestone at Coal Canyon

Mountains Formation at Birch Creek
MATERIAL:

and Roberts

Eureka County, Nevada.

CC 1617' (621, BC Il-Ill 705' (7); 1050' (2)

FIGURED SPECIMEN:

l305
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Genus Eg osiella Dubato 1 ov, In S ok ol OV, 1955

foioviensis Dubatolov, In

EgosJe1Ia

TYPE SPECIES:

Sokolov, 1955, p. 190, P1. 27

figs

1, 2.

Corallum branching; branches fused to form an

DIAGNOSIS:

Interlocking network.

Corallites spread fan-like in

longitudinal section.

Calices small

compressed, arranged

Walls strongly thickened peripherally.

in rows.

Pores distinct, but sparse.

horizontal

Tabulae

Septa poorly

developed or absent

Egosiella indistinbiä n. sp.
(Pi

DIAGNOSIS:

30, figs. 8ll)

Corallum ramose, 2.7 to 3.3mm in diameter.

Corallites 0.1O to 0.25mm; angular and continuous axially
compressed and distant peripherally.
parallel rows.

Walls very thin axially; strongly thickened

at the periphery

Tabulae normal.

to 008mm) and rare.
DESCRIPTION:

Cups arranged in

Mural pores small (0.05

No septa.

The coralla are ramose

3.3mm in mimum diameter.

varying from 2.7 to

In transverse section, the

corallites are subangular to subrounded and contiguous
axially

but peripherally they become somewhat compressed,

round to oval

and more distant (0.1 to 0.2mm apart).

The

maximum diameter of the corallites is 0.10 to 0.25mm, with
the diameter increasing slightly towards the periphery.
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In longitudinal section

ho corallites are straight

or slightly curved and subparallel to the axis of the
colony axially', but they then bend sharply towards the

periphery

opening normal to the surface of ±h

branch.

On the surface of the branch the corallites are arranged in
regular rows, parallel to the long axis of the corallurri.

Axially the walls are thin (0.025 to 0.050mm) with
a distinct, moderately thick and continuous median suture.

In the peripheral region the walls become rapidly and
extensively thickened and the median suture is completely
obscLlred by the secondary stereoplasm.

The tabulae are thin, horizontal to slightly concave
and widely spaced.

The mural pores are round, small

(0.05 to 008mm in diameter) and sparse.

No septal struc-

ture present.
DISCUSSION:

Since the species is known only from specimens

of single branches, it is impossible to state whether the
corallum was anastomotic.

The specimens though have the

cups arranged in regular r6ws

a diagnostic characteristic

of Egosiella and therefore are assigned that genus.

Only

five species attributed to Egosielia have been described.

Egosiella indistincta is distinguished from the type
species, Egosiella safonoviensis Dubatolov in Sokolov
(1955) and from Egosiella inventä. Chudinova

its smaller branches

(l96LI), by

thinner thecae and smaller pores.
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The diameter of its corallites and pores are similar to
those in EgosielIa pulchra Dubatolov (1963), but the latter
has significantly smaller branches and thicker walls.

EgosieIIa idistinbtä differs from the other Nevada species
Egosielia nevadana n. sp. in having larger branches and
smaller corallites and pores.
OCCURRENCE:

Windmill Limestone at Coal Canyon and Roberts

Mountains Formation
MATERIAL:

Birch Creek, Eureka County, Nevada.

CC (UB) (l4), CC II 1617 (36), 1379-6 (8);

BC Il-Ill 1050' (9).
FIGURED SPECIMENS:

l3O0A

1300D, l328

939D.

The holotype

is 939D.

Egosiella nevadana n. sp.
(P1. 3O

DIAGNOSIS:

figs

Corallurn procumbent

diameter and fused

5-7)

branches 1.3 to 2.8mm in

forming an intricate network.

lites round to oval, 0.3 to 0.LImm in diameter
rows.

Coral-

arranged in

Walls thin (0.02 to 0.05mm) axially, markedly

thickened peripheral1y

010 to O.15mm
DESCRIPTION:

Tabulae normal.

Pore diameter

Septa not observed.

The corallum is procumbent, with the branches

fused together to form an intricate network.

The branches

are round to oval, often slightly compressed, with a
maximum diameter of 1.3 to 2.8mm.

In cross-section, the
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corallites are round to oval, compressed

and 0.3 to 0./-imm

They are arranged in regular rows on the

in diameter.

surface of the branch, parallel to the long axis of the
branch .

Longitudinally,: the corallites in the axial region

are straight and aparallel to the surface with thin walls
(0.02 to 0.05mm thickY.

Peripherally

the corallites bend

sharply outwardsV with sharply thickened walls, opening at
an angle to the surface of the branch.

The tabulae are horizontalV complete and widely
The mural pores are small (0.10 to 0.15mm) and

spaced;
rare.

No septal have been observed.

DISCUSSION:

Egosiella névadana differs from Eosiella

safonoviënsis Dubatolov (in Sokolov, 1955) and Egosiella
inventaV Chudinova (1964) in having smaller branches and
thinner thecae.

It may be distinguished from Egosiella

pulchra Dubatolov (1963), by its larger corallites and
thinner wa11s
OCCURRENCE:

Roberts Mountains Formation at Birch Creek

Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

BC Il-Ill 603' (18Y, 705' (67)

FIGURED SPECIMENS:
1852.

1402A, l4O2B, 1852.

842' (41).

The holotype is

Order SYRINGOPORIDA Sokolov

1962

Family SYRINGOPORI]JAE Nicholson, 1879

Genus Syringopora Goldfuss, 1826
Harmodites Fisher, l828, p. 19.
Caunopora Phillips, l84l, p. 18.

P1. 25, fig

DIAGNOSIS:

1826, p. 76,

5yringopora ramulosa Goldfuss

TIPE SPECIES:
7.

Corallum fasciculate.

Corallites cylindrical,

in communication by connecting tubules

Walls of varied

thickness, with normal theca and well developed epitheca
Tabulae infundibuliform, with axial cana1

Septal spines

usually developed.

Syringopora eurekae n. sp.
(Pl

DIAGNOSIS:

3l

figs. 1-6)

Corallum fasciculate with subparallel coral-

lites spaced 1.2 to 2.0mm apart.

Corallites oval to round

in crossLsection, 18 to 2.2mm in diameter
theca thin.

Connecting tubu1es

widely spaced.

Eiptheca thick,

0.4. to 0.6mm in diameter;

Tabulae horizontal or concave distally

infundibiliform above, with well.developed axial tube
which nearly fills the upper part of the corallite.

Septal

spines on walls and upper surfaces of tabulae.
DESCRIPTION:

The coralluni is fasciculate with subparallel,

cylindrical corallites generally spaced 1.1 to 2Omm
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apart', but occasionally in contact with one another.

The

corallites in cross-section are oval to round, with a
maximum diameter of 1.8 to 2.2mm.
layers:

The wall consists of two

an external epitheca which is light (in transmit-

ted light), and 0.10 to 0.125mm in thickness, and an inner
theca, which appears dark and has a thickness of 0.08 to
0 .lOmm.

The connecting tubules are round in cross-section
with a diameter of 0.LI, to 0.6mm and a length of 02 to
1.0mm.

They are widely spaced and randomly distributed.

At the base of the corallite the tabulae are horizontal or slightly concave, but above the base they become
infundibuliform, spaced at 0.1 to 0.Lirnm apart, and form a

well.developed axial tube which extends vertically through
the remaining portion of the corallite.

Distally the

axial tube is 0.2 to 0.LImm in diameter, but it widens

proximally, nearly filling the inner cavity of the corallite at its upper extent.

Small septal spines, 0.10 to 0.15mm in length and
0.l0mm wide at their base are present on the upper surfaces
of the tabulae and on the inner wall of the axial tube.

Increase is lateral with new offsets arising from
the ends of connecting tubules which are bent sharply
upwards
DISC USSI ON:

S yringopora eur ekae resembles S yringop oa
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rornra Johnson and Flory (1972) in possessing horizontal
or concave tabulae distally and infundibuliform tabulae
with a well-developed axial tube in the upper part of the
corallite, but is distinguished from it in having smaller
and closer spaced corallites, smaller connecting tubules
and a wider axial tube.
OCCURRENCE:

Bartine Member of the McColley Canyon Forma-

tion at Lone Mountain, McColley Canyon and Coal Canyon,
Eureka County, Nevada
MATERIAL:

LME 290_3l5T (/4.),

315-3140' (2); LMI 32lF (2)',

k35' (Li.), 518 (1); CCN-1 185' (2), 188'

(14.),

222' (),

223' (4), McColley Canyon Bartine (6, Table Mountain
l3.2 (2); SSN-1-l1-7l (3); MCN-15 (Li.); MCN-17 (1).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

15O5AJ1505C, l506A-l506B

l507

The

holotype is l5O6B.

Syringbpora jesselIa n. sp.
(P1. 32, figs. 1-3)

Syringopora hisingeri Walcott, 18814., p. 103.
Syringopora sp. Merriaxn, l9Li.O, p. 60.

DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum fasculate; corallites densely packed,

round to oval

LLl. to 1.9mm in diameter.

Theca thick with

laminar microstructure; epitheca thin with concentric
microstructure

Connecting tubules regularly spaced.

Tabulae horizontal to concave or infundibiliform and
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Septal spines short.

forming an axial tube.
DESCRIPTION:

Coralluni fascicu1ate, with densely packed

cylindrical corallites 1.4- to 1.9mm in diameter, spaced at

In cross-section the corallites

intervals of 0.6 to 1.1mm.
are round to slightly oval.

The thecae are .30 to 0.Ll'Smm in

width and have a laminar microstructure.

The epitheca is

poorly developed, possibly due to recrystallization
where developed

but

is 0.10 to 1.15mm in width, with a con-

centric micro structure.

The connecting tubules are 0.3 to 0.8mm in diameter
with a length of 0.Li to 1.0mm, and are regularly spaced at

Tabuiae are thin, aseptate,

intervals of 0.5 to 3.2mm.

0.15 to O20mm apart
concave upwards

and generally horizontal to slightly

In certain areas of the corallite the

tabulae become slightly inclined to infundibuliform and

coalesce to form a moderately welldeveloped axial tube
with a diameter of 0.2 to 0.LImm and a length of lO-26mm.

Septa present as short blunt spines which radiate outwards
and upwards from the theca.

The spines are 0.10 to 0.25mm

in length and 0.15 to 0.20mm wide at their base, and are
spaced at intervals of 0.1 to 0.2mm.

New corallites originate from connecting tubules of
mature cora11ites

and immediately become parallel with

the mature corallites.
DISCUSSION:

Syringopora

esse1ia most closely resembles
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Syrligopora tabulata Mime Edwards and Haime (1851) from
the Middle Devonian of Ohio,

Both species have regular

arrangement of the connecting tubules with similar spacing,

and Stewart (1938) indicates the presence of twelve short
septal spines in Syringopora tabu1ata which appear identical to those of the new species.

S. jessella, though

differs from S. tabulata in having corallites one and onehalf to two times greater in diameter.

Syringopora hisingeri Billings (1858) from the
Onondaga Limestone of Ontario, New YorkV and Ohio also has
a regular arrangement of connecting tubules

but can be

differentiated from the new species by its smaller corallite diameter and the absence of septal spines.

The size and shape of the corallites of SI jessella
are similar to those of S

perelegans Billings (1858) of

the Onondaga Limestone of Ontario, but the latter has the
corallites spaced farther apart and does not have regularly
arranged connecting tubules nor septal spines.
OCCURRENCE:

Upper part of Devils Gate Formation (Phillips-

astraea Zone of Merriam

l91O) at Devils Gate, Eureka

County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

DG (10).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

978

989.

The holot3rpe is 989.
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Syringopdra nOranna Johnson and Flory, 1972
Syririgbpora

figs

p. 898', P1. 3,

1-5.

DIAGNOSIS:
meter.

oia'rna Johnson and Flory', 1972

Fasciculate corallites, 2.0 to 3.1mm in dia-

Well-developed epitheca.

Near the base of coral-

lite the tabulae are concave upwards', but above they are
infundibulif arm, coalescing to form an axial tube.

Small

septal spines are present in both the thecarium and the
thecal sclerenchyme'.

DESCRIPTION:

Fasciculate corallum with cylindrical coral-

lites,' 2.0 to 3.1mm in diameter, spaced at intervals 2.0 to
3'.OmmT.

The thecae are normal', 0.20 to 0.30mm in width','

with a laminar microstructure'.

Surrounding the theca is

a well-developed epitheca', 0'.'10 to 0.'l9mm in width',' with

a concentric microstructure.
The connecting tubules are randomly arranged,' with a
minimum spacing of 7'.'Omm',' and a diameter of 0.7 to 1.2mm.

Near the base of the corallites', the tabulae are complete','

concave upwards', and spaced at intervals of 0'.2 to 0.5mm.

Approximately 2.5mm above the base of the corallite', the
tabulae become infundibuliform',' coales cling to form a well-

developed axial tube with a diameter of 0.3 to 0.5mm.

These

tabulae are spaced 0.2 to 0.7mm apart.

Short septal spines are present in both the thecarium
and the theca.

Within the thecarium the septal spines are
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0.18 to 0.21mm in length and approximately 0.08mm in width
at their base; within the theca, they are ho11ow

0.15 to

022nmi in length, and sunk into the thecal sclerenchyme.
See discussion of Syringopora eureka n. sp.,

DISCUSSION:
above

Lower part of the Telegraph Canyon Formation

OCCURRENCE:

at Union Mountain, Elko County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

UMI (5)

,

UM2 (2) .

Syrnopora sp. A
(P1. 31, figs. Lj_5)

DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum fasciculate'with closely spaced

cylindrical corallites ll to 1.7mm in diameter.
thin; theca thick with concentric microstructure.
ing tubules 0.7 to 0.8mm wide and widely spaced.

Epitheca
ConnectTabulae

funnel-shaped with well..developed axial tube, 0.4 to 0.5mm
in diameter.

No septa observed.

DESCRIPTION:

The corallum is fasciculate with slender

(i'.1 to l.7mm)

subparallel coral1ites

which are closely

spaced (less than 2mm apart) or in places in contact

In

cross-section the corallites are round to suboval, with
thick walls consisting of an outer thin, dark (in
transmitted light) epitheca (0.05 to 0.10mm in thickness)
and an inner theca

0.3 to 0.4mm in thickness andhaving a
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concentric microstructure

Longitudinal1y' the corallites

are in communication by means of connecting tubules which
are 07 to 0.8mm in diameter', short and widely spaced.

The tabulae are infundibuliform and closely spaced

(0.1 to 05mm apart).

In the central portion of the tabu-

larium there is a welldeveloped axial pipe with a diameter
of

0SLI to o.5mm

which extends almost the complete length

of the corallite

No septa were observed, possibly due to extensive
recrystallization of the coralluxn

Increase is lateral

with the new offsets developing from the uptuTned ends of
connecting tubules'.

The species is only known from fragments of

DISCUSSION:

coralla that are extensively recrystallized.

A more de-

tailed study of better preserved material is necessary to
establish its specific affinities.

It is distinguished

from Syringopora eurekae n. sp. by having a thinner
epitheca

wider connecting tabules, and a shorter',' narrower

From Syin'gopbra noi'anna Johnson and Flory

axial tube.

(1972) it differs in having smaller corallites',' and

lacking septa
OCCURRENCE:
C ounty

Windmill Limestone at Coal Canyon',' Eureka

Nevada'.'

MATERIAL:

CC (UB) (7).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

l3C-l3D.

Order AUIJOPORIDA Sokolov', 1962

Family ATJLOPORIDAE Mime-Edwards and Haime, 1851
Genus Aiflopora Goldfuss

TYPE SPECIES:

P1. 29, figs

1829

Aulopora spens Goldfuss, l829

p

82,

la-d.

Corallum usually reptant; corallites trumpet-

DIAGNOSIS:

shaped and raised above surface; epitheca with concentric
wrinkles.

Theca usually thick.

Septa, if present

Tabulae sparse or absent.

in the form of spines.

Cysts absent.

Aulopora watkirisi n. sp.

(Pm. 33; figs
DIAGNOSIS:

1-2, 7, 9-12)

Corallum uniserial or biserial; angle of

bifurcation approximately L5 degrees.
oval, 1.3 to 1.Llmm in diameter.

Corallites round to

Initially prostrate but

subsequently becomes erect and normal to surface.
thin.

Walls

Small septal spines in cup.

DESCRIPTION:

The corallum is reptant and uniserial or

biserial with the corallites diverging at an angle of
approximately Li5 degrees.

shaped

The corallites are trumpet-

with round to slightly oval calices,

to 1.14mm

in maximum diameter, and approximately 0.2mm deep.
occur 0.1 to 0.2mm below the cup aperature.

Offsets

Initially

the corallite remains parallel to the substrate

but with

growth it increaseS in size and bends sharply upwards,
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becoming erect and opening normal to or at a slightly inclined to the surface.

The walls of the corallites are 0.10 to 0.15mm in
thickness and form semi-sharp rims at the cup margin.

In

the interior portion of the cup, the walls are slightly
inclined axially, resulting in a decreasing cup diameter
distally.

No pores or tabulae observed.

The inner wall of the

corallites are covered by small (0.10 to 0.15mm long)
septal spines.
DISCUSSION:

Aulopora watkinsi is similar in form arid

manner of growth to Aulopora ellen

Fenton (1937),

Aulopora säfirvadens Hall and Whitfield (1873) and Aulopora
schohariae Hall (187k), but differs from the former in
having corallites of only half the size; it may be distinguished from the latter two by its smaller angle of
bifurcation and larger corallites

It may be best

differentiated from Aulopbra sp. A from the Rabbit Hill
Limestone by its smaller corallites.
OCCURRENCE:

Roberts Mountains Formation at Birch Creek and

Windmill Limestone at Coal Canyon Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

CC III, 1617' (26)

BC Il-Ill 603' (1), 705'

(2), 1050'. (1).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:
132k.

30k, 1303, l304Bl30LC

The holoty-pe is 1303.

1308, 131k,
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AUlopora sp. A
(P1. 33,

Reptant, dichotomous corallum; distally attach-

DIAGNOSIS:

ed

figs. 6, 8)

Corállites at first recumbent, then erect, 2.1 to

2.Lmm in diameter.

Wrinkled epitheca. Walls 0.3 to 0.LIrnm.

The corallum is reptant and attached distally.
The corallites are trumpet-shaped or cylindrical and erect
with aperatures rising 3 to knim above the surface. The
offsets are dichotomous and originate on the underside of
DESCRIPTION:

the corallite approximately 2mm below the aperature
During the first 2mm of growth the corallite is 1.3 to
1.5mm in diameter and parallel to the surface; it then bends

increasing in dismeter to 2.1 to
The cups are circular, deep, and pocket-shaped with
2LImni
coarse, blunt margins. The epitheca is recognized with
coarse concentric wrinkles, especially near the top of the
upwards and becomes erect

cup.

The walls are 0.3 to 0.4mm in thickness
Tabulae are rare r absent. Mural pores are not

present, and there are no cysts.
This species is known only from two incomplete,
silicified specimens etched from hydrochloric acid. It

DISCUSSION:

in having corallites of similar size and form, but A. eJJleni is attached
to the substrate throughout. Aulopora saxivadens Hall and

resembles Aulopora ellen Fenton

Whitfield

(1873)

(1937)

and AUIopora iowensis Hall and Whitfield
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(1873) also are similar in form to Aulopora sp. A, but
differs from it in having much smaller corallites.Of the
Nevada forms, it most closely resembles Aulopora watkinsi
n. sp1, from which it can be distinguished by its larger
corallites.

Rabbit Hill Limestone at Rabbit Hill, Eureka

OCCURRENCE:

County', Nevada.

MATERIAL:

RA1 375'. (2).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

lL.Li5,

lL162.

Aulopora sp. B
(P1. 33, fig. 5)
DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum incrusting.

3.1mm in diameter.
centric wrinkles.
DESCRIPTION:

Walls thick.

Corallites erect; 2.7 to

Epitheca with wide con-

Randomly scattered septal spines.

The coralla are reptant and incrusting, with

trumpet-shaped corallites spaced 0.3 to 0.35mm apart.

The

offsets occur 0.5 to 1.0mm below the edge of the aperatures.

In the initial stages of growth the corallites are cylindrical with a diameter of 1.5 to 2.0mm and prostrate, but
after 2.0 to 3rrirn of growth they rapidly bend upwards,

increasing in diameter to 2.7 to 3.1mm, and opening
perpendicular to the surface.

The calices are round, with

blunt margins and gently sloping walls, O.Ll to 0.5mm in
thickness.

The surface of the epitheca has faint, wide
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concentric wrinkles.

Tabulae and mural pores were not observed.

Small

septal spines (0.05 to 0.10mm in length) are randomly
distributed on the interior walls of the corallites.

Aulopora sp. B may be distinguished from other

DISCUSSION:

Nevada Aulopora by its more robust corallites and thicker
Insufficient data concerning the growth pattern of

walls.

the corallum precludes comparison with species from other
regions

.

Upper Denay Limestone in the Cortez Mountains,

OCCURRENCE:

Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

Cortez J)45 (11).

FIGURED SPECIMEN:

lL123.

Aulopora sp.

(P1. 33, figs. 314)
DESCRIPTION:

The corallum is reptant or dendroid, bifur-

cating at intervals of 0.5 to 0.8mm.
of the colony are attached.

The lower surfaces

The corallites are cylindrical

compressed 1.0 to 1.2mm in diameter, and erect.

The

aperatures of the cups are normal to or slightly inclined
to the substrate and raised 1. to 2mm above it.
occur

Offsets

1-SO to 2.0mm below, the aperatures of the corallites.

The epitheca is smooth or has faint concentric annulations.
The walls are 0.10 to 0.15mm in thickness.
Tabulae are rare to absent.

No mural pores.
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Scattered, minute spines are present on the inner surfaces
of the corallites.
DISCUSSION:

No cysts.

The species is known only from very poorly

preserved fragments of colonies which have been etched
from limestone with hydrochloric acid.

It significantly

differs from the slightly younger species 'AuIoDora sp. A
from the same locality, in having compressed cups, with a
smaller diameter and thinner walls.
OCCURRENCE:

Rabbit Hill Limestone at Rabbit Hill, Eureka

County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

RA-l:

FIGURED SPECIMEN:

196-200' (3), 210' (9)
1456.
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Family AIJLOCYSTIDAE Sokolov, 1950

Genus Atloystis Schluter, 1885
TYPE SPECIES:

Aulocystis cornigera Schiuter, 1885,

p. 148-151.
DIAGNOSIS:
tubules.

Coralla denroid or reptant; without connecting
Corallites cylindrical or trumpet-shaped, short

and vertical and without rhezoids.

Cysts

Septa represented by rows of spines.

always present.
REMARKS:

Tabulae absent.

Laub (1972, p. 364) presented evidence to

indicate that Cladochonus McCoy (1847)... shows sufficient
variability to accommodate Aulocystes Schluter, 1885, as a

However, Hill and Smyth (1938) character-

junior synonym.

ized Cldochonus as having proximally a reptant ring of
corallites from which the free branches of the colony grow,
arid this feature has been utilized by Hill and Stumm (1956,
p

F472) to distinguish the genus Cladochonus from the

genus Aulocystis.

Sokolov (1962, p. 243) places

Clad.Qchonus and Au.lobystis in separate families.

Aulofstis parallela n. sp.
(P1. 34, figs. 1-6)
DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum fasciculate with subparallel, cylindri-

cal corallites, 1.7 to 2.0mm in diameter and spaced at
close intervals.

Budding initially basal; secondary

budding after corallites become erect.

Epitheca with
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concentric wrinkles.
DESCRIPTION:

Cysts, thick

numerous.

Walls thick.

The corallum is fasciculate with subparallel,

cylindrical corallites which are round in cross-section and
1.7 to 2.0mm in diameter.

Initially, budding is basal,

with the corallites attached on their distal side and growing parallel to the surface.

At a distance of 1 or 2mm

from the point of offset the corallites bend rapidly upwards, becoming erect and normal to the surface.
sequent growth of the corallites is vertical
height of Li- to 6mm above the surface.

The sub-

reaching a

The mature coral-

lites are parallel to one another and spaced at intervals
of 1.Li to 1.8mm.

Secondary budding is initiated by the

erect corallites after they reach a height of

3 to Li-mm.

Offset occurs on the side of the mother corallite and are
inclined upwards or normal to it.

The external surface of the epitheca is covered by
faint, concentric wrinkles.
and closely spaced.

The cysts are thick, numerous

The walls are moderately thick

(0.2 to 0.3mm in thickness).

No pores or septa have been

observed,

DISCUSSION:

The species is similar in the form of the

corallites and cysts to Atloc/stis 'cornigera Schiuter,

1885, as the type species, but differs from it in having a
different mode of corallum growth and secondary budding on
the erect corallites.

it is distinguished from Aulocysti's
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sturnrni Watkins (1959) in the smaller size of its corallite&,

thicker walls and subparallel growth form.
OCCURRENCE:

Windmill Limestone at Coal Canyon, Eureka

County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

CC II E79-6 (ii)

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

.

l322A, 1322C.

The holotype is 1322A.

Aulocysti's sp

(P1. 3k, figs. 7-8)
DESCRIPTION:

The corallum is imbedded in limestones; all

data have been obtained from thin section.

The corallites

are trumpet-shaped, 1.9 to 2LImm in diameter at the top
of the aperature, and decreasing to 0.6 to O.7mm at the
point of offset.
0.25mm.

The wall thickness varies from 0.15 to

Near the aperature the wall gradually tapers

to form a thin, sharp rim margin.

The cysts are numerous, elongate, and moderately

thick (0.10 to o.15mm.

No spines were observed.

Offset

occurs 2.0 to 2.5mm below the aperature of the maternal
corallites; the young corallite then slowly increases
in diameter and curves gently upwards.
DISCUSSION:

Only two coralla are known.

Thereis little

doubt that the specimens represent a species of Aulocystijs

due to the well preserved cysts and the shape of the
cups,' but additional material is required to understand
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the growth pattern of the coralla and the external characteristics of the calices, before a specific determination
can be made.
OCCURRENCE:

Coils Creek Member of the McColley Canyon

Formation at Lone Mountain, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL LIVII, 708-709' (1).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

1927A-1927B.
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Genus Graijaulites (Grabau), 1899
Ceratopora Grabau, 1899, p. Li,14 (non Hagenow', 1851, non

Hickson, 1911).

Ceratopora

TYPE SPECIES:

ackSoni Grabau, 1899, p

L15

P1'. 1, fig. 1; P1. 2, figs. 6-10.

Colonies dendroid, basically attached.

DIAGNOSIS:

lites long, cylindrical or trumpet-shaped.
with rhizoids.
corallites.

Coral-

Epitheca coarse

Offsets random', not restricting growth of

Cysts coarse and irregular.

Septal spines

well-developed.
REMARKS:

Werner (1936) and Stumni, Fenton and Fenton (1950)

placed the genus Ceratopora in synonomy with Drymorphia
Davis (1887).

Hill and Stuxnm (1956) followed by Watkins

(1959);' recognized the prior validity of Aulocystis

Schluter, 1885, and merged Ceratopora and Drymorphia with
that genus.

Sokolov (1962) distinguished Ceratopora from

Aulocystis on the basis of the freer growth form and
presence of rhizoids on the epitheca, which characterizes
the former genus, and at the same time recognized the
invalidity of the name due to prior usage.

A detailed

revision of the family Aulocystidae is necessary before
deciding whether these differences are sufficiently
significant to distinguish two separate genera.
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Grabaulites jacksoni (Grahau), 1899
(P1. 3!L, figs. 9-13)

Ceratopora '.lacksoni Grabau, 1899, p. 415', P1. 1, fig. 1;

P1. 2, figs. 6-10.
Cerabpora jacksOni Stewart', 1927, p. 20', P1. 1, fig. 6.
Drymorphia jacksoni Fenton and Fenton in Stunnn

Fenton and

Fenton, 1950, card 75.

Aulocystis jacksoni Watkins, 1959, P. 796, P1. 108, figs.
14-15; P1. 109, figs. 1-3.

Aulocystis jacksoni Stumm, 1964, p. 82

P1.

78W,

figs.

14, 15.

Grabaulites jacksoni Sokolov, 1962', p. 246, figs. 55a-c.
DESCRIPTION:

The corallum is dendroid and erect.

The

corallites are subcylindrical or trumpet-shaped and branch
at irregular intervals.

At the aperature the diameter of

the mature corallites ranges from 3.8 to 4.4mm, but it
decreases significantly towards the point of offset.

The

basal epitheca has coarse concentric wrinkles and fine
longitudinal ridges, with scattered rhizoids.

The calices

are deep and funnel-shaped with sharp margins, and a 0.2
to 0.3mm thick wall.

No tabulae or mural pores.

The cysts are coarse,

fairly widely spaced and irregularly arranged.

Septal

spines up to 1.0mm in diameter project from the walls.
DISCUSSION:

The Nevada forms do not differ significantly

from the description or illustrations given of the holotrpe
by Grabau (1899).

The corallites are slightly smaller and

the walls somewhat thinner than those in specimens of the
species described by Watkins (1959) from the Middle
Devonian of Michigan.

Denay Limestone near Willow Creek, Eureka

OCCURRENCE:

The type locality is in the Hamilton Group

County, Nevada.

of western New York.
MATERIAL:

WC II 1200' (132), 1210' (198)'.

FIGURED MATERIAL:

145lA-l1i-5lD, 1841.

Grabaulites distincta n. sp.
(P1. 34, figs. 14-15)
DIAGNOSIS:
vals.

Corallum dendroid,' bifurcating at close inter-

Corallites trumpet-shaped with maximum diameter of

4.8 to 6.4mm.

Offsets occur below aperature.

with faint concentric wrinkles.

Walls thick.

Epitheca
Cysts thick',

Pores only at point of offset.

widely spaced.

Septal

spines numerous'.

DESCRIPTION:

The corallum is denciroid, bifurcating at

intervals of 0.2 to 0.4mm, attached at its base.

The

epitheca of the coralluin is rugosoid with faint, moderately

wide, concentric wrinkles and well-defined, thin longitudinal ridges.

Maternal corallite trumpet-shaped, initially

1.4 to 2.9mm in diameter,' but increasing in size with
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growth to a maximum diameter of L.8 to 6'.Limm.

Offsets

originate on the external sides of the cup 0.5 to 1.5mm
below the rim, remaining in contact with the maternal
corallite by means of a mural pore at the point of attachment.

Initially the offsets are trumpet-shaped and small

(1.5 to 2.7mm in diameter) with a rugose epitheca, but with
growth they become long, and subcylindrical, and increase
significantly in diameter (up to 6 to 7mm).

The calices are circular in cross-section, deep and
pocket-shaped.

The calical walls are slightly concave,

sloping gently inwards to form a restricted pit distally.
The inner surfaces of the cups bear coarse, vertical
septal ridges.

The walls range in thickness from 0.2 to
Tabulae

0.35mm.

Cysts thick inclined and widely spaced.

absent.

The mural pores are found only at points of attach-

ment for the offsets.

Septal spines numerous, pointed, with

a maximum diameter of 0.7mm.
DISCUSSION:

The growth form of the colony is similar to

Grabaulites distorta Grabau (1899), but that species has
smaller, more cylindrical corallites and a different mode
of offset.

OCCURRENCE:

Rabbit Hill Limestone at the type locality.

Rabbit Hill', Eureka County, Nevada.

MATERIAL:

RA1 373-371-i-' (10).

FIGURED SPECIMEN:

1389.

The holotype is 1389.
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Family ROMINGERIIIkE Sokolov, 1950

Genus Romingeria Nicholson, 1879
Quenstedtia Rominger, 1876, P. 70.

Aulopora umbellifera Billings, 1859,

TYPE SPECIES:

p. 119, fig. 21.
DIAGNOSIS:
base.

Corallum fasciculate, attached only at the

Corallites erect, cylindrical.

in umbellate whirls or as verticals.

Offsets produced

Septal spines in

vertical rows.

Romingeria inexacta n. sp.
(P1. 35, figs. 1-8)
DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum fasciculate and basally attached.

Corallites cylindrical; 0.9 to 1.6mm in diameter, and in
contact, but have a definite epitheca.
verticels of k-9 corallites.

Offsets in

Septa short and in vertical

rows
DESCRIPTION:

The corallumn is fasciculate and dendroid,

with cylindrical corallites which are attached only at
their base.

The corallites are closely compressed and

in contact during growth, but have a distinct epitheca
which is covered by faint concentric wrinkles.

In cross-

section the corallites are round to slightly oval with a
maximum diameter of 0.9 to 1.6mm.

The calices are

moderately deep, with funnel-shaped interiors, and rounded,
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blunt cup margins.

New corallites are offset at short

intervals in the form of bundles or verticels of Li to 9
corallites each

which diverge slightly from the maternal

corallite.

The tabulae are concave, or infrequently, funnelShaped',' and widely spaced.

observed.

Mural pores have not been

The inner surface of the cups are covered with

vertical rows of short (0.05 to 0.10mm long) septal spines.
DISCUSSION:

The new species differs from the genotype in

lacking the well-developed uxnbellate whirls developed during budding', and in having a smaller number of offsets at
each point.

It most closely resembles Romineria

fasciculata Davis (1885) from the Middle Devonian of the
Falls of the Ohio', but differs in having vertical rows of

septal spines and a concentrically wrinkled epitheca.

Romingeria communicata Beecher (1903) has a similar mode
of budding', but has more strongly developed septa and
larger corallites.
OCCURRENCE:

Roberts Creek Formation at Birch Creek and

Windmill Limestone at Coal Canyon, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:
705'

CC III 1617 (11), CC III E79-6 (19)', BC Il-Ill

cLij).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:
is 1301.

1301, 1310, 1318-1320.

The holotype

*
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Subclass HELIOLITOIDAE
Order HELIOLITIDA

Family HELIOLITIDAE Lindstrom, 1873
Genus Heliolites ]Jana, 1846

Palaeopora McCoy, 1849, p. 129.
LonsdaIia Orbigny, 1849, p. 12.
McCoy, 1849, p. 11)

(non Lonsdaleia

.

Geoporites Orbigny, 1850, p. 49.
TYPE SPECIES:

Astraea porosa Goldfuss', 1826, p. 64,

P1. 21, fig. 7.
DIAGNOSIS:

Coralluin usually subglobular or hemispherical.

Autopores cylindrical, circular or stellate.

Coenenchyme

of tubuli with thin, complete walls and complete diaphragms.
Septa may be absent.

Heliolites wenbanensis n. sp.
(P1. 36, figs. 1-5)
DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum laminar to discoridal.

Autopores

round, 0.9 to 1.2mm in diameter; 29 to 30 per centimeter.
Tubuli, subpolygonal to subrounded, 0.2 to 0.4mm in diameter, 1 to 9 between autopores.
tubuli thin.

Walls of autopores and

Tabulae normal, 50 to 55 per centimeter.

Diaphrams complete, 0.05 to 0.20mm apart.

Twelve small

septal spines in each corallite.
DESCRIPTION:

The corallum is laminar to discoidal with a
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height of 29 to 35mm and a maximum diameter of 100-120mm.
The autopores in transverse section are round, sometimes

with a rose-like outline, and vary from 0.9 to 1.2mm in
diameter.

Small (0.2 to 0.14-mm in diameter), subpolygonal

to subrounded tubuli are randomly distributed among the
autopores.

There are 29-30 autopores per centimeter.

In longitudinal section the autopores and tubuli are
straight and parallel to the vertical axis of the corallum,
with 1 to 9 tubuli between the autopores.

The walls of

the autopores are complete, distinct and 0.10 to 0.15mm
in thickness.

The walls of the tubuli are thin (0.02 to

0.035mm in thickness), distinct, complete and irregularly
thickened.

Within the autopores the tabulae are thin, horizontal and 90 percent complete.

They are spaced 0.1 to 0.3mm

apart with 50 to 55 tabulae per centimeter.

The coenen-

chymal diaphragms are thin, horizontal and complete and
spaced at intervals of 0.05 to 0.20 mm with 65 to 70
diaphragms per centimeter.

Each autopore bears twelve small septal spines
which in transverse section are straight or slightly
curved and project from the autopora wall into the
tabulariuni.

These spines are 0.1 to 0.2mm in length, with

blunt tips and an equal width (0.05mm) throughout their
length.

r.iej

Heliolites wen1anensis resembles Heliolites

DISCUSSION:

praeporosus Kettnerova, (1933) and Heliolites tranguillus
Galle (1973) in having autopores and tubuli of similar
size, shape, and distribution, and septa of comparable
form.

It is distinguished from them by its denser tabulae

and diaphragms, and thicker autopore walls.

It differs

from Heliolites redcanyonensis from the Middle Devoniari of

Nevada in having 12 rows of well-developed septal spines.
Windmill Limestone in the Cortez Mountains,

OCCURRENCE:

Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

Cortez, CO-685' (Lij).

1227.

FIGURED SPECIMEN:

The holot3rpe is 1227.

Heliolites redcanyonensis n. sp.
(P1. 36'

DIAGNOSIS:

Cylindrical autopores, circular with diameter
Tubuli subpolygonal and small; 6-10 rows

of 0,9 to 1.Lirnm.

between autopores.

Walls of autopores and tubuli thin,

distinct and continuous.
closely spaced.
DESCRIPTION:

figs. 6-7)

Tabulae and diaphragms normal,

No septal structures.

Corallun subglobular to massive.

Autopores

cylindrical with a circular cross-section, averaging about
0.9 to 1.Lirnni in diameter.

The walls of the autopores are

thin, (0.05 to 0.12mm in thickness), straight, uninterrupted
and strongly expressed.

No septal spines or septal
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lamellae observed.

Tubuli subpolygonal to subrounded, 0.2

to 0.5mm in diameter, and occurring in 6 to 10 rows between
autopores.

Tubuli walls 0.05 to 0.10mm thick, distinct,

straight and uninterrupted.

The autopores have thin, horizontal, complete
tabulae, spaced 0.2 to 1.0mm apart.

Zones of closely

spaced tabulae (26-30 tabulae per cm), alternate with zones
of more widely spaced tabulae (15-17 tabulae per cm).

The

diaphragms of the tubuli are closely set (0.1 to 0.5mm
apart), thin, and complete, and average 40 to 44 per centimeter.

Increase is coenenchyrnal.

DISCUSSION:

S-tumm (1954) described Heliolites relictus

from reportedly the same horizon at Frazier Creek, five
miles northeast of the nearest locality where the specimens
described above occur.

His species has a similar gross

appearance, but it differs significantly from Heliolites
sp. A in having an average autopore diameter (1.5mm) which
is greater than the latter's maximum diameter (1.4mm), a
smaller number of tubuli between the autopores, and a
larger interval between tabulae in the autopores.

In

addition his specimen was collected prior to 1935 by
C. W. Merriam, from an area that is structurally complex,
and which may not represent the stratigraphic position
reported.

Helioli-tes redcanyonensis differs from Heliolites

wenbanensis in a number of features, the most important
of which is the absence of septal spines.
OCCURRENCE:

Upper Denay Limestone at Red Canyon and in

the Cortez Mountains, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

RC (120), Cortez J-k5 (23).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

671, 67k.

The holotype is 67k.

Group CHAETETI]JA
Family CHAETETID.AE Mime-Edwards and Haime, 1850

Subfamily CHAETETINAE Mime-Edwards and Haime, 1850
Genus Chaetetes Fischer in Eichwald, 1829
Chaetetides Strand, 1928, p. 34.

TYPE SPECIES:

Chaetetes cyliridraceus Fisher in Eichwald,

1829, p. 197.
DIAGNOSIS:

Coralluni massive.

Corallites primatic', long.

Walls of varying thickness, fused.
complete.
septa.

Pores absent.

Tabulae horizontal and

Pseudoseptal formations; no

Basal budding.

Chaetetes minutulus n. sp.
(P1. 37, figs. 1-k)
DIAGNOSIS:

Corallum massive, subglobular, arid small.

Corallites polygonal, 6 to 7 sided; 0.2 to 0.8mm in diameter.

Walls solid and fused; 0.010 to 0.015mm thick.

Tabulae normal, space 1.4 to 3.5mm apart.

Pseudoseptal

processes sparse.
DESCRIPTION:

The corallum is massive-ceroid with sub-

globular form.

The largest corallum is 21mm in height and

47mm in maximum diameter.

The corallites are polygonal in

cross-section, with 6 to 7 sides, and a maximum diameter
of 0.2 to 0.8mm.

In longitudinal section the corallites

are straight and parallel to the vertical axis of the

coralluin.

The walls are solid and fused with a thickness of
0.010 to 0.015mm.

They have a granular microstructure and

lack a median suture.

In some parts of the corallum the

wall is irregular and wavy.

The tabulae are thin, horizontal or inclined and
widely spaced at intervals of l.Li to 3.5mm.
are absent.

Mural pores

The pseudoseptal processes are short arid thin

and generally sparse.
DISCUSSION:

Chaetetes minutulus resembles Chaetetes

barrandi Nicholson (l87LI) from the Devonian of western

Canada in having very thin walls, and polygonal corallites,
but differs from it by virtue of its subglobular, rather
than cylindrical form and larger corallites.

It may be

distinguished from the Devonian species of Chaetetes
from Belgium described by LeCompte (1939) and from Russia
(Dubatolov, 1963; Chernyshev, l911l) by its polygonal

corallites with very thin walls.
OCCURRENCE:

McColley Canyon Formation at Willow Creek

and Coal Canyon, Eureka County, Nevada.
MATERIAL:

WCKK l4O' (1); CCN-1 193' (1).

FIGURED SPECIMENS:

378A-378B, l5OlC.

The holotype is 378.
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PLATE 1
Fig. 1-6:
1.

Favosites swanni n. sp.

Longitudinal section, X5, Pachyfavosites lophos

zone, LMI LI32 ft., Lone Mountain, Emsian, 122.
2.

Longitudinal section, X 2/3, Pachyfavosites

lophos zone, LMI, /4'32 ft., Long Mountain, Emsian, 122.
3.

Longitudinal section X5, Favosites koryste zone,

CCN-1 2k1 ft., Coal Canyon, Emsian, 1)4-97.
14.

Longitudinal section XLi', Favosites koryste zone,

WC II 360 ft., Willow Creek, Emsian, 329.
5.

Transverse section X7, Pachyfavosites lophos

zone, LMI, 392 ft., Lone Mountain, Emsian, 990.
6.

Longitudinal section X4., Pachyfavosites lophos

zone, LMI 387 ft., Lone Mountain, Emsian, 107.
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PLATE 2
Fig. 1-8:
1.

Favosites kobehensis n. sp.

Longitudinal section x6, Favosites kobehensis

zone, LMI 188 ft., Lone Mountain, Emsian, 1537.
2.

Longitudinal section X3-, Favosites kobehensis

zone, Mc-KOBEN, Sulphur Springs Range, Emsian, 1157.
3.

Longitudinal section, XI, Favosites kobehensis

zone, LMI 188 ft., Lone Mountain, Emsian, 1537.
)4

Longitudinal section, XI, Favosites kobehensis

zone, LMI, 123 ft., Lone Mountain, Emsian,
5.

)497.

Transverse section X2, Fav6'sites kobehensis

zone, WC II 170 ft., Willow Creek, Einsian, 393A.
6.

Longitudinal section, x6, Favosites kobehensis

zone, IMI, 123 ft., Lone Mountain, Emsian, 497.
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PLATE 2
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PLATE 3

Fig. 1-7: Favosites koryste n. sp.
1. Longitudinal section, X4, Favosites koryste zone,
IdYll,

Li,83 ft. float, Lone Mountain, Emsian, l5L.7.
2. Longitudinal section, XLI, Favosites koryste zone,

CCN-1 262 ft., Coal Canyon, Emsian, lLl9l.
3.

Longitudinal section Xl, Favosites koryste zone,

CCN-1 190 ft., Coal Canyon, Emsian, lL68.
LiP.

Longitudinal section, Xl Favosites koryste zone,

CCN-1 262 ft., Coal Canyon, Einsian, ll49l.
5.

Longitudinal section, Xl, Favosites koryste zone,

LMI, Lj83 ft. float, Lone Mountain, Ernsian, 15J47.
6. Longitudinal section, XLI', Favosites koryste zone,
CCN-1 262 ft., Coal Canyon, Emsian, lLI9l.
7.

Longitudinal section X3, Favosites koryste zone,

CCN-1, 190 ft., Coal Canyon, Emsian, lLI68.
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PLATE L

Fig. 1-2, 5:
1,

Favosites gronbergi n. sp.,

Transverse peel, X2, Pachyfavosites lophos zone,

LME, 315-340 ft., Lone Mountain, Emsian, 1161.
2.

Transverse peel, Xl, Pachffavosites lophos zone,

L1VIE 315-:340 ft., Lone Mountain, Ernsian, 1160.
5.

Longitudinal peel, Xl, Pachyfavôsites lophos zone,

L1VIE 315-340 ft., Lone Mountain, Emsian

Fig. 3-4, 6-7, Favosites segregopora
3.

1160.

n. sp.

Transverse section, Xl, Favosites segregopora

fauna, WCII 44 ft., Willow Creek, upper Siegenian, 133B.
4.

Longitudinal section, Xl, Favosites segregopora

fauna, WCII 44 ft., Willow Creek, upper Siegenian, 133C.
6.

Transverse section; X7, Favosites segregopora

fauna, WCII 44 ft., Willow Creek, upper Siegenian, 133B.
7.

Longitudinal section X4.5 Favosites segregopora

fauna, WCII 44 ft., Willow Creek,

upper Siegenian, 133C.
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PLATE 5

Fig.

1-2,

Lij,

Favosites birchensis n. sp.
quameofavoSites 'murphyi

Transverse sec-tion,

1.
zone, WCI
2.

5:

850

ft. float, Willow Creek, Gedinnian,

288.

Longitudinal section', Xl, Sgiiaineofavosites rnurphyi

ft. float, Willow Creek, Gedinnian, Lp13.
Tangential section, X2, Sguarneof'avosites murphyi
.
zone, BCII-III 988 ft., Birch Creek, Gedinnian, 225A.
Longitudinal section, X5, Squameofavosites murphyl
5.
zone, WCI', 820 ft. float', Willow Creek,' Gedinnian, 14l3.
zone, WCI,

Fig.

3,

3

820

Favosites grannyi n. sp.
Longitudinal section, Xl, Favosites grannyi fauna,

6-8:

11-3-1, Willow Creek, upper Ernsian, 13814'.
6.

Longitudinal section,

X5

Favosites grannyi fauna,

11-3-1, Willow Creek, upper Emsian, 1383.
7. Longitudinal section', XLiV, Pavosites grannyi fauna,
11-3-1,' Willow Creek, upper Emsian', 13814.
8.

H-3-1,

Longitudinal section X7, Favosites grannyi fauna,
Willow Creek, upper Emsian,

1383.
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PLATE 6

Fig. l-'4-,
1.

6,

7:

Favosites allodape n. sp.

Longitudinal section X3, Favosites allodape zone,

WCI, 980 ft. Willow Creek, Gedinnian, k39.
2.

Longitudinal section Xl, Favostes alIodape zone,

WCI, 980 ft. Willow Creek, Gedinnian, 439.
3.

Longitudinal section Xl, Favosites allodape zone,

WCI 975 ft., Willow Creek, Gedinnian,
14.

Longitudinal section, Xl, Favosites allodape zone,

WCI 975 ft., Willow Creek, Gedinnia
6.

L!.38.

437.

Longitudinal section, X3, Favosites allodape

zone, WCI 975 ft., Willow Creek, Gedinnian,
7.

14.37.

Longitudinal section X4, Favosites allodape Zone,

J67, Cortez Mountains, Gedinnian, 1228A.
Fig. 5:
5.

Favosites swanni n. sp.

Transverse section X3, Pachyfavosites lophos zone,

LM.-BART FLT., Lone Mountain', Emsian, 1148.
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PLATE 7
Fig. 1-6:
1.

Favosites 1Jo. e n. sp.
Longitudinal section, XLi,, Patosites allodape zone,

WCI 975 ft.,, Willow Creek, Gedinnian, 4:38.
2.

Longitudinal section X3, Favosites allodape zone,

J67, Cortez Mountains, Gedinnian', 1228.
3.

Longitudinal section, X6, Favosites allodape zone,

J67, Cortez Mountains, Gedinnian, 1228.
4.

Longitudinal section X7, Favosites allodape zone,

J67, Cortez Mountains, Gedinnian, 1229.
5.

Longitudinal section, Xll, Favosites allodape

zone, J67, Cortez Mountains, Gedinnian, 1229.
6.

Longitudinal section, X3, Favosites allodape zone,

WCI 980 ft., Willow Creek, Gedinnian, 439.
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PLATE 8
Fig. i_4, 6-8:
1.

Favosites vlincim__lensis n. sp.

Longitudinal section, X3, Favosites windxnillensis

fauna, CCIII 1171 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1204.
2.

Longitudinal section, X3, Favosites windmiIlensis

fauna, CCIII 1658 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1218.
3.

Longitudinal section, X3, Favosites windmillensis

fauna, CCIII 1658 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1216.
4.

Longitudinal section Xl, Favosites wincimillensis

fauna, CCIII 1773 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1198.
6

Longitudinal section Xl, Favosites windmillensis

CCIII 1711 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1204.
7.

Longitudinal section, X10, Favosites windmillensis

fauna, CCIII 1658 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1216.
8.

Longitudinal section X5, Favosites windmillensis

fauna, CCIII 1773 ft., Coal Canyon
Fig. 5:
5.

Gedinnian, 1198.

Favosites allodape n. sp.

Longitudinal section X3, Favosites allodape zone

J67, Cortez Mountains, Gedinnian, 1228.
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PLATE 9
Fig. 1-3, 6:
1.

Favosités conhaniae n. sp.

Tangential section, X3-, Striatopora issa zone,

RAI 196-200 ft., Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, 993.
2.

Longitudinal section, XLiV, Striatopora 'issa zone,

RAI 196-200 ft., Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, 1002.
3.

Longitudinal section, Xl Striatopora ±ssa zone,

RAI 196-200 ft., Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, 1013.
6.

Longitudinal section, Xl, Striatopora issa zone,

RAI',' 196-200 ft., Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, 1013.
Fig.

Ll:

Favosites grannyi n. sp.

14

Longitudinal section, Xl, Favosites grannyi fauna',

WCII 625 ft., Willow Creek, upper Ernsian, 1375.
Fig.. 5:
5.

Squameofavositesinfreguens', n. sp.

Longitudinal section', X3, Favosites kobehensis

zone, WCII 170 ft.,, Willow Creek, lower Emsian, 389B.
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PLATE 10
Fig. 1-7:
1,

Pachyfavosites

os n. sp.

Longitudinal section XLi', PachrfavosItes lophos

zone, LMI 381 ft., Lone Mountain, Emsian, 503B.
2.

Transverse section, X3, Pachyfavosites Iophos

zone, LMI 388 ft., Long Mountain, Emsian 127B.
3.

Transverse section X5, Pächyfavosites lophos zone,

LMI 381 ft., Lone Mountain, Emsian, 503A.
Lj

Transverse s e cti on',' Xl, Pachyfavosi tes 'loph os

zone, LMI, 381 ft.', Lone Mountain, Emsian 503A.
5.

Longitudinal section, Xl, Pachyfavosites lophos

zone',' LMI, 388 ft., Lone Mountain', Emsian', l27A.
6.

Longitudinal section, Xl-', Pachyfavosites lophos

zone', LMI, 388 ft.', Lone Mountain
7.

Emsian, 127A.

Longitudinal section, X 2/3, Pachyfavosites lophos

zone, LMI, 381 ft., Lone Mountain, Emsian, 503B.
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PLATE 11
Fig. 1-6:
1.

Emmonsia bartinensis n.

p.

Transverse section XLi,, Pachyfavosites lophos zone,

WCII 256 ft., Willow Creek, Emsian, 129D.
2.

Longitudinal section X7, Pachyfavosites lophos

zone, WCII 256 ft., Willow Creek, Ernsian, l29B.
3.

Longitudinal section, Xl, Fachyfavosites lophos

zone, LMI 392 ft.
k.

float, Lone Mountain, Emsian, l2LlB.

Tangential section

X2/3, Pachyfavosites lophos

zone, WCII 256 ft., Willow Creek, Emsian, l29A.
5.

Longitudinal section, X5, Pachyfavosites lophos

zone, LMI 392 ft. float, Lone Mountain, Emsian
6.

12)4-B.

Longitudinal section, X7, Pachyfavosites lophos

zone, UYII 392 ft. float, Lone Mountain, Emsian, 12)4-B.
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PLATE 12
Fig. 1-6:
1.

Squameofavosites infregns n. sp.
Transverse section, X3, Favosites kobehensis

zone, WCII 170 ft., Willow Creek, lower Emsian, 389A.
2.

Longitudinal section, X3, Favosites kobehensis

zone, WCII 170 ft., Willow Creek, lower Emsian
3.

392D.

Longitudinal section, Xl, Favosites kobehensis

zone, WCII 170 ft., Willow Creek, lower Emsian, 388.
Li.,

Transverse section, Xl Favosites kobehensis

zone, WCII 170 ft., Willow Creek, lower Emsian, 389A.
5.

Transverse section

X3, Favosites kobehensis

zone, WCII 170 ft., Willow Creek, lower Emsian, 392D.
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PLATE 13
Fig. i-3
1.

Suameofavosites leDtoDhragmos n. sp.
Transverse section, X6, Pachffavosites 1ophos zone,

LMI 337 ft. float, Lone Mountain, Emsian, 505B.
2.

Longitudinal section, Xl, Favosites koryste zone,

CCN-1 193 ft., Coal Canyon, Emsian, 1501.
3.

Longitudinal section, XLI'.5, Favosite's koryste zone,

CCN-1 193 ft., Coal Canyon', Emsian', 1501.

Fig. k-6:
Lj.

Suarneofavosites abundus n. sp.

Tangential section, X2, Squameofavosites abundus

fauna', BCII-.III 5k5 ft., Birch Creek, lower Gedinnian, l67B.
5.

Longitudinal section X9, Squameofavosites abundus

fauna', BCII-III 5145 ft.',' Birch Creek', lower Gedinnian, l67B.
6.

Longitudinal section X9', Squameofavosites abundus

fauna', BCII-III 5Li5 ft.', Birch Creek', lower Gedinnian, l67B.
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PLATE lL,

Fig.

1-9:

Sguaeofavos1tes coalcanyonensis n. sp.

Longitudinal section, XL1', Sguarneofavosites coalcaflyonensis fauna, CC - UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 5A.
1.

Longitudinal section, X3, Sguaeofa.vosites coalcanfonensis fauna, CC - UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 931.
Longitudinal section, Xl, Squameofavosites coal3.
canyonensis fauna, CC - UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 931.
14 Longitudinal section, X2, Squarneofavosites coal2.

caflyonensis fauna, CC

UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian,

929.

Longitudinal section, Xl, Squameofavosites coalcanyonensis fauna, CC - UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 1633.
Longitudinal section, Xl-, Sguameofavosites coal6.
5.

canyonensis fauna CC - UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 939A.
7. Tangential section, Xl, Squameofavosites coalcanyonensis fauna, CC - UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 926A.
8. Longitudinal section, XLI', Squameofavosites coalcanyonensis fauna, CC UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 1633.
9. Longitudinal section, X5 Squameofavosites coalcanyonensis fauna, CC - UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 926B.
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PLATE 15

Fig.

ic oiensis n. sp.
uarneoavoites
1. Longitudinal section, X6, Sgiianeofavosites coal-

1-6:

can,fonensis fauna, CC - UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 1633.
2. Longitudinal section, X4, S arneofavosite coalcaflyonensis fauna, CC - UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 5A.
Longitudinal section, X7, Squameofavosites coal3.
canyoriensis fauna, CC - UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 931.
Tangential seCtion, X2, Sguaineofavosites coalAc
canyonensis CC- UP, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 926A.
Longitudinal section, X10', Squameofavosites coal5.
canyonensis fauna, CC

UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian,

926B.

Longitudinal section, Xl, Squameofavosites coalcanyonensis fauna, CC - UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 5a.
6.
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PLATE 16
Fig. 1-2, 5:
1.

Squameofavosites clypeatus n. sp.

Longitudinal section, X9, Squameofavosites coal-

cariyonenSis fauna, CC - UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 916B.

Tangential section, X5, Sguameofavosites coal-

2.

canronenSis fauna, CC - UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 916A.

Longitudinal section, X9, Squameofavosites coal-

5.

canybnensis fauna, CC - UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, 916B.
Fig. 3_Lb, 7-8:

Longitudinal section, X5, Heliolites wenbanensis

3.

fauna, CO
Li.

Squarneofavosites cortezensis n. sp.

-

685 ft., Cortez Mountains, Siegenian, 1257A.

Longitudinal section, X9, Heliolites wenbanensis

fauna, CO - 685 ft., Cortez Mountains, Siegenian, 1257A.
7.

fauna, CO
8.

fauna, CO

Longitudinal section, Xl, Heliolites wenbanensis
-

685 ft.

Cortez Mountains, Siegenian, 1257A.

Transverse section, X7, Heliolites wenianensis
685 ft., Cortez Mountains

Siegenian, 1257B.
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PLATE 17
Fig. 1-7:
1.

Squameofavosites murphyj. n

sp.

Longitudinal section, X3, S'guae favosites murphyi

zone, WCI 840 ft.' float, Willow Creek, Siegenian, 428.
2.

Tangential section, Xl',

ameofavosites murphyi

zone, WCI 840 ft. float, Willow Creek, Siegenian, 426A.
3.

Longitudinal section, Xl 2/3, Squameofavosites

murphyi zone, BC 11-Ill 1050 ft. Birch Creek, Siegenian,
215B.
4.

Longitudinal section', 1 2/3, Sguarnofavosites

murphyi zone, WCI, 840 ft. float, Willow Creek, Siegenian,
428.
5

Transverse section Xl 3/4, Sguaineofaitosites

murphyi zone', BC 11-111 1050 ft. Birch Creek', Siegenian,
215A.
6.

Transverse section X3*, Squarneofavosites murphyi

zone, BC 11-111 1050 ft. Birch Creek, Siegenian', 2l6C.
7.

Longitudinal section, X5, Squameofavosites murphyl

zone, WCI, 840 ft. float', Willow Creek', Siegenian', 426B.'
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PLATE 18

Fig i6:

guaeofaVoSites murphy! n. sp.
1. Longitudinal section, X6, Squarneofavosites murphy!
zone, WCI 840 ft. float, Willow Creek, Siegenian LI28.
2. Longitudinal section, x6, Sq uameofavo sites murphy!
zone, WCI, 8L0 ft. float, Willow Creek, Siegenian, 428.
3. Longitudinal section, X5, Suameofavosites murphy!
zone, BCII-III 1050 ft. Birch Creek, Siegenian, 2l6B.
L1,
Longitudinal section, Xl, Squameofavosites murphyi
zone, BCII-III 1050 ft. Birch Creek, Siegenian, 216B.
5. Transverse section, X5, Squameofavosites murphy!
zone, WCI 840 ft., float Willow Creek, Siegenian 426C.
6. Longitudinal section, Xl0, Squameofavosites
murphy! zone, WCI 840 ft., float, Willow Creek Siegenian
LI.26B.
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PLATE 19
Fig. 1-6:
1.

Syringolites (?) indistinctus Dubatolov 1963.
Transverse section X3, Syringolites (?)

indistinctus fauna, J60, Cortex Mountains, Siegenian
2.

1262Bf

Longitudinal section, X3, Syringolites (?)

indistinctus fauna, J60, Cortez Mountains, Siegenian, 1262A.
3.

Longitudinal section, Xl, Syringolites C?)

indistinctus fauna, J6o, Cortez Mountains, Siegenian
L.

Longitudinal section

12626.

Xli-, Syringolites C?)

indistinctus fauna, J60, Cortez Mountains, Siegenian, l26LIB.
5.

Transverse section, X4., Syringolites (?)

indistinctus fauna, J6o, Cortez Mountains, Siegenian, 126kA.
6.

Transverse section

X)4, Syringolites (?)

indistinctus fauna, J60, Cortez Mountains, Siegenian, l26LIA.
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PLATE 20
Fig. 1-8:
1.

Thamnopora jaydeensis n. sp.
Longitudinal section, X3, Thamnopora jaydeensis

Subzone, RHII 326 ft., Red Hill, lower Frasnian,
2.

Tangential section, Xl

1/3,

Thamnopora jaydeensis

Subzone, RHII 326 ft., Red Hill, lower Frasnian,
3.

l2OlA.

l2OlB.

Tangential section, X 3/LiP, Ciadopora redhillae

Subzone, JD1 float, northern Simpson Park Range, lower
Frasnian, 6LIiI.
LI.

Transverse section,

X3-, Cladopora redhiIlae sub-

zone', JD1 float, northern Simpson Park Range, lower
Frasnian, 6Lt'2A.
5.

Transverse section, X3, Caldopora redhillae Sub-

zone, JD1 float, northern Simpson Park Range, lower
Frasnian, 6LI20.
6.

Transverse section, X

2/3,

Caldopora redhillae Sub-

zone, JD1 float, northern Simpson Park Range, lower
Frasnian, 639A.
7.

Longitudinal section, X7, Caldopora redhillae Sub-

zone, JD1 float, northern Simpson Park Range, lower
Frasnian, 6LI2C.
8.

Longitudinal section, X7, CaIdopora redhiIlae Sub-

zone, JD1 float, northern Simpson Park Range, rower
Frasnian, 639B.
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PLATE 21
Fig.

1-8:
1.

Thamnopora Wrihti n. sp.
Tangential section, X2, Thamnopora wrighti zone,

RC1, Red Canyon, Givetian,
2.

Longitudinal section, 1, Thamnopora wPighti zone,

RC1, Red Canyon, Givetian,
3.

666.

Longitudinal section X2, Thainnopora wrighti zone,

RC1, Red Canyon, Givetian,
Li,

1608.

665.

Side view, X1, Thainnopora wrighti zone, JLi5,

Cortez Mountains, Givetian, lLI15A.

5.

Side view, X1, Thamnopora wrighti zone

JLi5,

Cortez Mountains, Givetian, 1l4l9.

6.

Side view, X5

Thainnopora wrighti zone, RC2, Red

Canyon, Givetian, 1332.

7.

Side view, X3, Thnnopora v,righti zone, JLi5,

Cortez Mountains, Givetian, lLI18.
8.

Side view, Xl-, Thamnopora wrighti zone, JLi5,

Cortez Mountains, Givetian,

lkl5B.
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PLATE 22
Fig. 1-3:
1.

Thamnopora aItanevadana n. sp.

Transverse section, X6, ThamnoporaaItanevadana

fauna', IJVIE 975-980 ft. Lone Mountain, lower Eifelian, 1172B.
2.

Tangential section', X2, Th'arnnopora altanevadana

fauna', L1VIE 975-980 ft., Lone Mountain, lower Eifelian,
ll72A.
3'.

Longitudinal section, X6, Tharnnopora altanevadana

fauna, LME 975-980 ft. Lone Mountain
Fig'.

lower Eifelian, ll72C.

)-4':

Thamnopora baa n. sp.

Li.

Tangential section, XLi', Syringopora jessella

fauna', DG', Devils Gate, upper Frasnian, 991.

Fig. 5-6:
5.

Thanmopora sp'. A

Tangential section, X4 Squameofavosites coal-

c'anyo'nensis fauna',' CC
6.

UB, Coal Canyon', Siegenian, 13A.

Longitudinal section', Xli-, Squameofavosites coal-

canyon'ensis fauna, CC - UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, l3A'.
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PLATE 23

Fig 12:
1.

AlveolitelIa sokolovi n. sp

.

Tangential section, X3, AJ:veolitelJ..a sokolovi

zone, RHII 318-321, Red H1J.1, upper Givetian, 1090.
2.

Tangential section, X5, AlveolitelIa sokolovi

zone, RHII 318-321, Red Hill, upper Givetian, 1090.
Fig. L-5:
k.

Cladopora sp.

Side view, X3, Grabaulites distincta fauna, RAI,

37_37LI ft., Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, l395A
5.

Side view, X3, Grabaulites distincta fauna, RAI,

7_37Li ft., Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, l395B.
Fig. 3, 7-8:
3.

Striatopora eIäta n. sp.

Tangential section, X2', Striatopora elata fauna,

WCII 1290 ft.; Willow Creek, upper Givetian, 5249.
7.

Longitudinal section, X6, Striatopora elata fauna,

WCII 1290 ft., Willow Creek, upper Givetian
8.

5k9.

Transverse section, X8, Striatopora elata fauna,

WCII, 1290 ft., Willow Creek, upper Givetian, 5)49.
Fig. 6:
6.

Cladopora redhillae n. sp.

Tangential section, X2, Cladopora redhillae Sub-

zone, JDI, northern Simpson Park Range, lower Frasnian,
'641A.
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PLATE 2k

Sriatbpbra ISSa Hall, 187k.

Fig. i-k, 7-8:
1.

Side view, X3, Stria.topora issa zone, RAI, 210 ft.

Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, l4llA.
2.

Side view, X3, Striatopora issa zone, RAI, 210 ft.

Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, l650A.
3.

Side view, X3, Sriatopora issa zone, RAI, 210 ft.

Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, l65OB.
k.

Side view; X3, Striatopora iSSa zone, RAI, 210 ft.

Rabbit Hill, Siegenian
7.

1411B.

Side view, X3, Striatopora issa zone

CO 1807 ft.

Cortez Mountains, Siegenian, 1336.
8.

Side view, X3, Striatopora issa zone; RA2, Rabbit

Hill' Siegenian

Fig. 56, 9:
5.

16k?.

Striatopora sp. A.

Side vievi, X3, Favosites windmillensis fauna,

CCIII 1658 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1325A.
6.

Side view, X3, FavositEsWindmillensis fauna,

CCIII 1658 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, l325B.
9.

Side view X3, Sguameofavosites murphyi zone,

CCIII 1617 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1306.
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Fig. 11-12:
11.

Striatopora sp B.

Side view X3, Gräbaulites distincta fauna, RAI

375 ft., Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, 11iL.
12.

Side view, X3, Grabaulites distincta fauna, RAI

373_37LI ft. Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, 1393.
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PLATE 25

Pro'topJwodi.

Fig. 1-6:
1.

Rabbit
2.

Rabbit
3.

Top view, X3, StriätoDora i'ssa zone, RAI',' 210 ft.,

Hill,

Rabbit
5.

Rabbit
6.

Siegenian',

1k550.

Top view, X3, Striatopora issa zone, RAI, 210 ft.,

Hill,

Siegenian, 1455C.

Top view, X3, Striatopora Issa zone, RAI, 196-200

ft., Rabbit
Lj

tri'fol5atum (Dunbar, 1920)

Hill,

Siegenian, lLi66.

Side view, X3, Striatopora isa zone', RAI 200 ft.,

Hill,

Siegenian..

Side view',' X3, Striatopora issa zone, RAI 210 ft.,

Hill,

Siegenian, 114'55B.

Side view, ext. X3,' Striatopora issa zone', RAI 210

ft., Rabbit

Hill,

Fig. 7-12:

Pleurodictyuxn nevadensis Merriam, 1973.

7.

Siegeniai-i', lk55B.

Top view, X2',' Grabaulites distincta zone, RAI,

373_37L, Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, 1388.
8.

Rabbit

9.

Top view' X2

Hill','

Siegenian','

S'triatopora issa zone

RAI

200 ft.,

ll450.

Top view, X3, Stri'a.t'opora issa zone',' CO 1807 ft.',

Cortez Mountains',' Siegenian 13370.
10.

Top view, X2, S'tr'iatopora 'i'ssa zone, RAI 200 ft.,

Cortez Mountains',' Siegenian',' 11457.

3I42

11.

side view, X3, Striatopora issa zone, CO 1807 ft.,

Cortez Mountains, Siegenian, 1337A.
12.

Side view, X3, Grabäu1ites distincta zone, RAI

373-37L1. ft., Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, 1671.
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PLATE 26
Fig. 1-5:
1.

Pieurodi'ctyum rabbithi'lIensis n. sp.

Top view, X3, Grabul'ites diStinc'ta zone, RAI

373-374 ft., Rabbit Hill, Siegenian', l392A.
2.'

Bottom view,' X3, Gräbauiie's

373-374 ft., Rabbit Hill, Siegenian
3.

Is'tincta zone, RAI
1392A.

Top view, X3, Cleistopora fauna', RAI 410 ft. ,

Rabbit Hill, upper Siegenian, 1447A.
4.

Top view, X3, Grabaulites distinc'ta zone

RAI

373-374 ft[, Rabbit Hill', Siegenian', 1392B.
5.

Top view, X2', Cleistopora fauna

RAI 410 ft.,

Rabbit Hill, upper Siegenian', 1447B.
Fig. 6:
6.

Trachy-pora cf'. limbata (Eaton, 1832)

Side view, Xl', Striatopora issa zone', RAI 210 ft.,

Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, 1452.
Fig. 7-8:
7.

Michel'inia (?) cf. autoporoides LeMaitre, 1952.
Side view,' X3, Striatopora issa zone, RAI

196-200 ft.,' Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, 1358A.
8'.

Side view, X3, Striatop'ora issa zone, RAI

196-200 ft.', Rabbit Hill, Siegenian,' 1358B.
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Fig.' 1,

Li-5:

C1eis'topora iota n. sp

1' Top view,

C'Ie'iStoi6Pa ita fauna, FC_3L','
Cortez Mountains, Emsian, 1670C.
Lj.
Top view, X3', CIeis't'opora cta fauna, FC_3Lt,
X3,

Cortez Mountains, Emsian', 1670A.
.5

Top view, X3, Cleist'opora iota fauna, JLl7, Cortez

Mountains', Ernsian

1669

Fig. 2-3: Cleistopora sp. A
Cleis'topora fauna, RAI Ll1O ft. ,
Rabbit Hill, upper Siegenian, 1399A.
2.

Top view,

X3,'

Top view', X3,' Cleistopora fana, RAI kb
Rabbit Hill',' upper Siegenian,' 1399A'.
3.

ft.,

Fig. 6-7: Placocoenites sp.
6.

Top view X3',' Squsineofavosites murphyi zone',

CCIII 1617 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian 1305.
7.

Top view,

X3,

Sguameofavosi'tes murphyi zone',

CCIII 1617 ft.', Coal Canyon', Gedinnian,

1305'.
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PLATE 28
Fig. 1:
1.

Alveolites suborbicularis (Larnarck, 1801).

Tangential section, Xl,

ingopora jessella

fauna, D. G., Devils Gate, upper Frasnian, 988.

Fig. 2-5:
2.

Subalveolites allosiphonos n. sp.
Transverse section, x6, Favosites koryste zone,

CCN-1 222 ft., Coal Canyon, Emsian, lk88.
3.

Transverse section, X6, Favosites koryste zone,

CCN-1, 26LI ft., Coal Canyon, Emsi!an, 1500.
)4

Longitudinal section, X2, Favosites koryste zone,

CCN-1, 26Li ft., Coal Canyon, Emsian, 1l499.
5.

Longitudinal section, X5, Favosites koryste zone,

CCN-1, 26LI ft., Coal Canyon', Emsian, 11+99.

Fig. 6-8:
6.

Crassialveolites dubatolovi n. sp.
Longitudinal section, X2, Thanmopora wrighti zone,

J1+9, Cortez Mountains, Givetian, 1251+.
7.

Transverse section, X+, Thamnopora wrighti zone,

J1+9, Cortez Mountains, Givetian, 121+8.
8.

Longitudinal section, X5, Thamnopora wrighti zone,

J1+9, Cortez Mountains, Givetian, 1251+.
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PLATE 29
Fig. 1-7:
1.

Cladopora redhillae n. ap.

Tangential section, XII, Clora redYiillae Sub-

zone, RHII )i'38_Li-Li-5,
2.

Tangential section X9, Ciadopora redhillae Sub-

RHII, L38_L45,

zone,

3.

Red Hill, lower Frasnian, 1060A.

Red Hill, lower Frasnian, 106DB.

Tangential section, X9, Cladopora redhillae Sub-

RHII 2438_L5, Red Hill, lower Frasnian, 106DB.

zone,

Tangential section, x6, Cladopora redhillae Sub-

L1

zone, JD1, northern Simpson Park Range sg., lower
Frasnian, 6L1-1B.

5.

RHII l438_L1+5, Red Hill, lower Frasnian, lO6OD.

zone,

Tangential section, X5, Cladopora redi-Lillae Sub-

6

zone,

Tangential section, X5, Cladopora redhillae Sub-

RHII )438_LILI5, Red Hill, lower Frasnian,
7.

l0L4.

Tangential section, X5, Cladopora redhiflae Sub-.

zone, EHII 438-414'5, Red Hill, lower Frasnian, lOLi5.
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PLATE 30
Fig. 1_Ll:
1.

zone,

Cäliapora americana n'. sp.

Longitudinal section, Xl0, Thamnopora wrighti

J145, Cortez Mountains, Givetian,

2.

1230.

Transverse section, X9, Thamnopora wr'ighti zone',

JLj5, Cortez Mountains, Givetian, 1230.

3.
zone,

Longitudinal section, X9, Thamnopora wrighti

Jl45, Cortez Mountains', Givetian, 1230.
Li.

Tangential section, Xl, Thamnopora wright'i zone,

JLj5', Cortez Mountains, Givetian,

Fig.

5-7:
5.

1230.

EgosleIla nevadana n. sp.
Side view, X3, Egosiella nevadana fauna, BCII-III

750 ft.', Birch Creek, lower Gedinnian, 1I402A.
6'.

Tangential section, xk,' Egosiella nevadana fauna',

BCII-III 603 ft.,' Birch Creek, lower Gedinnian,

7.

1852.

Side view, X3, Egosie]Jla nevadana fauna, BCII-III

705 ft., Birch Creek, lower Gedinnian, lLi02B.
Fig. 8-11:
8.

Egosiella indistincta n. sp.

Side view','

CCIII 1617

X3, Squameofavosites murphyi zone',

ft.', Coal Canyon, Gedirmian',

1300A.

9. Side view, X3, Favosites windmiIlensis
CCIII 1658 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1328.

fauna,

353

10.

Side view, X3

favosites murphyi zone,

CCIII 1617 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedin.nian, 1300D.
11.

Tangential section, X3, SgieoTavosites

oaIcanyonensis zone, CC-.UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian,
939D.
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PLATE 31

Fig. 1-6: Syrinopora eurekae n, sp.
L Longitudinal section, x6, Favosites koxste zone,
ft., Coal Canyon, Emsian, 1505A.
v-osites koryste zone,
2. Longitudinal section, XL,
CCN-1, 188 ft., Coal Canyon, Emsian, 1507.
CCN-1, 188

Longitudinal section, X7, Favosites koryste zone,
CCN-1, 188 ft., Coal Canyon', Einsian, l505B.
Longitudinal section, X8, Pavosites koryste zone,
.
CCN-1', 188 ft., Coal Canyon, Emsian, l506A.
5. Transverse section X9, Favosites koryste zone,
3.

ft., Coal Canyon, Emsian', 1505C.
6.
Longitudinal section',' X8, Favosites koryste zone
CCN-1, 188 ft., Coal Canyon', Einsian', l506B.
CCN-1, 188

r

4
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PLATE 32
Fig. 1-3:
1.

Syringopora jessella n. sp.
Longitudinal section, X5', Syringopora jesse'Ila

fauna, D. G., Devils Gate, upper Frasnian, 989.
2

Transverse section, X8, Sfringopora jesselia

fauna, D. G, Devils Gate, upper Frasnian, 978.
3.

Longitudinal section, X 3/Li', Syriopora jeSselIa

fauna, D. G., Devils Gate, upper Frasnian, 989.

Fig. L.-5:
Lj,

yi'ingopora sp. A.

Longitudinal section, X7, Squarneofavosites coal-

canyonensis zone, CC-UB Coal Canyon, Siegenian, l3C.
5I

Transverse section, Xli, Squameofavosites coal-

canyonensis zone, CC-UB, Coal Canyon, Siegenian, l3D.
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PLATE 33

Fig.

1-2, 7, 9-12:

1

'AiloraWatkinsi n. sp.

Top view, Xl

2/3,

S'arn'eo'favos'ite's murphyi zone,

ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian', 30k.
Top view, X2, Favosites 'Win'dmiIlensIs fauna,
2.
CCIII 1658 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 13214'.
Top view, X3, S aneofavosites 'mui'phyi zone,
7
CCIII 1617 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinrilan 1308.
CCIII 1617

9 .'

Top view',

CCIII 1617

10.

X3,

Snie'ofavosites murphyi zone,

ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian','

Top view,

X3,

131k.

S'guaxneofavosites murphyi zone,

ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian', 130kB.
11. Top view, X1-, Squameofavosites murph.yi zone,
CCIII 1617 ft.', Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1303.
CCIII 1617

12.

Top view',

X3,'

Sguarneofavos'ites niurphyi zOne',

CCIII 1617

ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian,

Fig. 3-k:

'Ai'Ibpora sp.

3.

Side view','

Xk,

Rabbit Hill, Siegenian,
14

Side view,

Xk,

Rabbit Hill, Siegenian,

l3OkC.

Sriatopora issa zone',' RAI

210

ft.,

210

ft.',

ik56.

S'triitopora'i'ssa zone', RAI
11+56.
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Fig. 6; 8:
6.

ft.

Aulopora sp. A., n. sp.

Top view, X3, Grabau1ites distincta zone, RAI 375

Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, lL45.
8.

Top view, X3, Grabaulites distincta zone, RAI 375

ft., Rabbit Hill, Siegenian, lLI62.

Fig. 5:
5.

Aulopora sp. B., n. sp.

Top view; X3, Thamnopora wrighti zone, J_L5,

Cortez Mountains, Givetian, 1k23.
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PLATE 3L.

Fig. 1-6: Aulocystis pralleIa n. sp.
1. Side view, X3, Favosites windmillensis fauna,
CCIII 1658 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1322A.
2. Side view, X3, FavoSitës WifldmiIlensis fauna,
CCIII 1658 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, l322C.
3. Side view, X3, Favosite's Windflhiliensis fauna,
CCIII 1658 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1322A.
Lij.
Top view, X3, Favosites windmillensis fauna,
1658 ft.', Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1322A.
Top viewV X3, Favosites wincimillensis fauna,
5
CCIII 1658 ft.', Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, l322C.
6. Top view, X3, Favosites windmillensis fauna,
CCIII 1658 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedirinian 1322A.

Fig. 7-8: Aulocysis sp.
7. Longitudinal section', X5', Favosites grannyl fauna,
LMI 708-709 ft.',' Lone Mountain, upper Emsian, 1927A.

Longitudinal section', X5, Favo'site's grannyi fauna,
LMI 708-709 ft., Lone Mountain, upper Emsian, 1927B.
8.

Fig. 9-13: Gra'bEuilites ja.cksoni (Grabau, 1899)
Top view, X3, Grabaulites jack'Sohi fauna, WCII
1210 ft., Willow Creek, upper Givetian, 114'5lC.
9.

363

10.

Longitudinal section, X, Grabaulites iacksoni

fauna WCII 1200 ft.', Willow Creek', upper Givetian', l8Lil.
11.

1200 ft.
12.

Top view, X3, Gra'oäulites 'jScksoni fauna', WCII

Willow Creek, upper Givetian, 1451A.
Side view,' X3, Grabaul'i't'e's 'jacksoni fauna', WCII

1210 ft., Willow Creek', Upper Givetian, 1451B.
13.

Side view, X3, GrabaLtlite's jacksoni fauna, WCII

1210 ft.', Willow Creek', Upper Givetian, 1451D.

Fig. 14-15:
14'.'

Gra.bäulites dIstincta n. sp.

Top view', X3, Grabaulite's distincta zone, RAIl

373-374 ft., Rabbit Hill', Siegenian, 1389.
15.

Side view, X3, Grabaulites distincta zone,' RAIl

373-374 ft., Rabbit Hill; Siegenian, 1389'.
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PLATE 35

Roningeria in.exäcta n. sp.
1. Side view, X3, FavoSites wincküIlehsis fauna,
CCIII 1658 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1318.
Fig.

l-8:

2.

Side view, X2, Squainebfavosites murphyl zone

ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian 1301.
Top view, X2, SuarneoThvoSites muiphti zone,
3.
CCIII 1617 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian 1301.
CCIII 1617

Li..

Top view,

CCIII 1617
5.

X3,

Sguameofa.vosites murphyl zone,

ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian

1310.

Top view X2 SguameofavoSites murphyi zone,

ft., Coal Canyon Gedinnian 1301.
6.
Top view, X3, Favosites windmillensis fauna,
CCIII 1658 ft., Coal Canyon Gedinnian, 1320.
Top view, X3, Favosites windmillensis fauna,
7.
CCIII 1658 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1319.
Top view, Xi Fàvosites Windfliillensis fauna,
8.
CCIII, 1658 ft., Coal Canyon, Gedinnian, 1318.
CCIII 1617
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PLATE 36
Fig. 1-5:

HèJoIieswenbanensi

n. sp.

Transverse section, X3, He:liolies WehbensIs

1.

fauna, Co 685 ft., Cortez Mountains, Siegenian, 1227A.

Longitudinal section

2

XLIV, HelilitesWennsis

fauna, CO 685 ft.', Cortez Mountains, Siegenian,' 1227B.
Transverse section, Xl, ffe'11o'lltes

3.

noaflensis

fauna, CO 685 ft., Cortez Mountains, Siegenian, 1227A.

Transverse section X1-

Lt,

fauna

Helio'lites wenbanensis

CO 685 ft., Cortez Mountains, Siegenian, 1227A.
5

Longitudinal section, Xl*, Heliolites wenbanensis

fauna',' CO 685 ft., Cortez Mountains, Siegenian', 1227B.

Fig. 6-7:
6.'

Heliolites redcanyonensis n. sp.

Longitudinal section, Xli, Thamnopora wrighti

zone, RC1', Red Canyon', Givetian
7.

671.

Longitudinal section', X6,' Thamriopora wrighti

zone', RC1, Red Canyon, Givetian, 67L.
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PLATE 37
Fig. 1-k:
1.

C1etetes inInutlus n. sp.
Longitudinal section, X3-, Pavosites ko1ehensis

zone, WCII, 170 ft., Willovi Creek, lower Einsian, 378A.
2.

Longitudinal section, X5, Favosite's kTobeh'ensis

zone, WCII, 170 ft.', Willow Creek, lower Emsian
3.

378A.

Longitudinal section, X14, Favosites korrste

zone, CCN-1, 193 ft., Coal Canyon, Einsian, 15010.
Li.,

Transverse section, x6, Fävosites kobehensis

zone, WCII, 170 ft., Willow Creek, lower Emsian

378A.
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LOCALITY REGISTER
Mt I SECTION
Sec.
Section begins 2000 ft. E., 500 ft. N. of SW cor.
uphill
N.
kO
W.
30, T. 18 N., R. 55 E., and continues
Pinto Summit quad., Aihambra Hills, White Pine Co., Nevada.
BC Il-Ill SECTION
Section extends along ridge ascending ESE from a point 800
ft. N., 500 ft. E. of SW cor. of sec. 22, T. 2k N., R. 50
E., east flank of Birch Creek, northern Roberts Mts.,
Roberts Creek Mtn. quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.

CC III SECTION
Section begins 150 ft. N, 700 ft. E. of SW cor. of sec.
17, T. 25 N., R. k9 E. arid extends uphill to E. and then
down W. slope of Coal Canyon, northern Simpson Park Range,
Horse Creek Valley quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.
CCN-1 SECTION
Section located in valley east of Coal Canyon, sec. i6,
25 N., R. k9 E., northern Simpson Park Range, Horse
T
Creek Valley quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.
CO SECTION
Section extends S along ridge from a point 3570 ft. N.,
3700 ft. E of the SW cor. of sec. 16, T. 26 N., R. k8 E.,
Cortez Mtn., Cortez quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.
EF SECTION
Upsection to NE from a point at base of McColley Canyon
Fm., 600 ft. N., 2100 ft. W. of VAB1VI 7936, Bartine Ranch
quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.
FF SECTION
Upsection to NE from point at base of McColley Canyon Fm.,
i600 ft., S., 1900 ft. W. of VABM 7936, Bartine Ranch
quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.

MCN-1 SECTION
Section located in saddle above head of McColley Canyon
in NE*, NW, NE of sec. 1, T. 26 N., R. 52 E., Mineral
Hill quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.
RAI SECTION
Section extends up SE slope of Rabbit Hill from point
approx. kkoo ft. S., 900 ft. W. of SE cor. of sec. 35,
T. 16 N., R. k9 E., Monitor Range, Eureka Co., Nevada.

372

RH II SECTION
Section begins '4000 ft. N.', 2200 ft. W. of SE cor. of
sect. 17', T. 25 N.', R. 50 E. and extends uphill to NE,
northern Simpson Park Range, Eureka Co., Nevada.
WC I SECTION
Section begins 2100 ft. 5., 1000 ft. W. of NE cor of Sec.
22, T. 24 N.', R. 50 E.', arid extends uphill to ESE,
northern Roberts Mtns., Roberts Creek Mtns. quad.,
Eureka Co., Nevada
WC II SECTION
Section extends SE along ridge crest from a point 1150 ft.
N., 1850 ft. E. of SE cor. of sec. 22, T. 24 N., R. 50 E.,
northern Roberts Mts., Eureka Co., Nevada.

CC-UB
Elev. 6300 ft., 200 ft. N., 3800 ft. E'. of SW cor. of Sec.
17, T. 25 N., R 49 E
Coal Canyon, northenn Simpson
Park Range, Horse Creek Valley quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.

CO - DMC
Elev. 7650 ft., 4225 ft. N., 4750 ft. E. of SW cor. of sec.
21,' T. 26 N., R. 48 E., Cortez Mts.', Cortez quad., Eureka
Co., Nevada.

CO - 1807
Elev. 7950 ft., 100 ft. S., 4400 ft. E. of NW cor. of sec.
16, T. 26 N., R. 48 E., Cortez quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.
DC - CC
Upper Coils Creek mbr. east flank of Dry Creek, about 20
ft. below Denay Ls.; elev'. 61+00 ft., 2100 ft. S.,' 3300
ft. E. of NW cor. of sec. 24, T. 24 N., R. 50 E.', northern
Roberts Mountains Roberts Creek Mtn. quad., Eureka Co.,
Nevada.
DG
Devils Gate', elev. 6120', 100 ft. S., 1250 ft. W'. of NE
cor'.' of sec. 26, T. 20 N., R. 52 E., Whistler Mt. quad.,
Eureka County, Nevada.

F 38 - 2
Elev. 7960 ft., crest of main ridge between Willow Creek
and Birch Creek, approx. 6000 ft. S. of SE cor. of sec.
22, T. 24 N., R. 50 E., northern Roberts Mountains,
Roberts Creek Mtn. quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.
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FC -314'

Elev. 6875 ft., 800 ft. N,, 2900 ft. E. of SW cor. of Sec.
21, T. 26 N., R. 48 E., Cortez quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.
1 (UCR 4320)
H
Elev. approx. 6960 ft., 2800 ft. N.', 4800 ft. E. of the SW
cor. of sec. 25 (unsurveyed), T. 24 N., R. 50 E., Roberts

Creek Mtn. quad.', Eureka Co., Nevada.

H-3-1
Elev. 6750, 1100 ft. S., 2000 ft. E., of NW cor. of Sec.
26 (unsurveyed), T. 24 N., R. 50 E., Roberts Creek Mt.
quad., Eureka County, Nevada.
J - 45 - 71
Elev. 8650 ft., 1100 ft. S"., 4300 ft.E. of NW car. of sec.
4, T. 26 N., R. 48 E.', Cortez quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.
J - 47 - 71
Elev. 8000 ft.', 100 ft. E.', 2600 ft. N., of SW car, of Sec.

3, T. 26 N., R. 48 E., Cortez quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.
-

60 - 1

Elev. 8300 ft., 800 ft. N. 2220 ft. E'. of SW cor'. of sec.
4, T. 26 N., R. 48 E., northern Cortez Mtn.', Cortez quad.,
Eureka Co., Nev ada.

J-61-i
South end of Rabbit Hill', north flank of Whiterock Canyon'
elev. 7080 ft., 4400 ft. S., 900 ft. W. of SE. car, of
sec. 35, T. 16 N., R. 49 ES, east slope of Monitor Range,
Horse Heaven Mtn. quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.
J

63

1

West flank of Willow Creek', elev. 6680 ft., 2600 ft. S..,
1400 ft, E. of SE. cor. of sec. 22, T. 24 N., R. 50 E.,
Roberts Creek Mtn'. quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.

J - 64 - 71
Elev. 7725, 3960 ft. N.', 3700 ft. E. of SW cor. of sec.
16, T'. 26 N., R. 48 E.,' Cortez Mtn., Cortez quad., Eureka
Co.', Nevada.

J - 67 - 71
Elev. 7800, 3850 ft.' N'.",' 3700 ft. E. of SW cor. of sec'. 16,'
T.' 26 N., R. 48 E., Cortez Mtri.',' Cortez quad.',' Eureka Ca'.,
Nevada.

JD - 1
Elev. 6320 ft.',' 1750 ft. N., 650 ft. W'. of SE cor. of sec.

37L

7',

T. 25 N.', R

50 E., northern Simpson Park Range

Eureka

Cc., Nevada.

MC - Bart. Fit.
Section 36, T. 27 N.', R. 52 E., McColley Canyon', Mineral
Hill quad., Sulphur Spring Range, Mineral Hill quad.,
Eureka Co., Nevada.

KOBEH
MC
Elev. 7200 ft., 3000 ft. NT.',' 1000 ft. W. of SE cor. of

sec. 36, T. 27 N, R. 52 E,McColley Canyon, Sulphur
Springs Range, Mineral Hill quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.

MP-3
Modoc Peak, approx. 300 ft. above dolomite elev. 7360 ft.,
1200 ft. N'.', L000 ft. E. of SW cor. of sec. 19, T 19 N.,
R. 53 E.', Bellevue Peak quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.

RA-1
South end of Rabbit Hill', N. flank of Whiterock Canyon,
elev. 7080 ft. I4Li00 ft. S., 900 ft. W. of SE cor'. of sec.
35,' T' 16 N., R. k9 E.,' east slope of Monitor Range,
Horse Heaven Mtn. quad.', Eureka Co., Nevada.

RC - 1
Red Canyon,' east flank', elev. 68k0 ft.', ca. 300 ft. SE
of 'd' in "Red'," T. 23 N.,' R. 50 E., west slope of
Roberts Mts'., Roberts Creek Mtn. quad.', Eureka Co.',
Nevada.
RC - 2
Red Canyon, east flank, elev. 68LiO ft.', Ca. 300 ft. SE of
23 N., R. 50 E., west slope of
'dt in "Red,'t' T
Roberts Mts., Roberts Creek Mtns. quath, Eureka Co.,
Nevada.
TJMI

elev., 6625 ft., 100 ft. S.,
2000 ft. W. of NE cor. of sec. 20', T. 27 N., R. 53 E.',
southern Pinyon Range, Mineral Hill quad., Elko Co.,
Nevada.
North edge of Union Mt.;,',

IJM - 2

North edge of Union Mtn.',' elev. 6750 ft., 1600 ft. S.',
900 ft'. W.' of NE cor, of sec. 20, T'.' 27 N., R. 53 E.,
southern Pinyon Range', Mineral Hill quad., Elko Co.,
Nevada.
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2X

South side of Whiterock Canyon approx'.' 2500 ft. upstream
from Rabbit Hill, SW of sec. 2 (unsurveyed), T. 15 N.,
R. 49 E., Horse Heaven Mts. quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.
13 2
Elev. 7080-7180 ft.', Ca. 5700 ft. S., 3200 ft. W. of
Table Mtn., Mahogany Hills, Bellevue Peak quad., Eureka
Co.',' Nevada.
3L.77

East flank of McColley Canyon, float sec. j6, T 27 N.',
R. 52 B.',' Mineral Hill quad., Eureka Co., Nevada.
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